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The Windows Background

Microsoft produced the first version of Windows in 1983 as a
graphical extension to its Disc Operating System (MS-DOS).
However, it was not a great success because, being DOS
based, it was confined to the DOS memory limit of 1 MB of
RAM. Mind you, at that time, not many PCs had that much
memory!

In 1987, an Intel 386 processor specific version of Windows
was brought out that was able to run in multiple 'virtual 8086'
mode, but Windows applications were still unable to use any
extended memory above the 1 MB. In 1990, however, Windows
version 3.0 solved this problem and became a huge success.

Two years later, the much needed update, Windows 3.1, was
released to fix most of the program bugs in version 3.0. The
horrendous and frequent 'Unrecoverable Application Error'
message became a thing of the past (well, almost!). Windows
for Workgroups 3.1, followed in October 1992, and started to
give the program the power to control small networked groups
of computers. This was strengthened in October 1993 with the
3.11 release, which included 32 -bit file management and more
networking support.

Then, three year later, came Windows 95, a 32 -bit operating
system in its own right which made full use of the 32 -bit
features of the then available range of Intel processor chips.
Microsoft had also put a lot of effort into this system to make it
compatible with almost all existing Windows and MS-DOS
based applications. This was obviously necessary, but it meant
that parts of Windows 95 were still only 16 -bit in operation.

June 1998, saw the launch of Windows 98, the long awaited
refined upgrade to Windows 95, which ran faster, crashed less
frequently, supported a host of new technologies, such as
Digital Video Disc for storing digital video on PCs, improved
MMX multimedia, and was year 2000 compliant. In May 1999
Windows 98 Second Edition was released.
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In September 2000, Microsoft released Windows Me, as the
direct upgrade to Windows 95/98 for the home PC. Windows
Me had many improvements incorporated into it, such as added
features that made it load faster, run more reliably, and if things
went radically wrong through interference by the user, the ability
to return to a previous working version of the Operating
System. In addition, Windows Me incorporated Wizards that let
you set up home networks and gave you the ability to share
Internet connections, had improved support for digital cameras,
video recorders, and multimedia with the introduction of the
Windows Media Player 7. Also, improved features and tools in
Internet Explorer 5.5 allowed better Web communication from
e-mail to instant messaging to video conferencing.

Running parallel with the desktop Windows development,
Microsoft set up the Windows NT development team in 1989.
Its mission was to design and build a PC operating system,
primarily for the business server community. From the
beginning, the priority design objectives of Windows NT were
robustness and extensibility, and in October 1991, the first
version of Windows NT was shown to the public at a

demonstration at COMDEX - the world's largest computer
exhibition.

In August 1993 we saw the release of Windows NT 3.1 with
6 million lines of code, followed a year later by Windows NT 3.5
with 9 million lines of code. In June 1995 Windows NT 3.51
was released capable of supporting upcoming Windows 95
programs. Then, in August 1996 Microsoft released Windows
NT 4.0 with 16 million lines of code. Since then, much has
changed with Windows NT 4.0, as customer requirements
evolved to include support for Windows applications, Web
services, communications, and much more. These
improvements came in the guise of several Service Packs.

In February 2000, Microsoft released Windows 2000
Professional, together with two additional Windows NT
compatible versions of the software; Server and Advanced
Server. Users of Windows 95/98 could easily upgrade (and
many have) to the Windows 2000 Professional version of this
Operating System (OS), while users of Windows NT could use
one of the other two versions of the OS to upgrade their system
according to their requirements.
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Finally, in October 2001, Microsoft released Windows XP (XP
for eXPerience) in two flavours; the Home edition (less
expensive) as the direct upgrade to Windows 98/Me for home
users and the Professional edition (more expensive but with
additional functionality) for Windows 2000 or business users.
Of course, provided you are running Windows 98/Me or
Windows 2000, you can upgrade to either version of Windows
XP.

At first glance, Windows XP looks slightly different to
previous versions of Windows. The changes to the desktop
icons, Start menu and the Control Panel are there for all to see,
while other concepts are borrowed from Windows Me or
Windows 2000. Windows XP has many improvements
incorporated into it which fall into several general categories.
These are:

Added features that make Windows XP load faster than
any previous version of Windows, run more reliably, and
the ability to return to a previous working version of the
Operating System (simiar to that under Windows Me).

Improved Wizards (similar to those under Windows Me)
let you set up home networks a lot easier and give you
the ability to share Internet connections.

Improved support for digital cameras, video recorders,
and multimedia with an improved version of the Windows
Media Player (now version 8).

Improved features and tools in Internet Explorer 6 allow
faster performance, and better Web communication from
e-mail (using version 6 of Outlook Express) to instant
messaging to video conferencing using the MSN
Explorer.

Improved Windows File Protection (similar to that under
Windows 2000) which prevents the replacement of
protected system files such as .sys, .dll, .ocx, .ttf, .fon,
and .exe files, so that installing software does not corrupt
the operating system by overwriting shared system files
such as dynamic -link libraries (.dll files) and executable
files (.exe files).
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All these improvements will be introduced and discussed in due
course at the appropriate section of the book.

Although we have used Windows XP Professional Edition to
write this book, it is equally valid for the Windows XP Home
Edition as the Professional Edition offers all the capabilities of
the Home Edition plus additional features designed to meet the
needs of the business community. These enhancements
provide more options for networking computers with added
security and simplified management.

Windows XP Professional also includes features for power
users, such as enhanced file security, remote access to your
computer's desktop and a personal Web server. However,
most home PC users will find that Windows XP Home Edition
contains all the facilities they will ever need or want. Which
version you choose will ultimately be your choice with the price
differential being a factor to be taken into account.
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program and many other multimedia, networking, electronic
communication, and power saving features, most of which are
examined in this book. Getting to grips with Windows XP, as
described, will also reduce the learning curve when it comes to
using other Windows application packages. For example, once
you have installed your printers and learned how to switch
between them and print from them, you should never again
have any difficulty printing from any Windows program. Also,
learning to manipulate text and graphics in WordPad and Paint
will lay very strong foundations on which to build expertise
when you need to master a full-blown word processor with
strong elements of desktop publishing.

The book was written with the busy person in mind. You
don't need to read many hundreds of large format pages to find
out most of what there is to know about the subject, when fewer
pages can get you going quite adequately! It is hoped that with
the help of this book, you will be able to get the most out of your
computer, when using Windows XP, in terms of efficiency and
productivity, and that you will be able to do it in the shortest,
most effective and enjoyable way.

An attempt has been made not to use too much 'jargon', but
with this subject, some is inevitable, so a fairly detailed glossary
of terms is included, which should be used with the text of this
book where necessary. Have fun!
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Package Overview

Windows XP (Professional or Home edition) is Microsoft's
latest desktop Operating System (OS). It is an easier to run and
more efficient operating system to install, far more stable, and
for business users the Professional edition is less expensive to
deploy for large number of networked computers. Microsoft has
employed the scripting process, first encountered in Windows
2000, which automates the installation process and makes it a
lot easier, particularly for large networks. Ordinary desktop
users also benefit as this version of Windows is by far the
easiest to install and the most stable to operate under.

Upgrading to Windows XP

Windows XP is a 32 -bit Operating System which, just like its
predecessors (Windows 95/98/Me/2000), uses a Graphical
Interface. However, unlike Windows 95/98/Me, this Graphical
Interface does not act as a graphical front end to the Disc
Operating System (MS-DOS), but as in Windows 2000 it
actually is a replacement of it.

In other words, both Windows 2000 and Windows XP break
away from the old MS-DOS dependency of previous versions of
desktop Windows - no more MS-DOS prompt, but there is a
Command prompt which allows you to run DOS -based
programs. So, if you are a Windows user, you could either
upgrade to Windows XP, or install Windows XP on a separate
partition of your hard disc without losing your previous Windows
installation. To achieve the latter, select 'new installation' when
installing the OS, as opposed to 'upgrade' which replaces the
previous Windows installation on your system.
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1 Package Overview

The upgrade path to Windows XP (Professional or Home
editions) is as follows:

Windows
98/Me

Windows
NT 4.0

Windows
2000 Prof.

Windows XP
Home Edition

x

x

Windows XP
Professional Edition

For earlier versions of the above operating systems, you must
make a new (clean) installation of Windows XP (Home or
Professional edition).

If, however, you are currently using Windows 98/Me/2000,
and want to retain your present installation, and you have a
second empty partition on your hard disc, then you can make a
new (clean) install of Windows XP in the empty partition and
adopt the dual -boot procedure. So, some thinking ahead is
necessary!

System Preparation
Before you start installing Windows XP you need to prepare
your system depending on your requirements.

If your system is to run under Windows XP only, or
Windows XP is to be installed on a separate, bootable,
hard disc, then you don't need any preparation; you can
skip the rest of this section, but refer to the 'Selecting a
File System' section.

If your system has only one hard disc on which you have
one of the above four operating systems installed and
you intend to retain it, then you need to consider the
following:

1. If your hard disc is partitioned into, say, a C: and a
D: drive, then move all the programs and data you
want to retain from drive D: into drive C:, and use
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the space on drive D: to install Windows XP
provided there is enough space on it. Application
programs under Windows 98/Me might have to be
uninstalled from drive D:, and reinstalled in drive
C:.

2. If your hard disc is not partitioned and you have
enough free space at the end of it to install
Windows XP, then use the commercial software
package PartitionMagic to create a partition for
Windows XP on your hard disc. Such a program
partitions your hard drive without any loss of data.
Alternatively, make a complete backup of your
hard drive, use the fdisk utility to re -partition the
drive, then restore your application programs and
data as necessary.

3. If you have more than two partitions on your hard
drive, none of which is big enough to load Windows
XP, then make a complete backup of your hard
drive, then use PartitionMagic to rearrange and/or
delete such partitions to create a sufficiently large
partition for Windows XP. Alternatively, use the
fdisk utility to re -partition the drive into more
suitable sizes, then restore your application
programs and data as necessary.

Note: Do not upgrade to Windows XP on a compressed drive.

Finally, make sure that your computer can run Windows XP
before you start its installation (see next section). If you install
Windows XP on a computer without the dual -boot option, and
your hardware is unsuitable, you will not be able to return to
your previous version of Windows unless you completely
reinstall your older version of Windows and all of your
programs! Furthermore, if you intend to go for the dual -boot
option, make sure you have made a 'boot disc' for the operating
system you want to retain - this is extremely important and
cannot be overemphasised.
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Hardware Requirements
To install Windows XP Home edition according to Microsoft,
you will need an IBM-compatible computer with the following
recommended specifications:

300 MHz or higher Pentium -compatible CPU (233 MHz
minimum).

128 MB of RAM (64 MB minimum); more memory
generally improves the operating system's response.

1.5 GB of available hard disc space. (Additional hard
disc space is required if you are installing over a
network.)

A SVGA (800x600) or higher resolution video adapter.

Keyboard, mouse, and CD-ROM or DVD drive.

To search for specific hardware and software or BIOS
compatibility, visit Microsoft's Web site at

www.microsoft.com

where you should find the answers to almost all your questions.
However, most users with a PC which meets the above
specifications can go ahead with the installation in the
knowledge that they are unlikely to encounter any hardware
problems. In any case, the distribution CD includes options
which can scan your system for any hardware/software
incomparability, as we shall see shortly.

Information Required Prior to Installation
Before you start installing Windows XP, make sure you have
appropriate information to hand. What you need to know,
depends on the type of proposed installation. For example:

A. If you are setting up a standalone computer and you
plan to connect to the Internet, then you will need to
provide the Setup program during installation with your
Internet Provider's (IP) address which was assigned to
you for your Internet and e-mail accounts.
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B. If you are setting up a networked computer then you
need to know what type of network you are connected
to - peer -to -peer or client/server. For the first one of
these you will need to supply 'your workgroup name',
while for the second one you will need to provide 'your
domain name', 'your domain user name', and 'your
domain password'. Such information is best obtained
from your Network Administrator.

Finally, make absolutely sure you are not running any memory
resident programs such as 'virus protection utilities' during
installation. If you do, disable them before you start. This is
usually done by double-clicking the program's icon and
selecting to 'unload' it. Do not use such programs unless they
were specifically written for Windows XP.

Selecting a File System
During Setup, Windows XP gives you the choice of using the
Windows NT file system (NTFS) or the File Allocation Table
(FAT16 or FAT32) file system. If you intend to retain your
Windows 98/Me/2000 installation, and you want to exchange
document files between the two systems (in both directions),
then choose the FAT16/32 file system, otherwise select NTFS
which has the following advantages over FAT16/32.

Better file security, including the Encrypting File System
(EFS) which protects data on your hard drive by
encrypting each file with a randomly generated key.

Better disc compression and better support for very
large hard discs without performance degradation.

Finally, from an NTFS partition you can browse, read and write
to files on the FAT16/32 partitions, but Windows 98/Me cannot
detect the NTFS partition, so it cannot interfere with its settings,
and you can profit from the enhanced security of Windows XP.
However, the conversion to NTFS is one-way; you will not be
able to convert back to FAT16/32. You can decide to switch to
NTFS either during Setup or after Windows XP is installed.
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1 Package Overview

Installing Windows XP

To start the installation process, switch on your computer, start
Windows, and insert the Windows XP distribution CD into the
CD-ROM drive. After a few seconds the Setup program will run
automatically from the CD.

If the Setup program does not run, click the Start button,
shown here, which is adopted by both Windows

Stt 98/Me and Windows NT/2000 and select Run from
the pop-up menu. Next, type E:\setup, where E is

the letter that represents your CD-ROM drive, and click the OK
button.

The Setup program then displays the screen shown in Fig.
1.1 below. At this stage it is a good idea to let Windows XP
check your system automatically for any incompatibilities, by
first selecting the third option, then choosing the first option on
the next displayed screen.

dew %I

elcwne to Microsoft Windows XP

What do you want to do?

4 In rt al! Window; XP

Perform aodthotta I tasks

Check system conmatthMty

rjr( Exit

Fig. 1.1 The Microsoft Windows XP Welcome Screen.

A report will be compiled which you can print and act upon
accordingly. You can also select the second option in Fig. 1.1 to
look at other important information, such as the 'Release
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notes'. Finally, when you are ready, select the first option in Fig.
1.1 to start the installation process. The first of several Setup
Wizard screens is then displayed as shown in Fig. 1.2

Windows Setup 2J1

Welcome to Windows Setup

Which type of installation do you want to perform?

Installation lime IESE111=11M11111.11,:i

Choose this option to replace Windows or to install
Windows on a separate disk or partition.

IMPORTANT. Existing files may be lost If you are
unsure how to proceed, choose the Upgrade
option (if avarlablei

During Setup, it is normal for your screen to go
blank for a lew seconds and for the computer to
restart itself several times.

I New > t1 Cancel I

Fig. 1.2 The Welcome to Windows Setup Wizard Screen.

It is at this point you have to decide between 'upgrading' your
current Windows system to Windows XP, or installing a new
copy of it. We selected the latter option because we wanted to
retain Windows Me and, at the same time, we had the required
hard disc capacity and a separate partition. Hence the choice
for a 'New Installation' in the Installation Type box on the
screen in Fig. 1.2.

If you do not need to keep your current Windows version,
and this happens to be Windows NT 4.0 or 2000, or Windows
98/Me, then select the 'Upgrade' option. This option will
preserve the settings of all your program applications.

However, if your current operating system is an earlier
version of the above four Windows systems, then you must
select the 'New Installation' option which will require you to
reinstall all your Windows applications from scratch.
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Selecting one of the options and clicking the Next button
displays the License Agreement screen in Fig. 1.3 below.

License Agreement

Review the terms for using Windows.

Please lead the foilowing License Agreement Use the scroll bar CO press
the Page Down key to see the rest of the agreement To contester setting
*Windows.. you must accept the agreement.

Microsoft Windows XP Professional

END -USER LICENSE AGREEMENT

IMPORTANT -READ CAREFULLY. The Err User
License Agreement CEULA") a a legal agreement between you
(ether an individual or a single entity] and Microsoft
Corporation fat the Microsoft software product identified above,
which includes computer software and may include associated

tt'' ilAccept this eqeemere

!Jon, -accept this agreement

e Rack f Next

:J

Cancel

Fig. 1.3 The Windows XP License Agreement Screen.

Clicking the I accept this agreement radio button followed by
Next, displays the next Installation Wizard screen (Fig. 1.4).

Yam Precinct Key
Type the Volume License oviduct key for your copy of Windows.

Please see your License Agreement Adineestiator or System. Administiator to obtain your
25 -character Volume License product keys For more intamation see your product
Packadmg-

oduct hey

IKRPFC 1GV,

hack Nest > C

Fig. 1.4 Product Key Screen.
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Type in your Product Key, then press Next to display the
screen in Fig. 1.5 below.

Windows Setup

Setup Options
Change the language, and set installation and accessibility options

I

ire

To review a change the default options fa ccpang and instating lies,
chek Advanced Options

Advanced Options .

To use special accessibtlity features darn; Setup, dick Accessibility
Options

Acessibility Options

elect the primary language and region you wart to use

r Install suppat fa Eae Asian languages

Eaci r Neal > I, Cancel I

Fig. 1.5 The Regional Settings Screen.

The Advanced Options button allows you to specify whether
you want to choose the installation partition during Setup by
checking an appropriate box in a further dialogue box, as
shown in Fig. 1.6 below.

Advanced Options

Customize your Windows XP installation options.

Copy installation files from this folder.

1,1:1i386

To this folder on my hard drive:

\WINDOWS

Browse.

r Copy ell installation files ham the Setup CD

Nwant to choose the install drive letter and partition during Setup

OK

Fig. 1.6 The Advanced Options Screen.
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1 Package Overview

If you don't check this option, as shown in Fig. 1.6, Setup will
automatically choose the next empty partition on our primary
hard drive to install Windows XP.

The Accessibility Options button is for users with impaired
sight or hearing. Finally you can Select the primary language
and region you want to use.

Having made your selection, return to the Regional Settings
screen (Fig. 1.5) and press the Next button. The Setup
program restarts your computer, and depending on your
selection of installation requirements, the Setup program
displays a blue screen with all your hard drives and their
partitions, if any, detected and listed (if you have chosen this
option in the Advanced Options screen - Fig. 1.6). You can now
select on which hard drive, or partition of a hard drive, to install
Windows XP. The drive must be a bootable drive - not an
external hard drive.

Next, you are asked whether to format the selected partition
using the NTFS file system, or the FAT32 file system, convert
the partition to NTFS, or leave the current file system intact.
The choice is yours - see the Selecting a File System section
on page 5. Setup then carries out the following tasks:

Examines the selected hard disc which takes about a
minute or so, depending on its size.

Copies files to the Windows XP installation folder which
takes another three minutes.

Initialises your installation configuration and reboots
your computer, displays the Microsoft Windows XP logo
screen and asks you to wait while it is configuring itself.
This takes another minute or so, before the Setup
Wizard takes over and first detects, then installs various
devices, such as keyboard, mouse, etc., while display-
ing useful information about Windows XP.

Displays the Regional and Language screen again, so
that you can customise previously selected settings to
be different for different users.

10



Package Overview 1

Displays the Personal Details screen, asking you to type
in your name and organisation (if applicable), followed
by the Computer Name and Administrator Password
screen in which you can change the suggested
computer name and type in an administrator's password
(we left this blank).

Displays the Modem Dialling Information screen,
followed by the Date and Time Setting screen with the
current date and time already selected. You might need
to change the Time Zone, depending on your location -
we selected GMT.

Installs networking components which you might need
later. This takes a few more minutes.

Installs the Start menu items, registers components,
saves settings, and removes any temporary files used.
These actions take about 30 minutes to complete.

Reboots your computer and displays a dual -boot screen
(if you chose such an installation method), giving you
the option to start with Windows XP or Windows. If you
select the Windows XP option, Setup displays the
Welcome to Microsoft Windows screen accompanied by
soothing music! Pressing the Next button at the bottom
right of the screen displays the Registration screen in
which you type your name, address, etc., after which the
computer rings Microsoft's number (if Setup has
detected a modem) and registers your copy of Windows
XP for that particular computer. If Setup does not detect
a modem, you must register by telephone.

Windows XP Home Edition is the second Microsoft product to
use the Product Activation system; the first one was Office XP.
The product key plus a code produced from ten hardware
components in your PC, such as processor type, memory size,
disc drives, graphics and controller cards, and type of CD/DVD
drives is then merged with the code supplied by Microsoft to
produce a 'specific to your system' activation code. Any more
than four changes to these components requires you to apply
to Microsoft for a reactivating code! For new PCs supplied with
Windows XP, product activation is tied only to the BIOS.

11



1 Package Overview

Next, the Setup program asks you in successive Wizard
screens if you would like to:

Connect to the Internet. Selecting Yes displays a further
screen with three option: Get on line with MSN; use an
existing account with your Internet Service Provider
(ISP); or create a new Internet account. We selected to
use our existing ISP.

Receive help setting up your Internet account. If you
answer Yes you will be connected to the Microsoft
Referral Service immediately for an account with MSN!
If you select No, have your user name, password, and
ISP name and phone number ready. Setup then
displays the 'Set up your Internet account' screen for
you to fill in.

Register more than one user who might be using the
computer in the 'Who will use this Computer?' screen.

Finally Setup displays the Congratulations screen, restarts your
computer and displays its starting pastoral screen!

Fig. 1.7 The Windows XP Starting Screen.
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Whether you have chosen to connect your computer to the
Internet during installation or later (we will show you how to do
this in detail later when we discuss e-mail), once connected you
can then use the Internet Explorer 6.0 program that comes
bundled with the operating system to surf the Net, or the
Outlook Express 6.0 program to send and receive e-mail. In
addition, Windows XP features a range of tools that make it
easier to receive personalised information from Web content
providers using push technology via active channels.

Windows XP comes with a number of new features, retaining
all 'accessory' programs from Windows 98/Me or Windows
NT/2000, such as 'Communications' and 'Entertainment'
utilities, 'System' tools, the 'Paint' graphics programs, the word
processor 'WordPad' and the text editor 'Notepad'. All these
accessories, as well as the 'Windows Explorer' which helps you
to view local, network, intranet and Internet data
simultaneously, will be discussed in some detail. Of course,
Windows XP caters for many new technological developments,
some of which will be discussed, while others such as its
full-blown networking capability and the remote access
administration associated with the Professional version of the
package, are beyond the scope of this book.

Finally, one of the strengths of Windows XP lies in its ability
to manage all other programs that run on your computer,
whether these programs were specifically written for the
Windows environment or the DOS environment. Windows
allows easy communication between such programs, as well as
other computers which might be connected to a network, but to
what extent depends on the type of hardware at your disposal.

In general, this version of Windows is far more stable,
polished and professional than its predecessors. For the most
part, however, Windows XP has not changed that much, only in
its outward appearance. Once these are mastered, it should
help cut the learning curve for users upgrading from Windows
98/Me or Windows NT 4.0/2000.

Following the completion of the Windows Installation, you are
prompted to start a Windows XP Tour by clicking an icon at the
extreme bottom -right of the screen. If you don't do this there
and then, you can activate it later from the Start menu.

13
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1 Package Overview

Taking the Windows XP Tour

You can activate the Windows XP Tour at any time by
left -clicking the Start button, shown here, to be
found at the bottom -left of the Windows screen.
This opens the new look and feel Start menu

shown in Fig. 1.8 below.

star

Noel Kantans

Rttenret

Catt-t

Setting, Traxtet

My Domunents

My Recent Drutanents

My Piottmet

.3 my Music

My Computer

1111 pts,,,pk,, a. Control Pellet

0 " fw indistm me& Nett?

It' Windows Movm Mater Ilr*M6P 4" d

0,-) Search

All Programs ;it Run...

Fig. 1.8 The Cascade Start Menu.

On this menu, click the Tour
Windows XP option to start
the tour. On the first
Windows XP Tour screen,
shown in Fig. 1.9 below, you
have the option of either
running the tour in animated
format that features text,
animation, music, and voice
narration, or in non -
animated format that
features text and images
only. Do spend some time
going through this tour; you
will learn a lot.

Windows XP lout

Welcome to the Windows XP
Tour!

The tour is a
prefer?

e in two formats. Which formal do you

.ttilf Play the animated tour that teatutes text, animation,
music, and voice narration.

0 Play the nortammated tour that featutes text and triages
only

Next I Cancel I

Fig. 1.9 The Welcome to the Windows XP Tour Screen.
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2

Starting Windows XP

Once Windows XP has been installed, switching on your PC
automatically loads the operating system (or displays the dual -
boot option, if you have another Operating System on your hard
disc).

The Windows Desktop

Below we show the Windows XP working screen, called the
`Desktop', with one item on the bottom right of it identified as
`Recycle Bin'. In addition, the 'My Documents' item has been
clicked with the left mouse button to open its window.

. st

Start button

Ronnwg applicat on

11-.

Tacks

Scroll bar

Other Places
Details

Mouse Pointer

Scroll button

T

Fig. 2.1 Windows XP Desktop with Running Application.
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2 Starting Windows XP

Parts of a Window
It is worth spending some time looking at the various parts that
make up the Windows screen - we use the word 'Windows' to
refer to the whole environment, while the word 'windows' refers
to application or document windows. Application windows
contain running applications, while document windows appear
with applications that can open more than one document, but
share the application window's menu. Each application, and
some documents you choose to work with, open and use
separate windows to run in. Although every window has some
common elements, not all windows use all of these elements.

An application window is easily opened by either double-
clicking its icon on the Desktop, or clicking its name on one of
the cascaded menus resulting from clicking the Start button
followed by the All Programs button. When a program is
running, an icon is placed on the Taskbar, which allows you to
switch between running programs by simply left -clicking them
on the Taskbar.

Although multiple application or document windows can be
displayed simultaneously, only one is the active window and
displays on the top of any other non -active windows. Title bars
of non -active windows appear with a lighter shade than that of
the active one, as shown below.

Fig. 2.2 Simultaneous Display of Running Applications.
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Starting Windows XP 2

The typical window is subdivided into several areas which have
the following functions:

Area Function

Command button

Title bar

Minimise button

Maximise button

Close button

Menu bar

Clicking on the program
icon (see upper -left
corner of the My
Documents window in Fig. 2.1),
displays the pull -down Control
menu which can be used to
control the program window. It
includes commands for restoring,
moving, sizing, minimising,
maximising, and closing the
window.

The bar at the top of a window
which displays the application
name and the name of the
current document.

The button you point to
and click to store an appli-
cation as an icon on the
Taskbar. Clicking on such an
icon will restore the window.

The button you point to and
click to fill the screen with
the active window. When
that happens, the
Maximise button changes
to a Restore button which
can be used to restore the
window to its former size.

The extreme top right
button that you click to
close a window.

a

The bar below the Title bar which
allows you to choose from
several menu options.
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2 Starting Windows XP

Clicking on a menu item displays
the pull -down menu associated
with that item. The options listed
in the Menu bar depend on the
specific application.

Toolbar A bar of icons that you click to
carry out some common actions.

Address bar Shows the location of the current
folder, or the URL of the new
page to go to next.

Scroll bars The bars on the extreme right
and bottom of each window (or
pane within a window) that
contain a scroll box. Clicking on
these bars allows you to see
parts of a document that might
not be visible in that size window.

Scroll buttons

Mouse pointer

Tasks

The arrowheads at each end of
the scroll bars which you click to
scroll the window contents up and
down one line, or left and right
one item at a time.

The arrow which appears when
the pointer is placed over menus,
scroll bars, buttons, and folder
lists.

These change according to the
function of the activated applica-
tion. For example, if you activate
My Computer, the Tasks refer to
the System; you can view system
information, add or remove
programs, or change a setting. If
you activate My Documents, the
Tasks refer to files and folders;
you can make a new folder,
publish this folder to the Web, or
share this folder with other users.
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Starting Windows XP 2

Other Places

Details

The list shown under this heading
also changes according to the
function of the activated applica-
tion. For example, if you activate
My Computer, the list refers to
activities related to it, such as My
Network Places, My Documents,
Shared Documents, and Control
Panel. If you activate My
Documents, the list refers to
activities related to it, such as
Desktop, Shared Documents My
Computer, and My Network
Places.

Gives details of the displayed
Task.

lro

FV Eck View Favorites Tods Help

Ede and bolder Tasks

14 Rename this folder

4 More tim folder

CI (buy this Fodor

fa Miotish :Ds folder to the
Web

%ate this Prides

E mad this f witss ties

X Delete this folder

Other Marrs

Destisso

Shored Docurructs

fm Computer

Details

My Music
Fie Folder

Date Modified. OS October
0000, 11,54

Fig. 2.3 Activity Related Tasks.

Fig. 2.3 shows activity
related Tasks. Here
we have selected a
folder and, as you can
see, the Tasks and
Other Places lists
change to reflect the
current activity. For
example, you can
rename, move, delete,
etc., a folder. This
allows you to reach
easily and quickly
related activities that in
previous versions of
Windows you had to
dig deep in menus and
sub -menus to find.
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2 Starting Windows XP

The Mouse Pointers

In Windows, as with all other graphical based programs, using
a mouse makes many operations both easier and more fun to
carry out.

Windows has many different mouse pointers, with the most
common illustrated below, which it uses for its various
functions. When a program is initially started up probably the
first you will see is the hourglass, which turns into an upward
pointing hollow arrow. Some of the other shapes, as shown
below, depend on the type of work you are doing at the time.

2 The hourglass which displays when you are
waiting while performing a function.

The arrow which appears when the pointer is
placed over menus, scrolling bars, and buttons.

The I-beam which appears in normal text areas of
the screen.

The large 4 -headed arrow which appears after
choosing the Control, Move/Size command(s)
for moving or sizing windows.

The double arrows which appear when over the
border of a window, used to drag the side and
alter the size of the window.

The Help hand which appears in the help
windows, and is used to access 'hypertext' type
links.

Windows applications, such as word processors, spreadsheets
and databases, can have additional mouse pointers which
facilitate the execution of selected commands, such as
highlighting text, defining areas for the appearance of charts,
etc.
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The Menu Bar Options

Each window's menu bar option has associated with it a
pull -down sub -menu. To activate the menu of a window, either
press the <Alt> key, which causes the underlining of one letter
per menu option and activates (turns to a button) the first option
of the menu (in this case File). Next, use the right and left
arrow keys to activate the other options in the menu, or use the
mouse to point to an option. Pressing either the <Enter> key, or
the left mouse button, reveals the pull -down sub -menu of the
activated option.

The sub -menu of the View option of the My Computer
window, is shown in Fig. 2.4 below.

yde Ede Favorites Toots Help

.r Standard But

°P,1231...111,2 Address Bar

Explorer Oar 0 Lees

Thumbeads et Lock the Toolbars

System  '11°5
leans

Mer Lot

add Details

Arrange Icons by

Choose Detals...
Other fr Go To

Refresh
esj fre remess r meter

MT Eroerr,enN

Sharesi Eelefewes

curd ererel

Shared Documents

I Noel Kantans's Documents

Hard Disk Drive

Local Disk 5 )

Local Disk (E,)

Fig. 2.4 Menu Bar Options.

Menu options can also
be activated directly by
pressing the <Alt> key,
followed by the under-
lined letter of the
required menu option.
Thus pressing Alt+V,
opens the pull -down
sub -menu of View. You
can use the up and
down arrow keys to
move the highlighted
bar up and down a
sub -menu, or the right
and left arrow keys to
move along the options
in the menu bar.

Pressing the <Enter> key selects the highlighted option or
executes the highlighted command. Pressing the <Esc> key
once, closes the pull -down sub -menu, while pressing the <Esc>
key for a second time closes the menu system.

Items on the pull -down sub -menu which are marked with an
arrow to their right, as shown here, open up additional
options when selected, as shown on the My Computer
screen dump of Fig. 2.4.
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2 Starting Windows XP

The items on the menu bar of a specific application might be
different from the ones shown here. However, almost all
Windows XP system applications offer the following options:

File Produces a pull -down menu of mainly file
related tasks, which allow you, amongst other
options, to rename, move, copy, publish on
the Web, e-mail, print, or close a file or
folder.

Edit Gives access to the most common editing
tasks which can be applied on selected items,
such as cut, copy and paste, copy or move
such items to a folder, or select all files or
folders.

View Gives you complete control over what you see
on your screen. For example, selecting the
toolbars, status bar, or Explorer bar options
checks these options and allows their display
(selecting them once more removes the check
mark and toggles them off). Allows you to
display files as thumbnails, by their titles,
icons, as lists or display their details,
arrange icons in various ways and control
what detail is displayed.

Favorites Allows you to add and organise useful URL
addresses, customise links, or access various
pre-set media addresses on the Internet.

Tools Allows you to map or disconnect network
drives, and set folder options.

Help Activates the help and support centre, or
opens a window and displays basic system
information.

Some applications display a '?' button on the right end of their
title bar, as shown here. Clicking this button changes
the mouse pointer from its usual inclined arrow shape
to the 'What's this?' shape. Pointing with this to an
object in the window and clicking, opens a Help topic.
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Shortcut Menus

To see a shortcut menu containing the most common
commands applicable to an item, point with your mouse at the
item and click the right mouse button. For example, right-
clicking the Recycle Bin icon on the desktop, reveals the
options in Fig. 2.5.

Explore

Create Shortcut

Properties

Fig. 2.5 Shortcut Menu for the
Recycle Bin.

In this case we have the option to
Open the Recycle Bin which has
the same effect as
double-clicking its icon, Explore
its contents, Empty it of any files
or folders held in it, Create
Shortcut icon on the desktop, or
see its Properties.

Right -clicking the desktop
itself, displays the shortcut shown
in Fig. 2.6. From this menu you
can select how to Arrange Icons

on your desktop, or create a New folder or a shortcut icon on
the desktop, for your favourite word processor maybe.

It might be worth your while to right -click
a Windows application icon on your
desktop, such as that of a word
processor, if one was installed on your
computer, to find out what the difference
is between this shortcut menu and that
of the Recycle Bin. For example, you will
find that the My Documents icon has an
additional option to delete it might exist,
while the Recycle Bin icon does not offer
such an option. You will also find out that

with a desktop application icon there might be an option to
rename the icon, while there is no such option with the Recycle

Paste

Paste Shortcut

Fig. 2.6 Shortcut Menu
for the Desktop.

Bin

Note: Having activated a shortcut menu, you can close it

without taking any further action by simply pressing the <Esc>
key, or clicking the mouse somewhere else.
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Dialogue Boxes

Three periods after a sub -menu option or command, means
that a dialogue box will open when the option or command is
selected. A dialogue box is used for the insertion of additional
information, such as the name of a file.

To see a dialogue box, click Start then the My Computer
menu option, select Tools on the menu bar of the displayed
window and Folder Options from its sub -menu. This opens the
Folder Options dialogue box shown in Fig. 2.7 below with its
General tab selected.

Folder Options

GeneThalttView
E File Types Offline Files'

Tasks

IMMI 0 Show common tasks in folders

C.) Use Windows classic folders

Browse folders

( Open each folder in the same window

0 Open each folder in its own window

Click items as follows

C Single-click to open an item (point to select]

(;) Double-click to open an item [single-click to select]

OK

Restore Defaults

Cancel

Fig. 2.7 The Folder Options Dialogue Box.

When a dialogue box opens, the <Tab> key can be used to
move the dotted rectangle (known as the focus) from one field
to another (<Shift+Tab> moves the focus backwards).
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Alternatively you can move directly to a desired field by holding
the <Alt> key down and pressing the underlined letter in the
field name. With the mouse, you simply point and click the left
mouse button at the desired field.

Some dialogue boxes (such as the one shown in Fig. 2.7)
contain List boxes which show a column of available choices. If
there are more choices than can be seen in the area provided,

use the scroll bars to reveal them. Such dialogue boxes
may contain Check boxes which offer a list of features you
can switch on or off. Selected options show a tick in the
box against the option name. Another type of dialogue box

option is the Option button (sometimes called Radio button)
with a list of mutually exclusive items. The default choice is
marked with a black dot against its name, while unavailable
options are dimmed.

Another type of List box may display a column of document
files. To select a single file from such a List box, either
double-click the file, or use the arrow keys to highlight the file
and press <Enter>. Again, if there are more files than can be
seen in the area provided, use the scroll bars to reveal them.

Other dialogue boxes may contain groups of options within a
field. In such cases, you can use the arrow keys to move from
one option to another. Having selected an option or typed in
information in a text box, you must press a command button,
such as the OK, Cancel or Apply button (unavailable options
or command buttons are dimmed), or choose from additional
options. To select the OK button with the mouse, simply point
and left -click, while with the keyboard, you must first press the
<Tab> key until the focus moves to the required button, and
then press the <Enter> key.

To cancel a dialogue box, either press the Cancel button, or
the <Esc> key enough times to close the dialogue box and then
the menu system.
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Folder Options

General View File Types Offline Files 

Folder views

You can apply the view (such as Details or Tiles) that
you are using for this folder to all folders.

Reset All Folders IApply to All Folders

Advanced settings.

0 Display the full path its the title bar

0 Do not cache thumbnails
Hidden files and folders

Do not show hidden files and folders

0 Show hidden files and folders
"kik& e,.

n de protected operating system files (Recommended)

Launch folder windows in a separate process

2 Remember each folder's view settings
0 Restore previous folder windows at logon

Show Control Panel in My Computer

Show encrypted or compressed NTFS files in color

[ Restore Defaults I

OK I I Cancel 1 l Apply

Fig. 2.8 Making Visible the Extensions of Known
File Types.

Note: At this
stage it might be
a good time to
change the
default settings
under the View
tab of Fig. 2.7 by
unchecking the
Hide extensions
for known file
types option, as
shown in Fig. 2.8.

Doing so could
alert you to rogue
and potentially
lethal e-mail
attachments (see
the E-mail and
Outlook Express
chapter).

Taskbar Buttons
At the bottom of the Desktop screen is the Taskbar. It contains
the Start button which, as we have seen, can be used to
quickly start a program. Later on we will discuss how we can
search for a file, and how to get Help.

Before we go any further, right
click an empty part of the
Taskbar, point to the
Toolbars option which
displays the sub -menu, shown
on the right in Fig. 2.9, and
left -click the Quick Launch
entry. This displays three
icons next to the Start button;
left -clicking one of these,

launches its application (see next page for details).

Address

Links

v Language bar

Desktop

Show Open 'Windows

Task Manager

v Lock the Taskbar

Properties

Fig. 2.9 Quick Launch Activation.
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When you open a program, or a window, a button for it is
placed on the Taskbar, as shown in Fig. 2.10 below.

start 14 Comg4 rt17.

Fig. 2.10 The Windows Taskbar.

You can left -click your mouse on this button to make this the
active program, or window, which displays in a darker shade of
blue on the Taskbar. So, now you can always see what
windows you have open, which is the active one, and quickly
switch between them. As more buttons are
placed on the Taskbar their size shrinks
slightly, but up to a point. After that common
entries are grouped together with a number
indicating the number of open windows. To
see details relating to a grouped button,
left -click it to open a list of components, as
shown in Fig. 2.11. Try it!

Another interesting Taskbar menu
option is Properties (Fig. 2.9). This allows you to change the
Taskbar and Start menu options.

If you have activated the Quick Launch option, there will be
three buttons displaying next to the Start button. These, in
order of appearance, have the following functions:

S r r

Fig. 2.11 Grouped
Taskbar Entries.

Launch the Internet Explorer Browser.

Show Desktop.

Launch Windows Media Player

a 9 to 11 12 S 13
5 16 12 01 19 20 21

22 29 NI 25 26 27 23

21 33 31

0,1r, time zore bylkftim

Fig. 2.12 Date and Time
Properties Dialogue Box.

The Taskbar also shows the
current time to the far right, the
Windows Messenger, the Options,
the Restore and the Language
icons. Moving the mouse pointer
over the clock will display the date.
Double-clicking the clock, opens
the Date/Time Properties box,
shown in Fig. 2.12, so that you can

make changes, if necessary.
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The Start Cascade Menu

Left -clicking the Start button at the bottom left corner of the
Windows screen, displays the two -column Start menu. The left
column provides shortcuts to Internet Explorer, Outlook
Express and the six applications that are used most often.

On the top of the right-hand column there are shortcuts to
such folders as My Documents, My Pictures, My Music and My
Computer, while on the bottom of the column there are
shortcuts to Control Panel, Printers and Faxes, Help and
Support and Search facility.

Clicking or hovering over the All Programs button, displays
the first column of the cascade menu where all Windows
applications are to be found. In the screen dump in Fig. 2.13
below we show the System Tools options which are part of the
Windows Accessories.

Oles «m ***r
0...explorer

windows

Fig. 2.13 The Start Cascade Menu.

At the top of the Start menu the name of the current user is
displayed with a picture against it. Left -clicking this picture
opens the User Accounts screen shown in Fig. 2.14.
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0 "d'
Current Picture

Related Tasks

Change tlss =vise them*

Learn About

2) Using your own *Use

Pick a new picture for your account
The picture you choose uwn appear on the Woken^ screen.

drowse tot mere pictutes

UP Get a ek:tee free a earnere or scourer

I Cancel 1

Fig. 2.14 The User Accounts Dialogue Box.

From here you can choose a different picture for the current
user either from the ones supplied or from one of your own.
You can also change the Computer's theme, desktop, screen
savers, etc. Most of these facilities will be discussed later on.

As we mentioned earlier, new to Windows XP is the ability of
the first of its two -column menu to adapt to the way you use
your computer - an adaptation of what was first introduced with
Windows Me. It keeps track of what features and programs you
use the most and adds them to the list on the left column. For
example, if you use the Command Prompt by selecting it from
the Accessories sub -menu, next time you click the Start button
you will see this application pinned to the bottom of the first
column of the Start menu. This saves time as you don't have to
scroll through menu lists to find the application you want to use.

To remove an application from the first column of the Start
menu, right -click it and select Remove from this List. This
removes the name of the application from the list, not the
application itself from your hard disc. Try it.
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Exiting Windows XP

To exit Windows, click the Start button and select the Turn Off
Computer option, as shown in Fig. 2.15.

All Programs 101k
Run...

ogtf Turn OFF Corriputer

Fig. 2.15 The Lower Part of the START Menu.

This opens an additional box, shown in Fig. 2.16 below.

Fig. 2.16 The Turn Off Computer Box.

From here you can either put your computer in a Stand by
mode, Turn Off the computer, or Restart it. The Stand by
mode is used to save power by turning off your monitor and/or
hard disc after a specified time interval (we will discuss this in
detail later on in the book). Selecting the Turn Off option, exits
all the open programs, carries out any file saves you require
and then tells you when it is safe to switch off your computer.
The Restart option is used if you want to clear the memory
settings and restart Windows XP, or if you have a dual boot
system the other operating system.

Note: Unlike previous versions of Windows where this was the
only way that you should end a session, with Window XP you
can just switch off your computer - the Turn Off the computer
procedure will then be carried out automatically.
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The Windows Environment

Windows allows the display of multiple applications or multiple
documents of a single application. Each of these Windows
applications or documents displays on the screen in its own
window, which can be full screen size or part screen size.

Manipulating Windows

To use any Windows program effectively, you will need to be
able to manipulate a series of windows, to select which one is
to be active, to move them, or change their size, so that you
can see all the relevant parts of each one. What follows is a
short discussion on how to manipulate windows.

To help with the illustration
of the various points to be
discussed, we will create
three windows. First click
the Start button to display
the Start menu, then click
the Printers and Faxes
option. Repeat this process
two more times, but click
the Control Panel option
on the second time,
followed by the My
Computer option on the
third time. What you
should see on your screen
is shown in Fig. 3.2 on the
next page. Don't worry
about what these

will explain later.
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lotus Word Pro
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My Musa'

My Computer

aControl Panel
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Lti
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h.) Search

0 Run.
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Fig. 3.1 The Start Menu.

applications do; we
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3 The Windows Environment

All we are concerned with at the moment is to open three
windows on the screen with each window containing a different
application. If the contents of these windows do not look exactly
like ours, i.e., containing large icons, again don't worry as it is
not important. Our settings under the View command on each
window was Tiles. These viewing options will be explained
later.

tm her

CcHstO ',net

Scan. w Caner.
4.) *

See Also

: ltabiee

0,0,3 tire Support

System Tasks

L,) New sy,:am

tro proqw,
Do Chsrye n aei,r,

Other Places

*.etsvori,
a Pt, COnfere.

%awl
Or Contml Panel

Details

.4eCoiapsiter
Systs,,sfkiiise

Devices %vitt, Raw:treble Storage

Fig. 3 2 Three Opened Application Windows on Screen.

If you followed the order we suggested for opening these
application windows, then the active window (the last one to be
opened) will display on top of the others, as shown in Fig. 3.2.

Changing the Active Window
To select the active window amongst those displayed on the
screen, point to it and click the left mouse button, or, if the one
you want to activate is not visible, click its icon on the Taskbar.

It is a good idea to practise what we are describing here. Do
not be afraid if you make mistakes - the more mistakes you
make the more you will learn!
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Moving Windows and Dialogue Boxes
When you have multiple windows or dialogue boxes on the

screen, you might
want to move a
particular one to a
different part of the
screen. This can be
achieved with either
the mouse or the
keyboard, but not if the
window occupies the
full screen, for obvious
reasons.

To move a window,
or a dialogue box, with
the mouse, point to
the title bar, as shown
in Fig. 3.3, and drag it
(press the left button
and keep it pressed
while moving the

mouse) until the window is where you want it to be on the
screen, then release the mouse button.

To move a window with the keyboard, press <Alt+Spacebar>
to open the Application
Control menu, shown
in Fig. 3.4 (or <Alt+->
to open the Document
Control menu), then
press M to select
Move, which causes a
four -headed arrow to
appear in the title bar,
also shown in Fig. 3.4
(this is a composite
screen dump which

shows the action to be taken and its effect). Next, use the
arrow keys to move the window to the required place and press
<Enter> to fix it there.
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:".:0 Add ut ierritsra
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Other limes
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Shren IkIntiments
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My Computer
System folder
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Files Stored on This Computer

Shared Documents

Noel Kantaro s Documents

Herd Disk Drives
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local Disk (D:

Local Dkk (E)

Fig. 3.3 Moving a Window with the Mouse.
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Fig. 3.4 Moving a Window with the Keyboard.
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Sizing a Window
You can change the size of a window with either the mouse or
the keyboard. With the mouse, move the window so that the
side you want to change is visible, then move the mouse
pointer to the edge of the window or corner so that it changes
to a two -headed arrow, then drag the two -headed arrow in the
direction you want that side or corner to move.

To size a window with the keyboard, press either
<Alt+Spacebar> to open the Application Control menu (or
<Alt+-> to open the Document Control menu), then press S to
select Size which causes the four -headed arrow to appear.
Next, press the arrow key that corresponds to the edge you
want to move, or if a corner, press the two arrow keys (one
after the other) corresponding to the particular corner, which
causes the pointer to change to a two -headed arrow. Having
pressed the appropriate arrow key in the direction you want that
side or corner to move, continue to do so until the window is the
size you require, then press <Enter> to fix it to that size.

Minimising and Maximising Windows
Windows can be minimised into Taskbar icons to temporarily

free desktop space.
This can be done
either by using the
mouse to click the
'Minimise' button (the
negative sign in the
upper -right corner of
the window), shown in
Fig. 3.5 or by pressing
<Alt+Spacebar> or
<Alt+-> to reveal the
Application Control

Control menu, and selecting n for

it]
Stored on This Computer

System lass

TOT, stoSem
Itortrotirte

.1.5. Add or rerrys,

ryonset..Chodge 5 setang

Fig. 3.5 Minimising a Window.

menu or
Minimise.

To maximise a window so that it fills the entire screen,
either click on the 'maximise' button (the rectangle in the
upper -right corner of the window), or press <Alt+Spacebar> or

the Document

w
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<Alt+-> to display the Application Control menu or the
Document Control menu, and select x for Maximise.

An application which has been minimised or maximised can
be returned to its original size and position on the screen by

either clicking on its Taskbar icon to expand it to a
window, or clicking on the 'Restore' button in the
upper -right corner of the maximised window, to reduce

it to its former size. With the keyboard, press <AIt+Spacebar>,
then select R for Restore from the Control menu.

Closing a Window
A document window can be closed at any time to save screen
space and memory. To do this, either click the X Close button

(on the upper -right corner of the window), or
double-click on the Control menu button (the icon in
the upper -left corner of the window title bar). With the

keyboard, press <Alt+-> and select C for Close from the
window Control menu.

If you try to close a window of an application document, such
as that of a word processor, in which you have made changes
since the last time you saved it, you will get a warning in the
form of a dialogue box asking confirmation prior to closing it.
This safeguards against loss of information.

Windows Display Arrangement
In Windows and most Windows application programs, you can
display multiple windows in both tiled and cascaded
(overlapping) forms - the choice being a matter of balance

between personal preference and the type
of work you are doing at the time. If you
want to organise these automatically,
right -click on an empty part of the Taskbar
which opens the menu shown in Fig. 3.6.

Open Folder

Toolbars

Cascade Windows

Tile Windows Horizontally

Tile Windows Vertically

Show the Desktop

Task Manager

Lock the Taskbar

Properties Fig. 3.6 The Taskbar Shortcut Menu.
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Below we show two forms of windows display; the Cascade
Windows option and the Tile Windows Vertically option.

Fig. 3.7 Windows Displayed in Cascade Form.
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Fig. 3.8 Windows Displayed in Vertical Tile Form.

As we have discussed earlier, the size of these windows can be
changed, hence you might have to alter their size to display
exactly what is displayed in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8.
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The Windows Control Panel

The Control Panel provides a quick and easy way to change
the hardware and software settings of your system. To access
it, click the Start button, then click the Control Panel entry on
the displayed menu to open the Control Panel window shown in
Fig. 3.9 below.

Lon'NO Panel

File Edit nevi Favorites Tools Help

Back - Search F

Moe. contrAPanA

xy NM

atill Windows Update

ritp tisk, aria fisoocrt

Accessibility Add Hardware Add or Administrative Date and Trim
Options Tools

4 / ;,,,,,iy, *0...-- -al ,i
Folder OfittOn Fonts Game Internet Keyboard Mouse

Controllers Options

Network Phone and Power Options Printers and Regional and Scanners and
Connections Faxes Camerast ate *11
Scheduled Sounds and Speech System Taskbar and User Accounts

Tasks Audio Devkes Start Menu

Fig. 3.9 The Control Panel Window.

Double-clicking at the Control Panel icons allows you to add
new hardware, add or remove programs, change the display
type and its resolution, change the printer fonts, and change the
keyboard repeat rate. Further, you can change the settings of
your mouse, install and configure your printer(s), specify
regional settings, such as the formatting of numbers and dates,
and access a variety of system administrative tools. If your
system is connected to the outside world or supports
multimedia, then you can also configure it appropriately.

All of these features control the environment in which the
Windows application programs operate and you should
become familiar with them.

New to Windows XP is the ability to group the various
Control Panel options by category. Left -clicking the entry
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Switch to Category View on the left panel (pointed to)
provides the display shown in Fig. 3.10 below.

tool
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Fig. 3.10 The Control Panel Window in Category View.

Which view you choose to work with is a matter of preference.
We suspect that those of you new to Windows might prefer the

Category view as it

appears to be less
daunting. However,
each option within this
view displays an
additional screen in
which you are asked to
Pick a task or Pick a
Control Panel icon, as
shown in Fig. 3.11.

Those of you who
have used Windows
before will be more
familiar with the Classic
view of Fig. 3.8, which
is also our preference.
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Fig. 3.11 Appearance and Themes Screen.
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More

Changing your Display
If your VDU (visual display unit or screen) is capable of higher
resolution than the required 800 by 600 pixels (picture
elements) by Windows XP, you might like to increase its
resolution to, say, 1024 by 768 pixels, or higher. This will allow
you to see a larger number of icons on a screen when a given
application is activated. To do this, follow the steps below.

Click the Start button, then the Control Panel button.

In the Control Panel window (Classic view),
double-click the Display icon shown here.

In the Display Properties dialogue box, click the Settings
tab.

The last dialogue box is shown in Fig. 3.12 below with the
settings changed appropriately. For the new settings to take
effect, click the Apply button followed by the OK button.

Display Properties

Theme Desktop. Screen Saver Appearance

Display

Dell P791 on NVIDIA RNA TNT2 Model 64

Screen resolution

Less

Setting

Color quality

Highest (32 bit)

1024 by 766 pixels 1,11111 011111

Troubleshoot Advanced I

OK Cancel 1

Fig. 3.12 The Settings Screen of the Display Properties Dialogue Box.
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While the Display Properties dialogue box is open, you might
like to explore the other available settings. For example:

Click the Themes tab to change the looks of your active
windows. Selecting the Windows Classic view presents
you with a display more akin to that of previous versions
of Windows, as shown in Fig. 3.13 below.

Display Properties

Themes Desktop Screen Saver Appearance Settings

A theme is a background plus a set of sounds, icons, and other elements
to help you personalize your computer with one click.

Theme.

Windows Classi

MENICE
Wit)*Nin CaS
Windows XP
More themes online..
Browse...

OK

Save As j

Cancel Apply

Fig. 3.13 The Themes Screen of the Display Properties Dialogue Box.

Click the Desktop tab to change the background of your
desktop, which by default was set to 'Bliss'. The first
four background options are quite interesting, or you
could select 'None'.

The Screen Savers tab to select a different screen
saver - you will be able to preview your selection before
making a final choice.

Click the Appearance tab to select a different look for
your windows and buttons, apply a different colour
scheme and select a different font size.

.1
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The Start Menu Appearance

If you have upgraded from a previous version of Windows, you
might like to know that you can change the appearance of the
Start menu to a more familiar look. You do this through the
Taskbar and Start Menu Properties dialogue box which,
however, will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.

To change the Start menu appearance, right -click at an
empty part of the Taskbar and
select the Properties option
on the displayed quick menu,
as shown in Fig. 3.14.

This opens the Taskbar and
Start Menu Properties
dialogue box shown in
Fig. 3.15 with its Start Menu
tab selected. Click the Classic
Start menu option followed by

the OK button to see the
old style Start menu, as
shown in Fig. 3.16 below.

Toolbars

Cascade Windows

Tile Windows Horizontally

Tile Windows Vertically

Show the Desktop

Task Manager

Lack the Taskbar

start

Fig. 3.14 The Taskbar Shortcut
Menu.
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g Ottvelsions of Windows.
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Fig. 3.15 The Start Menu Properties.

Nevertheless, we find the new style
Start menu quite appealing, so even
though we have been using Windows
for years, we will continue using the
new look.
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Windows Catalog

Windows Update

17 Programs

t Documents
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Search

tjt Help and Support

0 Run...

Log Off Noel Kantans...

LATurn Off Computer...
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Fig. 3.16 The Old Style
Start Menu.
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Installing a Fax Printer

Windows XP includes its own Fax printer driver. To
install it click the Start button, then click the Control
Panel button and double-click the Printers and Faxes
icon shown here.

In the displayed dialogue box click the Install a local fax
printer option in the Printer Tasks box as shown in Fig. 3.17
below.

Printers and Faxes ,Ereflxi
File Edit View Favorites Tools Help

Go

le

HP LaserJet
5,r5M

PostScript

Fig. 3.17 The Printers and Faxes Dialogue box.

This starts the Instal Fax Wizard which might ask you to insert
the Windows XP distribution CD in the CD-ROM drive so that
required files could be copied. Once that is done and you
supply the information you want to be included in your faxes, a
Fax printer is installed in your Printers and Faxes folder -

folders will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

All the printers installed on your system are available to you
from within any of the word-processing applications you might
have on your computer so that you can either print a document
to your local printer, to a shared printer (if you are connected to
a network) or the fax printer (if you are connected to a phone
line). Controlling your printers will be discussed in some detail
in Chapter 6, while the Fax utility will be discussed in Chapter 9.
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Additional Plug and Play printers are automatically detected at
installation time or during the boot -up process. You will be
prompted for the necessary driver files if they are not already in
the Windows folder. Such printer drivers are normally supplied
with all new Plug and Play printers. For other situations click the
Add Printer option in the Printer Tasks box for a Wizard to step
you through the printer installation process.

The choice of installing an additional printer driver could be
dependent on whether such a printer was connected to your
system but was not of the Plug and Play variety, or the printer
was available to you at, say, your office on a shared basis. This
latter option would allow the preparation of documents
incorporating fonts and styles not available on your local printer,
to be saved with your file and printed later on a printer which
supports such enhancements. This is also discussed in
Chapter 6.

The Common User Interface

The front end of Windows XP remains similar (or can be made
to look identical) to previous versions of Windows, with the user
interface resembling that of the Internet Explorer which is
bundled with it. You must have noticed by now that the My
Computer, My Documents, Recycle Bin, Control Panel, and
Printers and Faxes folder windows, to mention but a few, have
a toolbar with browser -style forwards and backwards arrows.
The Printers and Faxes window is shown in Fig. 3.18 below
fully extended so that all the toolbar icons are visible.

/Pt Pi -into,' owl Faxes

Acid a ',mar

seM fe,,,

Fig. 3.18 The Toolbar of the Common Windows User Interface.
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Note that to see the display exactly as it appears in Fig. 3.18,
you need to click the down arrow against the Views button on
the toolbar and select the Icons option from the drop -down

menu, as shown. Try
the different display
options available to
you and see which
one you prefer. For
the display in Fig.
3.19, we chose the
Details option.
Highlighting an item,

in whichever display option you operate, gives you information
about that item.

Fig. 3.19 The Details View Option.

If you have upgraded from a previous Windows version, you
might find it preferable to use the Tools, Folder Options
command and select the Use Windows classic folders option
under Tasks in the General tab sheet.

Additional information can be obtained from the Properties
dialogue box, shown in Fig. 3.20. First select printer, then use
the File, Properties command.

Lases Jed SA13 M Po lel PI Lille, tie.

senor., Shoo, Pops Advanced Pew< calla,
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Cob, No Pape avalone

Doddended No Ad

Staple No

Speed 12 ppm

Maaman anoint.. W) dp

PPPOP Peden"... I I bin Tee Page

( or Cancel

Fig. 3.20 The Properties Dialogue
Box.

As you can see, the
Properties dialogue box for
the selected item gives you
quite a bit of information
relating to it. For example,
the little tick against the
printer name tells you that
this is the default printer. You
can also find out whether it
can be shared and to which
computer port it is connected
by clicking the appropriate
tab. Additional tab sheets
give more advanced
information.

Similar Properties dialogue
boxes can be accessed for a drive or a program/document file
displayed in My Computer. Do try it for yourself
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Returning to the common user interface toolbar, apart from the
default buttons appearing on it, there are several others which
can be added to invoke extra facilities. To do this, use the
View, Toolbars, Customize command to display the screen
shown in Fig. 3.21.

Customize Toolbar

Available toolbar buttons.

Separator

X.] Stop

Refresh

Horne

Map Drive

Text options: j Selective text on right

Icon options: Large icons

Add ->

Current toolbar buttons

XDelete

V) Undo

Separator

71:1 Views

Close I

Reset j

Fig. 3.21 The Customize Toolbar Dialogue Box.

To place an additional button on to the Toolbar, select it in the
left pane, and press the Add button. Its place on the Toolbar
depends on the position of the focus in the right pane. Try -

adding the 'Home' button to the Toolbar at a position to the left
of the 'Search' button.

One interesting aspect of this common user interface is, that
no matter which application you used to add the extra button to
its Toolbar, the same button will appear on the Toolbar of all
other program applications that use the same common user
interface. Furthermore, if this was the 'Home' button, clicking it
on any of these program applications, will cause the application
to attempt to connect you to the Internet, provided your system
is geared up to it, and will jump to a Web site without you
having to load up a browser. The default Web site is that of
Microsoft's MSN, as shown in Fig. 3.22 on the next page.
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Fig. 3.22 The Default Home Web Site.

If you are connected to the Internet, it is worth examining this
facility. If not, you can always use this facility off-line and give it
an address pointing to your own Home page on your hard disc,
as shown below. How to design this, is another story!

St. lei, and C*1-04,1411-**1

Fle Eat Weer Favorites Tool, BAP

Et1 tiSearch 441.am:rites {I -V

Address I cti iweb 5tetkanovistierFiever-isevi tier. aGo

Artist Printmaker in St. Ives, Cornwall
Etchings and Silkscreens

Retched et Seedling

Fig. 3.23 Your Own Home Page
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Using the Help System

To obtain help in Windows XP, click the Start button, then click
the Help and Support menu option which opens the main Help
window, shown in Fig. 3.24 below.
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Fig. 3.24 The Windows XP Help and Support Centre.

The Pick a Help topic option give you off-line help on various
listed topics, while the Ask for assistance topics require
connection to the Internet, as do the first two options under
Pick a task. It might be worth your while spending some time
here investigating the various options available to you. If you
are new to Windows, you might like to have a look at the
`What's new in Windows XP' option.

With all options you get a `Search' facility, and with all but the
`start a New Connection Wizard' under the Did you know?
option you are presented with an extraordinary number of
hypertext links to various topics. Clicking such a hypertext link,
can open up a further list of hypertext links until you home onto
the specific subject you are searching for.
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The Search facility gives you access to a very powerful
individual word search of the Help system, as shown in
Fig. 3.25 below. For example, if you wanted to know something
about e-mail, type the word e-mail in the Search box and click
the button to have Windows display everything there is to
know about e-mail.

CS) Help and Support Lenter

Search e-mail (!) Help and Support Center

Seat rh Results

30 results found for e-mail

Suggested topics (15 results)

Fix a Probiem
 F Tom Troublesnooter

Pldc a task
 Send a photo in e-mai
 &Rae an Image from a Web page
 send a fie in e-mail
 Read mad messages Aline

Overviews, Artides and Tutorials
What's new won digtal photos and video
Using the address Book
using i3ittiook Express

AA -text Seenth Atoms (15 results)

fillarosoft Kna.ledge Base (0 results)

Browse the search results

Fig. 3.25 Using the Help Search Facility.

The last item under each Search screen's Browse the search
results statement is always the Index link. Clicking this link,
opens up a Help index facility and typing the first few letters of a
word in its input box homes onto the available topics in the list.
Selecting one and clicking the Display button opens its help
page on that item. Try it.

1
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4

Discs, Folders and Files

Windows XP, being an operating system, controls the use of
your system's disc drives and allows for the manipulation of the
data stored on them. To do this, you have the choice between
two utilities; Windows Explorer, or My Computer.

Windows Explorer

To use Windows Explorer you might need to be logged on as
an administrator in order to perform certain tasks. To
open the program, click Start, All Programs,
Accessories, then click the Windows Explorer icon.

Windows Explorer displays the hierarchical structure of discs,
folders (the old directories) and files on your computer, as

shown in Fig. 4.1. It also
shows any network drives
that might have been
mapped to drive letters on
your computer. In
Windows Explorer almost
everything is done
graphically, by clicking
and dragging icons
between windows, folders
and the desktop itself.

Apart from being able to
use Windows Explorer as
the administrator and
manipulate other users'
folders, everything else

can be done in a similar manner using My Computer which now
is capable of delivering more facilities than before.

tit My Documents r,711ffiNI.
Hie Ea

Folders

VA Desktop

C i Fax

My Music

My Pictures

My Videos

My Computer

14 My Network Places

4 Recycle Bin

Favorites To* Help

My Documents

Fig. 4.1 Using Windows Explorer to
Look at My Documents Folders.
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My Computer

In Windows XP you can work with files using My Computer in
two different ways; in the hierarchical structure form that
Windows Explorer uses, or by using commands in the Tasks
pane. Both these methods will be discussed, starting with the
hierarchical structure, while the other will be discussed later.

As we have seen, earlier in the book, left -clicking the My
Computer icon on the Start menu, gives you immediate
visual access to all the disc drives in your computer, as
well as the My Documents folder. The My Computer

window opens with the last settings you selected, a Web
browser type toolbar, and each time you double-click an icon its
contents are shown in the same window.

To make the program function in a similar visual manner to
Windows Explorer, click the Folders icon on its Toolbar. To
see all the folders held on your computer's drive, click the
appropriate disc icon that holds Windows XP (in our case this is
Local Disc E:, yours could be different).

Note: If you select to open the WINDOWS folder that holds
Windows XP system files, the message 'This folder contains
files that keep your system working properly ...' appears in the
right pane of the displayed window. Left -clicking the View the
entire contents of this folder link allows you to have a look
(Fig. 4.2). But, as the warning tells you, do not move, delete, or
in any way change the content of these folders or files - just
look.

tzpab,ac.'

Fie UR Yew Favorites Took ,4

Back

, \ WINDOWS

XFolders

,ms local Disk (E)

i.) Documents and Bette

s:2 himosof °Fake XF

z.) Program Fies

,,,caess
Dover Cadre

Search .. driers

adorns AppPatch Comfy Connecten
Wizard

Help IMe lava

Debug Doortioacked
Program Fees

Fig. 4.2 The Contents of the WINDOWS Folder.
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Note the Back icon on the toolbar has been activated. Pressing
this icon returns you to the previous display and in doing so,
activates the Forward icon on the toolbar. This simulates the
way a Web browser works.

Folders are graphical devices, as shown here, similar to
directories in that they can contain files, other folders and
also icons. To examine this, locate the Program Files
folder on your drive (ours is found immediately above the

WINDOWS folder) and click it to display the following:

Bova li

File Edit Blew Favorites Tools Help

Sack Search

E WINDOW

Folders

- Program Files

Common Files

,a Comnus Apcdicatic

Internet Explorer

Jesc Software Inc

X 19 LT-
Go

APPPech Cacho Connection Corson Debug Downloaded
Wizard Program Hies

intin Dent Cache Fonts Help

Fig. 4.3 The Contents of the Program Files Folder.

folder ()Ono; ?

General File Types Off*. Flex

Tasks

Cf) Show common tasks in folders

0 Use Windows classic folders

Browse folders

Open each Idler in the same window

(:) Open each folder in its own window

Ckek Beers as follows

Single-click to open an item ( to select)

,F.', Double click to open an tern (,mole-cick to select)

[ Restore Defatils

OK [ Cancel

Fig. 4.4 The Folder Options Dialogue Box.

Icon settings are easy to
change, not only from
the Views button on the
toolbar, but also from
the View menu.
However, to control
general settings, view
options and edit the files
you view, use the
Tools, Folder Options
menu command, which
opens the Folder
Options dialogue box
shown in Fig. 4.4.

To see what program
associations are valid
on your system, click
the File Types tab. This

opens the dialogue box shown in Fig. 4.5 on the next page.
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If you work your way down the list of Registered file types you
can see the association details in the lower half of the box. Our
example shows that a file with the .AU extension is a sound file.

Folder Options

General View . File Types Offline Files'

Registered file types

Extensions File Types

s ASP ASP File

AS::,: \ Alt dote; Media Audio Video shortc

,;1)AUD I AudiorD

e,),avi Video Clip

BKF Windows Backup File
oi

I New I Delete

Details for 'RAY extension

Opens with: Windows Media Player Change..

Files with extension 'AU' are of type 'AU Format Sound'. To
change settings that affect at 'AU Format Sound Nes, click
Advanced.

Advanced I

OK Cancel )

Fig. 4.5 Program File Associations.

From this box you can add new associations by clicking the
New button, delete them with the Delete button and change
them with the Change button. Without getting too involved at
this stage, it is worth spending a few minutes just browsing
through the list. It will help you to recognise the icons. These
extensions are used by Windows XP to associate files with the
application that created them.

Any file displayed within the My Computer window, whether
with its extension showing or not, can be opened by
double-clicking its icon. If it is a program file, the program will
run. If it is a document, it will be opened in a running version of
its application program.
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Creating a New Folder
Before you start manipulating any files, create a new folder to
hold copies of some existing files. It should then be safe to 'play
around' with them.

To create a new folder:

Open in succession by double-clicking, the Program
Files folder, then the Messenger. Next, left -click the File
menu command and hold the mouse pointer over New,
which opens the cascade menu shown in Fig. 4.6.

Messenger..

lEe Edit New Fayortes Tools He

Messenger

cut

Briefcase

7i) Wordpad Document

ty Lotus Word Pro 9 Document

Rich Tent Document

Close z; Text Document

'e,.1 Wave Sound

_ Hessen` 1 _1 Compressed (upped) Folder

MSN Gaming Zone inewaert.wev
NetMeeting V tejnewemad.wav

>

.Iders

Size Type A

5 KB Pant 51

7 KB Paint 51

1 KB Text Dc

47 KB Anoka,
145 KB Applicat

1,053 KB Appticat

tO KB Wave 5

18 KB Wave 5,,.

Fig. 4.6 Creating a New Folder.

Clicking the Folder option places a 'New Folder' inside
the currently active window, as shown in Fig. 4.7, with its
name highlighted ready for you to type a different name.

MOSSO Oger

File Edit New Favorites Tools Help

ack Search

EAProgram Files Messenger
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Internet Explorer
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:j MSN Geelong Zone

F riders 7 -
al Go

Size Type A

msgsc.dfl 47 KB Appticat

rnsgslang.di 145 KB Applicat

nm$msgsn.exe 17 KB Appticat

.:11newalert.wav 10 KB Wave

iOnewemail.wav 18 KB Wave 5

ejontine.way 10 KB Wave 5

il.l)type.wav 5 KB Wave 5

FOe Fok

Fig. 4.7 A New Folder Added Inside the Active Window.
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EAPrayarn Nes \ Messenger

Folders X

Microsoft Office XP

- Program Files

c. Common Files

ComPlus Applications

Internet Explorer

- J Messenger
Test Folder

microsoft frontpage

Movie Maker

MSN Gaming Zone

Next, type Test Folder into the name slot and click at
an empty area of the window. It's as easy as that to
create and name a folder. At any time in the future you
can rename it by clicking its existing name and typing in
the new one. This works for files too.

Selecting Folders and Files
What we demonstrate below with files could also be done with
folders, or a mixture of folders and files within any folder.
Before selecting such items you would like to copy, arrange the
new Test Folder next to the other icons in the Messenger folder
(viewed as icons) as shown in Fig. 4.8.

it
Hie Edit View Favorites Tools Help 1!

Back -
qp

Search Folders Jr X ile) 17-
v Go

8 8 F
Test Folder =Ma =En

Hg. 4.8 Selecting Items in a Folder.

To select several objects, or icons, you have three options:

If they form a rectangle, as above, left -click one corner,
then with the <Shift> key depressed, click the opposite
corner.

To select random objects hold the <Ctrl> key down and
left -click them, one by one.

To select all the items in a window use the Edit, Select
All menu command, or the keyboard shortcut <Ctrl+A>.

To cancel a selection, click in an empty area of the window.
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Copying Folders and Files
There are several ways to copy selected items from one
window into a target folder.

Using the menu bar icon: If the destination folder is on
a different drive or in a folder which is not displayed in
the current window, then select the object you want to
copy and left -click the Copy To menu bar icon pointed
to below. This opens the Browse For Folder dialogue
box for you to locate the required destination.

Using the menu: Select the objects you want to copy,
then use the Edit, Copy command from the menu bar.
Double-click the folder into which you want to insert a
copy of the selected objects, and use the Edit, Paste
command.

Using the keyboard: Select the objects to copy and
press the <Ctrl+C> keyboard shortcut. Double-click the
destination folder and press <Ctrl+V> to paste the
objects there.

Using the mouse: Press and hold down the <Ctrl> key,
then drag the selected objects to the destination folder.

Use one of the above methods to copy the files selected in Fig.
4.8 into the Test Folder. Then double-clicking the Test Folder
should reveal its contents, as shown in Fig. 4.9.

61. Ie;.1 104 f
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Movie Maker
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Fig 4.9 The Contents of the Test Folder.
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Moving Folders and Files
When you copy a folder or file to somewhere else, the original
version of the folder or file is not altered or removed, but when
you move a folder or file to a new location, the original is

actually deleted. As with the copy operation there are several
ways to move selected folders or files.

Using the menu bar icon: If the destination folder is on
a different drive or in a folder which is not displayed in
the current window, then select the object you want to
move and left -click the Move To menu bar icon (the one
to the left of the Copy To icon pointed to in Fig. 4.9).
This opens the Browse For Folder dialogue box for you
to locate the required destination.

Using the menu: Choose the Edit, Cut command from
the source window, then use the Edit, Paste command
from the destination window menu bar.

Using the keyboard: Select the items to move and
press the <Ctrl+X> keyboard shortcut. Then select the
destination window and press <Ctrl+V> to paste them
there.

Using the mouse: Drag the selected items to the desti-
nation folder. This will move files between windows, or
folders, of the same drive (see note below).

Note: It is possible to use the drag and drop technique to copy
or move objects between different drives. However, dragging
can be a little confusing until you get used to it. To drag -copy
objects to a folder or window of another disc drive, you don't
have to hold down the <Ctrl> key. This is the same action as
drag -moving objects between folders of the same drive.
Therefore, take special care or you will end up moving objects
instead of copying them.

One easy way of telling what action a drag
operation will result in, is to look for a + sign
on the drag pointer. This indicates that a copy

action will take place, as shown here, where the Test Folder is
about to be copied to the D: drive.
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Perhaps a safer way of copying or moving objects with the
mouse is to drag them with the right mouse button depressed
to the desired destination. Releasing the mouse button
produces a menu which gives you a choice between Copy
Here and Move Here. Clicking one of these, completes the
required task.

Renaming Folders and Files
Before you rename folders or files, copy a folder into your Test
Folder. Anything done to it in the Test Folder should not have
any effect on the rest of your system.

To rename a folder or file, first click on it to select it, then
click the existing name below the icon. This will place a
rectangle around the name and put you into edit mode. Type a
new name and click somewhere else, or press <Enter>, to
finish the task. Try renaming the Test Folder to Practice Folder.

File Properties
If you want to know more about a particular file, first select it,
then either use the File, Properties menu command, or

right -click the filename and
select Properties from the
drop -down menu to open
the Properties dialogue box.
Here, the full properties of
the file are listed, including
its name, type, location,
size, the date when it was
created, last modified, etc.
You can also change the
file's attributes, by making it,
say, Read-only, to prevent
accidental changes to its
contents. The Properties
dialogue box of some types
of files has an extra tab
which allows you to preview,
or even play, their contents.

von nag-.r_xr, Ptogerli 1-1V1

General

sgs e e

Type of lie, Appfication

Desceptas Messenge Cent

Location: E Plague FdeeMessengeATeg Folder

Sue_ lir MB 11,077277 bytes)

Son on ask 1 03 MI3 rt ,081,344 bytes)

Cleated 19 Octobet 2001,1901 27

Meddled 02 August 2001.07 14:34

Accessed 19 0 ctabet 2001

Attitudes.  Reed -only  Hidden EttjArchne

1.1131(-1

Fig. 4.10 The Properties Dialogue
Box.
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Creating Shortcuts
With Windows XP, just as with previous versions of Windows,
you can put a shortcut to any program, document, or printer on
your desktop or in any folder. Shortcuts are quick ways to get to
the items you use often; they save you having to dig deep into
your system files to access them.

One program we seem to use a lot to process our system
text files is the Notepad (we will discuss its use later), so we will
step through the process of placing a shortcut to it onto the
desktop.

You must first find the actual program. An easy way is to use
the Start, Search command which opens the Search Dialogue
box, the left panel of which is shown in Fig. 4.11. Next, click the
All Folders and Files link and specify the drive you want to

search and the item you are searching for
(the E: drive in our case, or whichever
drive Windows is installed on your PC), as
shown in Fig. 4.12.
Soon enough the
NOTEPAD.EXE file
is found in the
Windows XP folder.
Select it, right -click it

and drag it onto the
desktop. Releasing
the right mouse
button displays the
shortcut menu shown
in Fig. 4.13 below.

Click the Create
Shortcuts Here
option to place the
new shortcut icon on
the desktop, as
shown in Fig. 4.14 on
the next page.

What do you want to search
far?

Prtures, mar, or video

10 Documents (word
processing, spreadsheet,
etc.)
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cOmputemw p.or*
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Support Center

You may also warn to...

Search the Internet

. Change preferences

Fig. 4.11 Specifying
Type of Search.

Copy Here

Move Here

crow shor
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Fig. 4.13 The
Placement Shortcut

Menu.

Search by any or all of the
critena below.

Allot pert of the fie name

notepad
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took is

,o Local Dist (E
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Fig. 4.14 Placing Notepad on the Desktop.
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Note that the icon has a right pointer arrow on it. This is how
you can tell that an icon is a shortcut, not the actual file. If you
find the icon name a little lengthy, you can rename it, using the
same procedure as described earlier for renaming files.

If your desktop does not let yo
want them, you need to change it

u place the icons where you
s settings. Right -click on the

desktop, click the
Arrange Icons By
option on the shortcut
menu and click Auto
Arrange to remove the
tick mark alongside it

(Fig. 4.15).

You should now be
able to arrange your
desktop icons in any
way you wish, by simply

dragging them around the desktop - though you might have to
remove the tick mark against the Align to Grid option of the
desktop shortcut menu for complete freedom in positioning the
icons.

Arrang Icons by k

Refresh

Paste

Paste Shortcut

Undo Delete Ctri+Z

New

Properties

 Name
Size

Type

Modified

.0 Align to Grid

rr Show Desktop Icons

Lock Web Items on Desktop

Run Desktop Cleanup Wizard

Fig. 4.15 Controlling Icon Position.
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Sending Folders and Files
A very useful feature of Windows is the ability to quickly send
files and folders to specific destinations.

ME Run as...
Pin to Start menu

111111111111111111111111rill Desktop (create shortcut)

Cut ILI Compressed (zipped) Folder

Copy Mail Recipient

Create Shortcut Ly My Documents

Delete 31/2 Floppy (AO

ocgen.log ocmsn.log

Rename

Properties
J. CD Drive (K,)

war ZIP -100 (I,)

Fig. 4.16 Sending Folders and Files.

Selecting the 31/2 Floppy
(A) option will copy any
selected folders and files
to a removable disc in the
(A:) drive, as shown by
the very decorative
animated window that
appears while the
process is being carried out.

Right -clicking selected
folders, or files, will open
the menu shown in Fig.
4.16. Selecting the Send
To option opens the list of
available destinations. In

your case these are
bound to be different, for
example, the last two
options might not be
available to you.

Copying...

Noel Kanter's. wab

From 'Address Book' to 'Address book'

35 Seconds Remaining
Cancel

Fig. 4.17 Copying Folders and Files.

It is easy to add more locations to the Send To menu, as it is
controlled by the contents of the SendTo folder, which is itself
in the Windows folder. However, the SendTo folder is hidden by
default, so if you use the Start, Search command, you may not
find it. To make it visible, start My Computer, then use the
Tools, Folder Options command, click the View tab and finally
click the Show hidden files and folders option.

To add a destination to the Send To menu do the following:

Click the Documents and Settings folder on the drive
where Windows XP is installed.

Double-click the folder of a specific user.

Double-click the SendTo folder.
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Use the File, New, Shortcut command.

Follow the instructions on your screen.

It is useful to be able to send text files straight to the Notepad
so that you can see, and maybe edit, their contents. To add
Notepad to the Send To menu, you don't have to go through
the above procedure because you already have a shortcut to it
on your desktop. Instead, copy this shortcut icon from your
desktop to the SendTo window, as shown in Fig. 4.18.

2A Send In mtt-I1'
He Edit View Favorites Toth Help

Search Folders

EADocuments and SettingsiNoel KanteeiskSendTo

Folders

- Local Disk (E:)

x
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0 Application Data
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t.L. Favorites

5i 0 Local Settings
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My Recent Docup

NetHood

0 Print:Hood

-JERI
Start Menu

Desktop Mail Recpient My Documents ort ttiat
(meat_ NOTEPArf

Fig. 4.18 Adding a Shortcut to the SendTo Folder.

When you next open the Send To
menu it should have the extra
item as shown here in Fig. 4.19.
As you can see, we have
renamed the shortcut to simply
'Notepad'. We did this by using
My Computer, opening the
SendTo folder right -clicking the
file and selecting the Rename
command from the shortcut
menu.

OPee,

Pnnt

Preview

open with

INSEMEIM D.,1.00 (,r sate short.t)

Cut CoroPressed (Awed) Folder

Copy Mai Raven

Create Shot -tat 2..) My Conments

Delete
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31/2 Floppy (A,)

CD Calve .)

 ZIP -100 0)

Fig. 4.19 The Modified
Send To Menu.
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Deleting Folders and Files
The operations described here must only be carried out on the
folders or files held in the Test Folder (or Practice Folder if you
have renamed it), unless you really want to delete specific
items. To experiment, copy all the files in the Messenger folder
into the Test Folder first (see page 55).

To delete or remove files, first highlight them, and then
either press the <Del> key on the keyboard, or
press the Delete button on the toolbar, shown
here, or use the File, Delete command from the
window menu bar.

Either method opens the confirmation box shown in Fig. 4.20
which gives you the chance to abort the operation by selecting
No.

Confirm File Delete

Are you sure you want to send blogoige to the Recycle Bin?

Yes No j

Fig. 4.20 The Delete File Warning Dialogue Box.

To delete folders, follow the same procedure as for files. A
similar dialogue box to the one in Fig 4.20 will be displayed.
The only difference is that the word 'File' is replaced by the
word `Folder'. To carry on with the deletion in either case,
select Yes.

Now is the time to first delete two files from our Test Folder
(any files will do), then delete the folder itself. Do carry out this
suggestion as we need to demonstrate what happens to
deleted items when we discuss the Recycle Bin.
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Handling Folders from the Tasks Pane

Up to now in this chapter we have used only one of the two
ways of manipulating folders and files; the treelike structure in
My Computer. Windows XP has a second method of dealing
with these topics by using the Tasks panel. To see this facility,
use the Start, My Documents command to display the screen
shown in Fig. 4.21.

104uui Old, rs.k s

 Make a new iioidei

is Publish this folder to
the Web

 Share this folder

Other Places

j Desktop
Shared Documents

My Computer

ribrii My Network Places

My Music

My Pictures

My Videos

Fig. 4.21 The My Documents Folder.

File and Folder Tasks %I

Cl Rename this folder

 Move this folder

n Copy this folder 11

Id Publish this folder to
the Web

h;t Share this folder

 E-mail this folder's files

X Delete this folder

My Music

My Videos

Fig. 4.22 The My Documents Folder.

Note that when no
folder is selected,
Windows displays the
Make a New Folder
option in the Tasks
panel, as shown in

Fig. 4.21. The same
options are displayed in
the Tasks panel when
you are using My
Computer to examine a
specific disc drive, or a
specific folder in that
drive.

If you now click a

folder to select it, the
contents of the Tasks
panel change to give
you access to the other
files and folder
commands, as shown
in Fig. 4.22. We
suggest you create a
new folder in the My
Documents folder, then
copy a few files from
your Pictures folder into
it so that you can get
some practice.

Which method you choose when manipulating your folders and
files is a matter of personal preference. Try them both.
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The Recycle Bin

As you can see from the message boxes on the previous page,
by default all files or folders deleted from a hard disc, are
actually placed in a holding folder named the Recycle Bin.

If you open the Recycle Bin, by double-clicking its
Desktop icon, shown here, you will see that it is just a
special folder. It lists all the files, folders, icons and
shortcuts that have been deleted from fixed drives
since it was last emptied, as shown in Fig. 4.23.

c 1:1_,cyLle

Fie Edit View Favorites Tads Help

t. Search Folders X W) [7].
%, Recycle ENn v Go

Name Onel Location Date Deleted Size Type

Sinsmsqs.exe E: Program Files IkMessergerTest Folder 20/10/2001 17 r 1 1,056 KB Application

Smsmsgs.exe.inarlfest E:\Program FilesMessenger \ Test Folder 20/1012001 17:04 4 KB MANIFEST Fie

;Ifest Folder E. \ Program Fieskelesseneer 20/10/2001 17:04 209 KB Fie Folder

Fig. 4.23 The Recycle Bin Folder Showing Deleted Files and Folder.

Note that Windows keeps a record of the original locations of
the deleted files, so that it can restore them if necessary. To
see the display as it appears in fig. 4.21, use the View
command and select the Details option.

To restore or delete specific files or folders from the Recycle
Bin, first select them then use the File menu command to open

the drop -down sub -menu shown in Fig. 4.24.
Choosing Restore will restore a selected file
within the folder it was originally in, even if you
have deleted that folder; check it out for
yourself by restoring one of the files you
deleted earlier from the Test Folder. Choosing
Delete, removes the selected items from the
Recycle Bin. To save disc space, every now

Fig. 4.24 The and then, open the Recycle Bin and delete
File Sub -menu. unwanted files or folders.
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Formatting Discs
We assume, here, that your hard disc has already been
formatted according to your manufacturer's instructions when
setting up your system. New floppy discs, if not already pre -
formatted, must be formatted before they can be used by your
computer's operating system. A floppy disc that has been
formatted in one type of computer, can only be used in another
computer if they are compatible and use the same operating
system.

0n
Browse With Pent Shop Pro a

Explore

51ranno and Sear .

Copy

Cut

COPY

Paste

Create Sturtuct

Rename

Properties

Fig. 4.25 The A: Drive
Shortcut Menu.

To format a floppy disc, put it into the
correct disc drive, open My Computer
right -click on the icon for the drive. In our
case, this would be the (A:) drive, as
shown in Fig. 4.25. From the displayed
drop -down menu, select the Format
option, which opens the dialogue box
shown in Fig. 4.26. It only remains now to
choose options in this box and press
Start to carry out the formatting.

If you want to name your disc, so that the
system will
recognise it by

that name (in the My Computer
windows, for example), enter the
name in the Volume label text box.
Choosing Quick Format in the
Format options section, deletes the
File Allocation Table of a previously
formatted disc - you cannot use this
option on a new disc.

Formatting will destroy any files on
the disc, so take care. If you have
not created an MS-DOS start-up
disc for your system already, you
can do so now from this dialogue
box.

FormalFloppy lAI 11

Capacity.

3.5", 44143, 512 bytes/sector

Fie system

FAT

Allocation and sue

Del ault allocation Pae

Volume label

Forma options

OQuick Forme
. . . .

[knee" an MS -005 startup disk

01120111
arse

Fig. 4.26 The Format
Dialogue Box.
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Copying Discs

Copying whole floppy discs is quite straightforward with
Windows XP. It is best carried out from the menu opened when
you right -click the disc drive icon from within My Computer. Put
the disc to copy into the drive and select Copy Disk from the
menu.

. of/ Di

Copy from:

431/2 Floppy (Ai)

Copy to:

413M FloPPY (AO

kart )

Fig. 4.27 The Copy Disk
Dialogue Box.

A box, similar to that shown
in Fig. 4.27, will open with
your floppy disc drives listed.
In our case, only one drive
type shows on each side. If
you have more, select the
drive to Copy from and that
to Copy to, but the discs
must be of the same type.
You can't carry out this

operation between different capacity discs. When ready, click
the Start button. You will be told when to insert the destination
disc, but be warned, any files already on this disc will be lost.

Other Features in My Computer

It is perhaps worth looking at
some other features in My
Computer which greatly
enhance its functionality. These
are to be found mainly in the
View, Explorer Bar menu
options, as shown in Fig. 4.28,
and include:

Search - click this to
display the Search facil-
ity in the left pane of My
Computer window which
is identical in functional-
ity to the Start, Search
command.

Favorit

Timbers

Status Bar

Thumbnails

Tiles

 Icons
Lot

Details

Arrange Icons by

Choose Details...

Go To

Refresh

Tools Help

Search

Favorites

Media

History Ctrl+H

IsessmilM
Tfr of the Day

Hg. 4.28 The Explorer Bar
Options.
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Favorites - click this to display a list of favourite links in
the left pane of My Computer window. It allows you to
add and organise useful URL addresses, or access
various pre-set media addresses on the Internet.

Media - click this to be
connected to the Internet
(provided you have this facility)
and display the Web site
WindowsMedia.com in the left
pane of My Computer, as
shown in Fig. 4.29. In this
window click the Media Options
down arrow at the bottom of the
screen to select which media
you want to connect to. For
example, selecting Radio
Guide displays a full screen in
the right pane of My Computer
window, as shown in Fig. 4.30.
If you are not connected to the
Internet, you can work off-line
with files in My Music or My
Videos folder. More about this
Media Player latter on.

WindowsMedia corn

Today:
TLC', Lisa Left Eye talks
about her solo caress

aid-, (56k) I (120k)

Music:
ElbOW'S clever nee tkiao
Wat& (5ek)

I
,,23(.1k)

Listen live to classic
Listen 1.20k)

Olden:
The latest US teen hortot hit
Watch (120k) I (250k)

Fig. 4.29 The Media
Window.

when we discuss the

14i WindowsMedia.com
Featured Stations

k St,. 0505

l ,las,ft FM

London, Untied28K 1 Classical Kingdom
Requests, movies, news, interviews and,
most importantly, great classical music

 Add to My 1190elt I it, al.,
!:totem, WeMite

is World Radio Neneork

k Tess FM 102.2 FM

Premier Ctestan tad,

k Classic gold

Ilea, 106.2 FM

k TalkSPORT 108P AM

My Stations

>';Recently Played Stahono

Click to 'X,

d

ar,
adult tontentpura,
tat, P Blues

=2:ea
Today's Hits

lop 10
lurk
Classical

World Slow,
Crldor, picks.,.

tknohu ,ourd L,

Fig. 4.30 The WindowsMedia.com Web Site.
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Selecting one of the radio stations, connects you to it
and opens up a separate Internet Explorer window to
display a visual accompaniment to the music. For
example, selecting Classic FM displays the screen
shown in Fig. 4.31.

time to relax with cISaeicYm.so

trA t rev sle, and gne to Cancer Ra608,
ax SEN tLihe CD, get 90 screensaver

rernet Celebrate his 900 hethrlay
lo Croat music pM ideas

0,11 you geed to rolow about the music
,11105. Catch up on the latest

Cr/ANN Have your say and win CDs
Download halts. classical ringineeS
Mmki Musk Meet the greats

meee: Wan pumep p.00

Fig. 4.31 An Internet Explorer Screen of Classic FM.

History - Click this to
display the History facil-
ity in the left pane of My
Computer window. It

allows you to see which
`pages' (includes files
and folders on your
system, other computers
connected to your
system or sites on the
Internet) were visited
recently, as shown in
Fig. 4.32.

rr

History

view  (01 Search

MWednesday
 Thursday

 Friday
irM Saturday

FA

Cal dassem (www.ciassicfm.com)

aj heather -nova (vvowheatter-nova.com)

My Computer

113 v2music (ewer. v2music.com)

1.18 windowsmedia (vindorysmedia.com)

windovismedia (mew. vandowsrriedia, corn)

Fig. 4.32 The History Pane.
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Folders - Click this to display a
tree' on the left panel of
My Computer window
showing all the resources
of your computer, as well
as those of a network you
might be connected to. In
your case, the display in
Fig. 4.33 will obviously
have different contents
from ours, as your system
is bound to be structured
differently.

The system tree lists
Objects which are
marked with a plus sign
(+), and contain sub -
folders. Clicking a (+)
sign, opens it up to reveal
the sub -folders beneath. When sub -folders
displayed, the (+) sign changes to a minus sign (-),
indicating that the parent folder can be collapsed. This is
shown in the example above, where the Documents and
Settings folder in the E: drive is expanded.

The right-hand, or contents, pane is automatically
displayed when you select a folder from the tree. As with
most Windows XP system windows, you can change
the format of the information shown in the contents
pane by using the View commands from the menu bar,
or clicking the Views button on the toolbar. All the
powerful right -click and properties features described
previously are supported in My Computer.

hierarchical 'system

Fo X

L.4 Desktop

My Documents

My Computer

31/2 Floppy (Ai)

 wo Local Disk (C)
Local Disk (0:)

40 Local Disk (Si)

AI Users

0 Default User
0 Noel Kantaris

0 Microsoft Office XP

at 0 Program Files
0 WINDOWS
WINXP_PRO

04o ZIP -100 (Li)

ti a Control Panel

31 0 Shared Documents
iii Noel Kantaris's Documents

it- '&1 My Network Places

S/ Recycle Bin

Uf..,C.Orfirtf."; on

Fig. 4.33 The System Tree.
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Using the Picture and Fax Viewer

New to Windows XP is the Picture and Fax Viewer. You can
use it to view, rotate, and perform basic tasks with image
documents, including fax documents, without opening an image
editing program. Images can be viewed as thumbnails or in a
filmstrip and fax documents can be annotated.

In Fig. 4.34 below, we demonstrate some of these features
by displaying our Pictures folder in My Computer as thumbnails.
The other available viewing facilities are seen in the View menu
which is also open.

Fie Edit Favorites Tools Help

Toolbars

Back Status Bar

Explorer Be,

Filmstrip

Tiles=1.111
Icons

cern List

Details

Cod

PrO

Tot
bast

Cop.

Arrange Icons by e

Choose Details...

Go To

Refresh

He and Fader Tasks

4 Rename this file

Move this fie

this rae

tal Publish this Ns to the
Web

E-mail this file

Delete

Other Places

Search Folders

is Noel Kantans1My DocitimentsMy Pictures

101 Calypso. log

1041mbroglio.jpg

107_0pal Heart.ipg

X k7

102_ChOn.jpg 103Ennys.jpg

el Go

105_Plunge.)pg 106_Loop the Loop g

108 _Mosaic jpg 109 Pkmk Pushkardpg

Fig. 4.34 A Pictures Folder Displayed in Thumbnail View.

Icons can be arranged by name, size, type, etc., from the View
menu, or can be previewed, rotated, set as desktop
background, or opened in a variety of imaging programs, from
a shortcut (right -click) menu, as shown in Fig. 4.35.
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P My Pictures

Fite Edit View Favorites Tools Help

db. a
OaCk kt E a Search Folders 1, X it)

Ad,ittl EADocurnents and Settiags \Noel KantanAhly DocsenentstMy Pktures

Set pmtres from
carnet a or scanner

tj View as a skde show

Order prints onkno

Pant this peters

14, Set as desktop
background

t5) Copy to CD

File and Folder Tasks

Rename this File

Move this fie

a1 Copy this fee

Publish the file to the
Wet

Li E-mail this /lie

X Delete this foe

Other Places V.

101_Calypso.jpg

104 Imbroglio tog

Rotate Clockwise

Rotate Counter Clockwise

Set as Desktop Background

105-Plunge'ing Open With

Send To

Cut

Copy

Create Shortcut

Delete

107_Opal Heart, kg Rename

Properties

Fig. 4.35 A Picture's Shortcut Menu.

You can also use the Pictures Tasks menu to view pictures as
a slide show, copy selected pictures to a CD, or get pictures
from a scanner (to be discussed later) or digital camera and
save them in a folder on you computer's hard disc.

To see your pictures in another interesting display, use the
View, Filmstrip command. To get the full benefit of this view,
you need to increase the size of the displayed window to at
least 3/4 of the size of your screen. The result should look similar
to that in Fig. 4.36 on the next page.
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Edo Edt Wen Pavater Tods FM,

01 Batt

Add EVottprents and Sattingsttion renters

3 Get PiV.SYS from
Calk, Or 1.11raer

NeW 35 Ain...
6 (*der pott as

Prnt d".6 ',eve

Set as***

can torn

Re and Folder Tasks
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0 copy ths
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wek

Enn1 ttir

X OoltteMi.ule

Fig. 4.36 Pictures Displayed in Filmstrip View.

As each picture is selected, an enlarged view of it displays
above the filmstrip. The four buttons below the enlarged view
can be used to navigate to the previous or the next image, and
to rotate the selected picture clockwise or anticlockwise.

Compressing Folders and Files
Compressing folders and files allow

Edit View Favorites Tools HeiP

111211111111113 ,...)Edder
2hortcut

at Briefcase

Mmrosoft Word Document

12 Lotus Word Pro 9 Document

Close t) Microsoft Office Binder

cl) Microsoft PowerPoint Presentation

My Photos 7:; Text Document

el Wave Sound

1) ricrosoft Excel Worksheet

tren, ,:ropte.5.,nd 44,11 FV.1.141111

Fig. 4.37 Creating a Zipped Folder.

s you to greatly increase the
storage capacity of your
discs with no extra
hardware cost. To
activate the option, select
the drive or folder in
which you want to create
a compressed folder, then
use the File, New menu
command, and select the
Compressed (zipped)
Folder option from the
drop -down menu shown
in Fig. 4.37.
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In the screen dump of Fig. 4.37 we show both the action
required to create a compressed folder and the result of that
action. The created folder has the extension .zip and you must
retain this when renaming it. We called our folder Books.zip.

We then opened a second copy of My Computer and located
the word processor file of the current chapter of this book with
all its screen dumps and dragged it into the newly renamed
folder, as shown in Fig. 4.38.

OB.& r;:,) - *'

vb. LA v g3G0

jMy Photos

boakrnark.htm

kfi

I 1 r7 1'77=
4,2

X

Fie Edlt Ylew favates Tools lisip sr

Back - ; Search

'... 1 ',.- ,,,) D Oooks51.42Mndows AP ,e gi Go
Name Sae .

_jScreen Dumps f

AlropsavO tmp 5,557 KB

17 41448444/417_000.14917 3,374 KB t

ta ttandows,87 001.1.411, 7,450 KB 1

f,-2 vandows%P_OOZIwP 7,504 KB I

$2 4.04104/4X8_003.1448 8,896 KB I

2113220=1. 10,187 KB I

TA tyndows>37_005.1wp -9,024 KB I

12 444,41449405_006.1448 9,989 KB I

Cr mridamsXP_007.1wp 12,179 KB I

V VIIrodaasXP 008.kap 12,333KB I ,
4 >

Fig. 4.38 Dragging a File into a Compressed Folder.

Releasing the mouse button displayed momentarily the box in
Fig. 4.39.

windok,XP_004.lop

Cancel

Fig. 4.39 Compressing a File.

You can send other files and folders into the compressed folder
by dragging them onto it. Selected files are then compressed
one at time before they are moved into the folder, while the
contents of the dragged folders are also compressed.
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To find out the size of the file before and after compression,
double-click the compressed folder, right -click the file and
select Properties from the drop -down menu to display the box
in Fig. 4.40.

Compressed Item Properties

Details

Name: virmdovisXP_004.1wp

Type Lotus Word Pro 9 Document

Location (Archive Root Directory}

Original Size: 10,179 KB

Date: 29/10/2001 16:47

Attributes

ZIP Information

CR C32: 254DD C86

Index: 0

Compreion Deflated
Packed Size: 3,351 KB

OK

Fig. 4.40 Compressed File Properties.

Note that the original file size is displayed as 10.18 MB, while
its packed size as 3.35 MB. This is quite a large compression
ratio and worth while exploiting.

You can open files and programs in a compressed folder by
double-clicking them. If a program requires .d11 or data files to
run, then those files must first be extracted. To extract a file or
folder from a compressed folder, simply drag it to its new
location. To extract all files and folders within a compressed
folder, right -click the folder and select Extract All. In the
Extract Wizard you can specify where you want these files and
folders to be extracted to. When you extract a file or folder it
leaves a copy of it in the compressed folder. To remove files
and folders from a compressed folder you must delete them.
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When you are using Windows XP or one of its applications, you
will invariably come across a Readme.txt file which contains
last minute information not available in printed form in the User
Guides. Vendors create such text files which can be read by
either the WordPad or the Notepad accessories. What follows
will show you how to read such files, print them, or copy them
onto the Clipboard, so that you can transfer the information into
another package.

Microsoft's WordPad
WordPad supports mainly text document formats, plus Word
(.doc) documents, but has
no pagination features. It

is a useful accessory for
writing and reading simple
documents or memos.

To access WordPad,
click the Start button and
select All Programs,
Accessories, and click

the WordPad
icon, shown here,
on the cascade
menu as shown in

Fig. 5.1 to the right.

Fig. 5.1 Accessing the Text
Editor WordPad.
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The WordPad Window
Opening the WordPad accessory, displays an application
window similar to the one in Fig. 5.2 below.

The top line of the WordPad window is the 'Title' bar which
contains the name of the document, and if this bar is dragged
with the mouse the window can be moved around the screen.
Also, just like any other window, its size can be changed by
dragging any of its four sides in the required direction.

Command Title bar Menu bar
/ button

Maximise Close
Minimise

15 51 11141411'

Fie EA[ Vera Insert Format Help

D31 a
Anal v 10 v when, HZUP

4 5 6 10. 11 12' . 14 615 16.. 17.

Cursor

For Heb, Ross F

Toolbar

Insertion point

Status bar

Format bar Ruler

Fig. 5.2 The WordPad Window.

The second line of the window displays the 'Menu' bar which
allows access to the following sub menus:

File Edit View Insert Format Help

As described in Chapter 2 - 'Starting Windows XP' - the
sub -menus are accessed either with your mouse, or by
pressing the <Alt> key which underlines one letter per menu
option.
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The Toolbar
As with most Windows applications, the Toolbar contains a set
of icon buttons that you click to carry out some of the more
common menu functions. The actions of each icon are outlined
below.

New document Cut to clipboard
Open document

I Save document

Copy to clipboard
Paste from clipboard

NI(

64 am a 441 lc?

Print document Undo last action
Print preview

Find text

A

Add date/time

Fig. 5.3 The WordPad Toolbar.

The Format Bar
WordPad has an extra bar of icons that are used to more easily
control the format of text in a document.

Set font Set point size of text Set Language of text

L10 (western v .

Italic Underline
Set centre justification

Set right justification

a I U
'Set bullet leader

and indent to paragraph
Set colour of text Set left justification

Fig. 5.4 The WordPad Format Bar.
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Opening a WordPad Document
In order to illustrate this section, either type in a short letter, or if

you have the Windows XP CD, place it in the CD Drive
and left -click the Open button on WordPad's Toolbar,
shown here, which displays the following dialogue box.

Fig. 5.5 The WordPad Open Dialogue Box.

You can use this Open box to open documents that might have
been created by different applications, as shown on the drop -
down list against Files of type, or documents that are kept in
different locations. For example, you can open a document
which might be on your computer's hard disc, or on a network
drive that you have a connection to. To locate other drives,
simply click the Up One Level button pointed to in Fig. 5.6.

()pelt

Lod My Cava,'

31/2140M2Y (NI)

.-.Local Disk (CO

My Re,erx Disk (DI)
Document: Aolocal 1)15k(EI)

..4,WINI,_PRO (JO

00
My GonsAert-

Doane.
jNoehl Icantanes DaJonen

; my Cm.a..

My N

4ename  m

{des of AA, TeALActssenA r iNl

E maim, ANSI

Fig. 5.6 Moving Up One Level in the Open List.
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Having selected a drive, you can then select the folder within
which your document was saved, select its filename and click
the Open button on the dialogue box. For our example, first
choose the CD-ROM drive (if not already selected), then the
DOCs folder, then choose 'All Documents' (*.*) in the Files of
type box to reveal the READ1ST.TXT file, as shown below.

p nt

Look n DOES

PRO. TX

My Recent

Documents

My Documents

My Compulw

My New

WIAAT_LOGO_HORIZ_EM.GIF

Fie name READ1ST TXT

Fie, .1 type: AN Documents l''1

Open

[ Cancel

Fig. 5.7 Selecting the READ1ST.TXT File.

Select this file and click the Open button to display:

0 RIM IX I T

Infect Forma 4,43,

ci a A g% 49

Comm New v v Were, ezilft
-..*  * ..... .... .* ...... ....... *, A F

"Read First. Release Note,
Windows XP

wt, ........... ..... ..... t ....................... ft:

CONTENTS

1.0 Read Me First
2.0 SyStem Requirements for Installation
3.0 Preinstallation Notes

3.1 Windows Product Activation (SPA]
3.2 Using Passwords
3.3 Software Compatibility Issues

4.0 CoPffight

-c== ....... ........ . z ...... = ........................ == .z-'
1.0 Read Re first

Before you install Windows XP, print and read this document for
critical preinstallatIon Information concerning this release. For the
moat op -to -date list of supported hardware, see the BardWire
compatibility List at the Microsoft Web site
(http://www.microsoft.comi). In addition, print and read the
following files located in the \flocs folder on your Windows XP
compact diet (CD):

forNab,gmgRI

Fig. 5.8 The READ1ST Text File Opened in WordPad.
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WordPad can read (and write) six types of file formats; Word
for Windows (.doc) files, Windows Write (.wri) files, Rich Text
Format (.rtf) files, Text Document (.txt - both ANSI and ASCII
formats), Text Document - MS-DOS Format (.txt) files, and
Unicode Text Document (.txt) files.

Moving Around a WordPad Document
You can move the cursor around a document with the mouse,
the normal direction keys, and with key combinations, the most
useful of which are listed below.

To move Press
Left one character
Right one character
Up one line
Down one line
To beginning of line Home
To end of line End
Up one window Page Up
Down one window Page Down
To beginning of file Ctrl+Home
To end of file Ctrl+End

Saving to a File
To save a document, click the Save Toolbar icon, shown
here, or use the File, Save command. A dialogue box
appears on the screen with the cursor in the File name

field box waiting
for you to type a
name. You can
select a drive or
a folder, other
than the one
displayed, by
clicking the 'Up
One Level' icon
on the Toolbar -
the one we are
pointing to.

Save** DOCS

vao rkr

My FifiCEN
Donner.

My Documents

M N

1140151 1,

File name EMMA
Save as type id Demnnm

k  5 ava n ths lomat by default

Save

F-Cancal

Fig. 5.9 The Save As Dialogue Box.

1
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There are five formatting choices in the Save as type box
when you first save a WordPad document:

(i) Word for Windows (.doc) which can then be read by
Microsoft Word, (ii) Rich Text Format (.rtf) which retains most
of its text enhancements and can be imported into many other
applications, (iii) Text Document which is a Windows ANSI file
to be used if your document is a program or you intend to
transmit it to someone, (iv) Text - MS-DOS format which is an
unformatted ASCII file, and (v) Unicode Text Format which is
another type of text file.

To save your document in the future with a different name
use the File, Save As menu command.

Document Editing

For small deletions, such as letters or words, the easiest way is
to use the <Delete> or <BkSp> keys. With the <Delete> key,
position the cursor on the first letter you want to remove and
press <Delete>; the letter is deleted and the following text
moves one space to the left. With the <BkSp> key, position the
cursor immediately to the right of the character to be deleted
and press <BkSp>; the cursor moves one space to the left
pulling the rest of the line with it and overwriting the character to
be deleted. Note that the difference between the two is that with
<Delete> the cursor does not move at all.

Text editing is usually carried out in the insert mode. Any
characters typed will be inserted at the cursor location and the
following text will be pushed to the right, and down. Pressing
the <Insert> key will change to Overstrike mode, which causes
entered text to overwrite any existing text at the cursor.

When larger scale editing is needed, use the Cut, Copy and
Paste operations; the text to be altered must be 'selected'
before these operations can be carried out. These functions are
then available when the Edit sub -menu is activated, or Toolbar
icons are used.
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Selecting Text
The procedure in WordPad, as in all Windows applications, is
that before any operation such as formatting or editing can be
carried out on text, you first select the text to be altered.
Selected text is highlighted on the screen. This can be carried
out in several ways:

a. Using the keyboard; position the cursor on the first
character to be selected, hold down the <Shift> key
while using the direction keys to highlight the required
text, then release the <Shift> key. Navigational key
combinations can also be used with the <Shift> key to
highlight blocks of text.

b. With the mouse; click the left mouse button at the
beginning of the block and drag the cursor across the
block so that the desired text is highlighted, then release
the mouse button. To select a word, double-click in the
word, to select a larger block, place the cursor at the
beginning of the block, and with the <Shift> key
depressed, move the mouse pointer to the end of the
desired block, and click the left mouse button.

Using the 'selection area' and a mouse; place the
mouse pointer in the left margin area of the WordPad
window where it changes to a right slanting arrow, and
click the left mouse button once to select the current
line, twice to select the current paragraph, or three times
to select the whole document.

Try out all these methods and find out the one you are most
comfortable with.

Copying Blocks of Text
Once text has been selected it can be copied to another
location in your present document, to another WordPad
document, or to another Windows application. As with most of
the editing and formatting operations there are many ways of
doing this.
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The first is by using the Edit, Copy command sequence from
the menu, or clicking the Copy Toolbar icon, moving

lit2i the cursor to the start of where you want the copied
text, and using the Edit, Paste command, or clicking
the Paste icon. Another method uses the quick key
combinations, <Ctrl+C> to copy and <Ctrl+V> to paste.

To copy the same text again to another location in
the document, move the cursor to the new location and paste it
there with either of the above methods.

Drag and Drop - Maybe the easiest way to copy selected text,
or an object such as a graphic, is to drag it with the left mouse
button and the <Ctrl> key both depressed and to release the
mouse button when the vertical line that follows the pointer is at
the required destination.

As you get used to Windows application packages you will be
able to decide which of these methods is best for you.

Moving Blocks of Text
Selected text can also be moved, in which case it is deleted in

its original location. Use the Edit, Cut, command, or
X, the <Ctrl+X> keyboard shortcut, or click the Cut icon,

move the cursor to the required new location and then
use the Edit, Paste command, <Ctrl+V>, or click the Paste
icon. The moved text will be placed at the cursor location and
will force any existing text to make room for it. This operation
can be cancelled by simply pressing <Esc>.

Drag and Drop - Selected text, or an object such as a graphic,
can be moved by dragging it with the left mouse button
depressed and releasing the button when the vertical line that
follows the mouse pointer is at the required destination.
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Deleting Blocks of Text
When text is deleted it is removed from the document. With
WordPad any selected text can be deleted with the Edit, Cut
command, or by simply pressing the <Delete> key. However,
using Edit, Cut (or <Ctrl+X>) places the text on the Windows
clipboard and allows you to use the Edit, Paste (or <Ctrl+V>)
command, while using the <Delete> key does not.

The Undo Command
As text is lost with the delete command you should use it with

caution, but if you do make a mistake all is not lost as
long as you act immediately. The Edit, Undo
command (or <Ctrl-FZ>), or clicking the Undo Toolbar
button, reverses your most recent action, so you need

to use it before carrying out any further operations.

Finding and Changing Text
WordPad allows you to search for specified text, or character
combinations. In the 'Find' mode it will highlight each
occurrence in turn so that you can carry out some action on it.
In the 'Replace' mode you specify what replacement is to be
carried out.

For example, in a long memo you may decide to replace
every occurrence of the word 'program' with the word
`programme'. To do this, first go to the beginning of the
document, as searches operate in a forward direction, then
choose the Edit, Replace menu command to open a dialogue
box, like the one shown in Fig. 5.10.

Reptace

Find what: 'Program

Replace with. Programme

 Match whole word only

 Match case

Find Next

Replace

I Replace All I

Cancel

Fig. 5.10 The Replace Dialogue Box.
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You type what you want to search for in the Find what box.
You can then specify whether you want to Match whole word
only, and whether to Match case, (upper or lower case) by
check -marking the appropriate boxes. Type the replacement
word in the Replace with box, and then make a selection from
one of the four buttons provided. Selecting Replace requires
you to manually confirm each replacement, whilst selecting
Replace All will replace all occurrences of the word
automatically.

Formatting your Work

When working with text files you cannot format your
documents, but in Microsoft Word, or RTF modes, you can.
Such formatting can involve the appearance of individual
characters or words, and the indentation, addition of bullet
leaders and the alignment of paragraphs. These functions are
carried out in WordPad from the Format menu options or from
the Format bar. To activate the latter, use the View command
and click the Format Bar option, as shown in Fig. 5.11.

RE0515T.1XI 5tordP.,d
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Format Bar
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Rahn Bar
4 5 .8 7 8 9. .10- -11 '12' 13

4A.A...

"Read First" Release Notes
VIndows XP

e 10 v Wetten

CONTENTS

Fig. 5.11 Activating the Formatting Bar.

As an example of some of the formatting options, we have
carried out a few changes to the READ1ST.TXT document
opened earlier. First, we used the Save As command to save
the document as an RTF type file on our hard drive, say within
a Docs folder we created on our drive containing Windows XP,
so that we could carry out certain formatting commands (such
as justification) which are not available to a TXT type file.
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5 Controlling Information

We then removed the dotted line above and below the title and
all spaces before each of the two title lines. Then we high-
lighted the two title lines, and changed their point size to 16,
then emboldened them and centre justified them by clicking
appropriate format bar options.

The date was then added below the title by clicking the
Date/Time icon on the Toolbar and choosing the date

179 format required. The two
paragraphs with preceding

asterisks under section 1.0 were then
selected and the Bullet icon clicked on
the Format bar. This indented the
paragraphs and gave them bullet
leaders.

Finally, the whole document was
selected and its font changed from
Courier New to Arial by choosing the font
type from the drop -down list shown In
Fig. 5.12. To get the formatted
document shown in Fig. 5.13, we found
it necessary to remove hard returns at the end
word wrap could display correctly.

lt Arial Black hS

It Arial Narrow
AvantGarde

ip Baskervite
Ginner Gothic

Bookman
It Botanical
It Centaur
o Comic Sans MS

Courier

O Courier New
o Estrangelo Edessa
 Franklin Gothic Medium

Garamond

Fig. 5.12 The Font List.

of each line so
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"Read First" Release Notes
Windows XP
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CONTENTS

1 0 Read Me First
2.0 System Requirements for Installation
3.0 PreinstallaPon Notes

3.1 Windows Product Activation (WPA)
az Using Passwords
3.3 Software Compatibility Issues

4.0 Copyright

1.0 Read

Before you install Windows XP, print and read this document for critical reinstallation information concerning this release For the
most up-to-date list of supported hardware, see the Hardware Carnpatibility List at the Microsoft Web see fhttpidweAvrnicrosolt comp
In addition. pnnt and read the following files located in the \dons folder on your Windows XP compact disc (CD)-

Setup instructions
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Fig. 5.13 The Display of a Formatted Document.
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The Ruler
The ruler is activated/deactivated by using the View, Ruler
command. The Ruler displays at the top of the text area of the
WordPad window (see Fig. 5.13), and lets you set and see Tab
points for your text, or visually change the left and right
margins, (the empty space to the left and right of the text area)
of your document.

Setting your own tabs is easy by clicking within the ruler
where you want to set the tab. Tabs can be moved within the
ruler by dragging them with the mouse to a new position, or
removed by simply dragging them off the ruler. Default tab
settings do not show on the ruler, but custom tabs do.

Printing Documents

As long as your printer has been properly installed and
configured (see Chapter 6), you should have no problems
printing your document from the WordPad application.

Setting up your Page
Before attempting to print, make sure that WordPad is set to
the same page size as the paper you plan to use. To do this,

use the File, Page Setup
menu command to open
the dialogue box shown in
Fig. 5.14. From here you
can control the paper Size
and Source, the size of all
the Margins around the
edge of the sheet, and the
Orientation of the paper.
The Printer button lets you
select between different
printers, including network
printers (if you are
connected to any), and set
their properties.

Fig. 5.14 The Page Setup Screen.
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Print Preview
Before actually committing yourself and printing your document
to paper, it is always best to look at a Preview on the screen.
This can save both your paper and printer toner or cartridge
bills.

To preview the current document and settings, either click
the Print Preview icon on the Toolbar, or use the File,
Print Preview menu command to display the following
screen.

C. RI AP1 \ rt 17fort1Pad

1 I Lt4.,P.gel Two Page fl Zoom In I i Gas, )

°I6i1CIWIt R.wn. Fwf.
.6%flovi
wrarvs-.

4

page t

Fig. 5.15 The Print Preview Screen.

The preview screen, shown above, is the only place in

WordPad that you can actually see your document's pagination,
and then you have no control over it! A dreadful omission, but
perhaps intentional, to make sure everyone buys Microsoft
Word instead!

To zoom in on the document, just click the pointer on it, or
use the Zoom In button. If your document has several pages
you can select a Two Page view of it. When you are happy
your document is perfect, press the Print button.
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Using the Clipboard

In Windows XP (just as in Windows 2000, but unlike Windows
98/Me), you do not have direct access to the Clipboard, which
is a temporary storage location for information you want to cut
or copy, but you can nevertheless use it.

We have already used the Clipboard when using the Cut and
Paste features found in WordPad, and in most other Windows
programs. Apart from cutting, copying and pasting operations in
Windows applications, you can also use the Clipboard to copy
the contents of an application's window, or to copy Windows
graphics images, so that you can transfer such information to
other applications. There are two ways of copying information:

Press the <Print Screen> key to copy onto the Clipboard
the contents of a whole Windows screen, even if that
screen is a DOS application.

Press the <Alt+Print Screen> key combination to copy
onto the Clipboard the contents of the current open
window, or dialogue box.

To illustrate these techniques follow the step-by-step
instructions given below.

To Copy a Full Windows Screen:

Close all running applications and start My Computer.

Move the My Computer displayed window next to the
Recycle Bin but without obscuring its icon on the
desktop.

Press the <Print Screen> key, then activate WordPad
and click the New icon on the Toolbar to open a blank
page and finally click the Paste Toolbar icon. What now
appears on the WordPad screen, or something like it, is
shown in Fig. 5.16 on the next page.
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Fig. 5.16 The Contents of the Clipboard

To Copy the Contents of a Current Open Window:

Close all running applications and start My Computer.

Press the <Alt+Print Screen> key, then activate
Word Pad and click the New icon on the Toolbar to open
a blank page, then click the Paste Toolbar icon. What is
displayed now is the current window only.

To copy a DOS screen:

Close all running applications,
click the Start button and select
All Programs, Accessories and
click the Command Prompt option
on the cascade menu shown in
Fig. 5.17.

Start your DOS application, then
continue as above.

DOS applications can run in a window or
in full screen. You can switch from one to
the other by pressing <Alt+Enter>.

Accessibility

Communitatiorry

Ti Entertainment

System Tools

Address Book

Calculator

BrEn2111111110
 Notepad

Paint

ki) Program CompatibAty Wizard

Vi Scantier and Camera Wizard

tilt Synchronize

IV Tour Windows TP

Ult Windows Explorer

Windows Moves Maker

 WordPad

Fig. 5.17 The
Accessories Menu.
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The Windows Paint Program

Paint is a 32 -bit Windows application, first introduced with
Windows 95 and improved in subsequent versions of
Windows. You can use Paint to create, view and edit,
simple or complicated graphics.

Paint is an OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) program, and
allows the creation of OLE object information that can be
embedded or linked into other documents, as we shall see at
the end of the chapter. It can read and write a number of file
formats, namely, bitmap (.bmp) files (monochrome, and 16,
256 & 24 -bit colour), File Interchange Format (.jpg & .jpeg)
files, and Graphics Interchange Format (.gif) files.

Starting Paint
To start Paint, click the Start button and select All Programs,
Accessories from the cascade menu, then click the Paint
entry. In Fig. 5.18, we show the Water lilies.jpg file to be found
in My Pictures folder which itself is in My Documents folder.

/Map C*1 Ho11:.

Title barMenu bar

Options area

of buttons

Scroll bar

rirlimenultimmullisf---- Palette Co-ordinates of pointer
' rnirmniarmrallir Status bar

Pty.

Fig. 5.18 The Paint Opening Window.
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The window is divided into a 'drawing' area (the default size of
which depends on your video display), surrounded by the Menu
bar at the top, the Palette at the bottom, the Options area at the
middle -left side, with the Toolbox above it.

The Paint Toolbox
The drawing area is where you create your drawings with the
help of various tools from the Toolbox. Note that the pencil tool
is always selected when you start Paint, and that the function of
a Toolbox icon is flagged when you move the mouse pointer
over it.

To select a tool, simply point to it and click. Several of them
have extra functions you can also select in the Options area.
Some tools can work with either of the current foreground or
background colours - dragging the tool with the left mouse
button uses the foreground colour and with the right one the
background colour.

More detail of the Toolbox functions is listed below.

Tool

Free Form select

Rectangle select

Function

Used to cut out an irregular -shaped
area of a picture, with either an
opaque or transparent background,
which can then be dragged to
another part of the drawing, or
manipulated using the Edit menu
commands.

Used to cut out a rectangular -
shaped area of a picture, with either
an opaque or transparent
background, which can then be
dragged to another part of the
drawing, or manipulated using the
Edit menu commands.
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Eraser Used to change the selected
foreground colours under the eraser
icon to a background colour, or
automatically change every
occurrence of one colour in the
drawing area to another.

Colour fill Used to fill in any closed shape or
area with the current foreground or
background colour.

Pick colour Used to set the foreground or

,ce
background colour to that at the
pointer.

Magnifier Used to zoom the image to different
magnifications. Choose from lx, 2x,
6x or 8x magnification in the options
area.

Pencil Used to draw freehand lines in
either the foreground or background
colour.

Brush Used to draw freehand lines with a

R
selection of tools and line thickness
shown in the options area.

Airbrush Used to produce one of three avail-
able circular sprays in the
foreground or background colours.

Text Used to add text of different fonts,

A sizes and attributes in the current
foreground colour, with either an
opaque or transparent background.

Line Used to draw straight lines between
two points in the current foreground
or background colours and drawing
width.

Curve Used to draw curved lines in the
current colours and drawing width.
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Rectangle

Polygon

Used to draw hollow and filled
rectangles or squares (<Shift> key
depressed), in the current colours
and drawing width.

Used to draw hollow and filled trian-
gles and other polygon shapes, in
the current colours and drawing
width.

Ellipse Used to draw hollow and filled
ellipses or circles (<Shift> key
depressed), in the current colours
and drawing width.

Rounded Rectangle Used to draw hollow and filled
rectangles or squares (<Shift> key
depressed), with rounded corners,
in the current colours and drawing
width.

Choices in Options Box

2x -

sx / /
8x \

Era4ser

Opaque or sizes

transparent
background

Zoom

factors

14`

Brush
types

Airbrush
types

Line

thickness Shape
fill

options

Fig. 5.19 Choices Available in the Options Area of the Toolbox.
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Preparing for a Drawing

Before you start drawing, you may need to set the size of the
image you want. To do this, use the Image, Attributes menu
command to open the dialogue box shown in Fig. 5.20.

Attributes

File last saved 23)08/2001 13:00

Size on disk 83,794 bytes

Resolution 96 x 96 dots per inch

Width: MI
links

0 Inches 0 Cm

Height: 600

`j Pixels

Colors

C) Black and ovh,te (;) COICN3

OK

Cancel

DelauR

Fig. 5.20 The Attributes Dialogue Box.

white. Clicking the Default button will

The default Width
and Height settings
for a new image are
given in Pixels. If you
need a specific
image size when it is
printed to paper, you
can work in Inches
or Cm. Lastly in this
box, you can set
whether to work in

colour or in black and
make your new settings

the default for any new working sessions.

Selecting Working Colours
The current background
always shown in the two

and foreground colour settings are
squares to the left of the palette, as

shown in Fig. 5.21.

To select a new background
colour, point to the colour in the
Palette and click the right
mouse button. If you now select
the File, New command, Paint
will open a new document with
the selected background

colour. Alternatively you could 'flood' the existing background
by selecting the Colour fill icon and right -clicking it on the
background of the drawing area.

To select a different foreground colour to be used with any of
the drawing tools in the Toolbox, left -click the colour in the
Palette.

IIIMIIIIINS1111111111111111112111111111111

pF1111-ifillillETI-MIBIF
Background colour

Foreground colour

Fig. 5.21 The Paint Palette.
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Entering Text in a Drawing
If you intend to enter text within a drawing, carry out the
following steps:

Select the foreground colour for the text.

Select the Text tool from the Toolbox.

Select opaque or transparent from the options box.

Click the pointer on the working area to open the text
box, drag it to the correct size and type the text.

Open the Fonts toolbar, if not already opened, with the
View, Text Toolbar menu command.

Select the font, point size or other style you want to use
from the Fonts toolbar , as shown in Fig. 5.22.

- r,11111,1

eF Colas ...4J

t FAR

EMINOMMEMEN=11111Egnia

This is where you.enterenter text

iiirsonsomisammer-r-orwroor-wroion
Fa Map, 414.4, Hap Troy un Ne

Fig. 5.22 Inserting Text in a Drawing Area.

When you are happy with the text, click outside the text
box to 'fix' it in the drawing and close the toolbar.

While the Fonts toolbar is open you can change any of its
options, or use the palette, and see the entered text change
straight away.

In the future, as long as the Text Toolbar option is ticked in
the View menu, the Fonts toolbar will open whenever you start
to enter text.

1

4
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4

Using the Paint Tools

Most of the other tools in Paint's Toolbox are quite easy and
straightforward to use. To select a tool, point to it and click the
left mouse button which depresses its icon in the Toolbox. To
use them, you move the pointer to a suitable position within the
drawing area and drag the tool around to accomplish the
required task.

With most of the Toolbox options, dragging with the left
mouse button uses the active foreground colour, and with the
right button the active background colour. Releasing the mouse
button stops the action being performed. If you make a
mistake, you can select the Edit, Undo command from the
menu bar up to three times, to cancel the last three actions you
carried out.

To complete this discussion, we need to describe how to use
the 'Curve' and 'Polygon' tools, which differ slightly from the
rest. For example:

To draw a curve, first click the Curve toolbar icon, choose a
line thickness in the options box, left -click the pointer in the
required starting position within the drawing area, then press
the left mouse button to anchor the beginning of the curve and
move the mouse to the required end of the eventual curve and
release it. A 'flexible' line in the current foreground colour will be
produced between the two points. Next, click the mouse
buttons away from the line and drag it around the window,
which causes the line to curve as you move the pointer. When
you are happy with the produced curvature, release the mouse
button.

To draw a polygon, place the Polygon pointer in the required
starting point in the drawing area, left -click and drag the mouse
to the required end of the first side of the polygon and release
it. A line in the foreground colour is produced between the two
points. Next, continue adding sides to the polygon in this way
until you complete it, at which point you should double-click the
mouse button.

4
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Embedding a Graphic into WordPad
Embedding a graphic into WordPad is similar to copying, but
with the important advantage that you can actually edit an
embedded object from within WordPad.

Ore [sc. brio p -Paint =reis-(1.
He Edit View Image Colors

riD

1
f A
I% A

00
=at

OHM
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For Help, click Help Tapscs on the Help Menu,

Fig. 5.23 Creating a Graphic in Paint.

make some room for it.

To embed a Paint
image, first create it
in Paint (we created
the object shown in
Fig. 5.23 in order to
illustrate the
process), then save
it as a bitmap file.
Next, start
WordPad, open the
letter or memo you
want to embed a
graphic into (or just
use an empty
document), place
the cursor where
you want to embed
it, and press the
<Enter> key twice to

Now from the WordPad menu bar, use the Insert, Object
command which displays the Insert Object dialogue box shown

in Fig. 5.24. Click
the Create from
File radio button,
Browse to locate
your bitmap
drawing, and press
OK to place the
selected graphic
into the WordPad
document, as
shown in Fig. 5.25
on the next page.

lases I Object Irx
0 Create New

Fde

cs.f Cicate from File a Vey Documents \My Designs 1

biowseLink

Resoft

Inserts the contents or the tie as an object into
sox document so that you may actuate ft using
the progiam which created it

OK

Cancel

Display As loon

Fig. 5.24 The Insert Object Dialogue Box.
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Fig. 5.25 An Embedded Graphic in WordPad.

What has happened
here is that the
graphic has been
embedded in the
WordPad document. If
you double-click it, the
WordPad window will
change to a Paint
window. You can then
edit the image without
leaving WordPad, and
clicking outside the
image will bring
WordPad's features
back.

The Display As Icon option in the Insert Object dialogue box
(Fig. 5.24), embeds an icon in the destination document. Not
much help in our example, but useful for embedding speech or
movie clips in a document. Double-clicking the icon would then
play the sound, or movie.

Linking a Graphic into WordPad
Linking, the other main OLE feature, links files dynamically so
that information held in one file is automatically updated when
the information in the other file changes.

To link our graphic to WordPad, select the Link option in the
Insert Object dialogue box of Fig. 5.24, before clicking the OK
button. When you double-click a linked image, its file is opened
into a separate Paint window. Any changes made are saved in
this file as well as being reflected in the document.

These are very clever features that can save a lot of time
with full Windows applications. What we have covered here
should be a good grounding for the future. You must try these
features for yourself, the time will be well spent.
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Getting Pictures from a Scanner or Camera
If your Scanner or digital Camera are Plug and Play, Windows
XP will detect them (if connected to your PC) and will start the

Scanner and Camera Wizard. If
your camera is not Plug and
Play, or you are using a scanner,
right -click the camera or scanner
from which you want to get
pictures, then click the
appropriate option for that
device. In Fig. 5.26 we show the
shortcut menu for our scanner.

112=31212riti=a1
Scan

Get picture using Scanner Wizard

Delete

Rename

Properties

Fig. 5.26 The Scanner
Shortcut Menu.

Scanners and
Cameras

Another way of starting the Scanner and Camera
Installation Wizard is to click Start, Control Panel,
then double-click the Scanner and Cameras icon.

If your scanner or camera are not Plug and Play, follow the
instructions that came with that device. It is possible, however,
that you might need to get the latest driver for your device
which is compatible with Windows XP or Windows 2000.

Many Windows imaging applications can use a scanner or
camera to import a picture directly into the application for

further image manipulation. One
such application is Paint and we will
use it to demonstrate how to get a
picture from a scanner.

To begin the process, start Paint,
place the picture you want to scan
on your scanner's glass plate, then
use the File, From Scanner or
Camera command, as shown in

Fig. 5.27. This opens the dialogue
box in Fig. 5.28 shown on the next
page. As you can see, in this
instance we have three scanning
choices; colour, grey -scale, or black
and white.

Edit View Image Colors Help

New

Open.

Save

Save As...

Print Preview

Page Setup...

1 Drawing.brop

2 Diagonal Sand.}pg

3 Water hlies.jpg

4 Winter.ipg

Ctri+N

Ctr1+0

Ctr1+5

Ctrl+P

Exit Alt+F4

Fig. 5.27 Using Paint to
Scan a Picture.
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t

Scan using Hewlett-Packard Scan.let 63000.

What do you want to scan?
Select an opteon below for the type Of Pfau,. you
want to seen

Co) Cobi picture

rotA,..., I 0 Grayscare picture

9.111 0 Black and white picture or text

0 Custom Settings

You can also
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Fig. 5.28 The Scanner Dialogue Box.
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Fig. 5.29 A Scanned
Picture in Paint.

Clicking the Preview
button will activate the
scanner and a
preview of the object
will appear on the
right side of the
Scanner dialogue box.
Clicking the Scan
button, starts the
scanning process and
the image is imported
into Paint, as shown in
Fig. 5.29 - it looks
better in colour!

You can now use
your editing skills in
Paint to completely
change the Picture to
something you would
rather have in place of
the original. Good
luck!
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The Notepad

Notepad is a text editor which can be used to write short notes,
or create and edit script files. The program, which supports
different fonts and their modifications (bold, underline, italic) is
usually used to read text files (with the extension .txt of less
than 64 KB) supplied by different vendors, or to make short text
notes. You read such files by double-clicking their filename -
trying to read larger files than 64 KB causes WordPad to be
activated instead.

To see Notepad in operation, click its entry in the
Accessories group of All Programs in the Start menu. When
Notepad is activated, use the File, Open command and look in
the System32 folder within the WINDOWS folder of the drive it
was installed on, probably (C:). Double-clicking the file eula.txt,
displays:

r
MM Edit Pm,N& VMw Help

Microsoft Windows xP Professional

END -USER LICENSE AGREEMENT

IMPORTANT -READ CAREFULLY: This End -User
License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between you
(either an individual or a single entity) and Microsoft
corporation for the Microsoft software product identified above,
which includes computer software and may include associated
media, printed materials, "online" or electronic documentation,
and Internet -based services ("Product"). An amendment or
addendum to this EULA may accompany the Product. YOU AGREE TO RE
80uND BY THE TERMS OF THIS EULA 8Y
INSTALLING, COPYING, OR OTHERWISE USING THE
PRODUCT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT INSTALL
OR USE THE PRODUCT; YOU MAY RETURN IT TO YOUR
PLACE OF PURCHASE FOR A FULL REFUND.

1. GRANT OF LICENSE. Microsoft grants you the following rights
provided that you comply with all terms and conditions of
this EULA:

Installation and use. You may install, use, access,
display and run one copy of the Product on a single
computer, such as a workstation, terminal or other device
("Workstation Computer"), The Product may not be used
by more than two (2) processors at any one time on any
single Workstation Computer. ,,ou may permit a maximum
of ten (10) computers or other electronic devices (each
a "Device") to connect to the Workstation computer to
utilize the services of the Product solely for File and
Print services, Internet Information services, and remote
access (including connection sharing and telephony
services). The ten connection maximum includes any

Ln I, Cal I

Fig. 5.26 The Task Scheduler Text File.

It is worth reading this file, particularly if you would like to know
what licence rights Microsoft has granted you for the use of
Windows XP.
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Notepad's Edit Features
Although Notepad is not as powerful as WordPad, it has some
interesting features, such as the ability to turn on word wrap
which causes words that will not fit within its page margins to be
placed on the next line automatically. You can turn word wrap
on by selecting the Format, Word Wrap menu command.
Another Notepad feature is the Select All option from the Edit
menu which allows you to highlight a whole document at a
stroke in order to, say, copy it onto the Clipboard.

To change the font of a selected text, use the Format, Font
command to display the Font dialogue box shown in Fig. 5.27:

hint 1?IX1

Font Font style: Size:

IMENNEMEI ?!Regular '10

Ai1 iI'lit HUM A
LucaMMIIMInsUnicode - j j It :11

' 0 Mengel J j Bold 12

0 Marlett - 1 J Bold halm 14

j It Math A
I j

16
4 Math B 18

j Math C 20

Sample

Script

;Western

1.--AaBbYyZ2

OK

Cancel

Fig. 5.27 Notepad's Font Dialogue Box.

From here you can also change the Font style and font Size.
However, any changes you make here are reflected in the
whole document, as well as all other documents you open
using Notepad. In other words, you are configuring Notepad to
the font, font style and font size you would like to use when
reading or writing text files, rather than applying these changes
to individual documents or parts within these documents.
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Notepad supports the usual edit features which are useful when
working with files, such as cut, copy, paste, and delete, all of
which are options of the Edit menu. You can even use Notepad
to search and find text, by selecting the Edit, Find command.
Once the text is found, pressing the F3 function key finds the
next occurrence. You can also control the Direction of the
search and use the Match case facility.

As you can see, Notepad is a simple text editor and nothing
more. If you want more formatting capabilities, use WordPad,
or your own word processor.
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Controlling Printers

When you upgraded to Windows XP your printers should have
been installed automatically. If not, you would have been
stepped through the Add Printer Wizard, described later.

Nearly 1,000 different printers are supported by Windows XP
so, hopefully, you shouldn't have too much trouble getting yours
to work. The printer and printing
functions are included in a single
Printers and Faxes folder, which
you can open by clicking its entry,

shown to the
left, in the

Start menu. Our Printers and
Faxes folder, shown in Fig. 6.1,
has several printers available for
use, and a list of Printer Tasks.
Items in this list provide an easy
way of adding new printers,
configuring existing ones, and
managing all your print jobs.

Windows XP, just like Windows 95/98/Me and Windows
NT/2000, supports the following printer set-up methods:

Plug and Play printers are automatically detected at
installation time, or during the boot -up process. You will
be prompted for the necessary driver files if they are not
already in the Windows directory, these should be
supplied with a new Plug -and -Play printer.

Point and Print printing enables you to quickly connect
to, and use, printers shared on some other networked
PCs.

Fig. 6.1 The Printers Folder.
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For other situations, the Add Printer Wizard steps you
through the printer installation process, whether the new
printer is connected to your PC, or on a network.

Installing an additional printer (not connected to your system,
but available to you, say, at work) allows you to use the
additional fonts available to this printer (we will discuss fonts
shortly). Below we will step through the procedure of installing
such a printer to your system.

To start installation, click the Add a Printer entry in the
Printer Tasks list of the Printers and Faxes window, shown in
Fig. 6.1. This opens the Add Printers Wizard, which makes the
installation procedure very easy indeed. As with all Wizards,
you progress from screen to screen by clicking the Next button.
In the second Wizard screen, shown in Fig. 6.2, click the Local
printer attached to this computer option.

Add Printer Wi/ard

LOCO' Of Network Printer
The wizard needs to know which type of printer to set up.

Select the option that describes the printer you want to USE

(F., Local printer attached to this computer

Automatically detect and install my Plug and Play Pinter

,..')A network printer, or a printer attached to another computer

To set up a network printer that not attached to a print server,
use the -Local printer" option.

< Back Neat> I Cancel

Fig. 6.2 The Second Screen of the Add Printer Wizard.

The first time you activate the Add Printer Wizard, and after
pressing the Next button on the screen of Fig. 6.2, the Wizard
scans your computer for installed plug and play printers and
updates its built-in database. If it doesn't find one, it assumes
that you want to install a printer manually and asks you to click
Next to proceed.
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On the next Wizard screen choose FILE: as the port you want
to use with the printer and select it from the displayed extensive
list, as shown in Fig. 6.3.

Add inter IdIfizurd

Install Printer Software
The manufacture; and model determine which printer software to use.

Select the manufacturer and model of your punter. If your canter cane wuh an Installation
disk click Have Disk. If your porde, is not Ittled consult Irate punter documentation for
compatible printer software.

Manufacturer

GCC

Generic
Gestetner
HP

IBM

Punters

V fir. cleskjet 8160

V HP DeskJet £20Cse

-'4=111M3
HP Dellslet 830C/8 32C

yy This clover a digit* signed

Tel me who drive; sionfn0 is mode,*
Have Ctisk

< Back )=ER Cancel

Fig. 6.3 Using the Wizard to Manually Select a Printer.

If your printer is not on the list, then either use the disc provided
by the manufacturer of your printer, or go to the Internet for an
update on the list of printers.

Documents prepared with this printer selection, can then be
printed to file on a 31/2" floppy disc, and later printed out on the
selected printer (even if it is not connected to your computer
and does not itself have access to the particular application you
are using). Later you can copy that file to the selected printer
from its attached PC by issuing the simple command

COPY A:\Filename LPT1: /B

The /B switch in this command tells the printer to expect a
binary file (with embedded printer codes).

Note that the PC which is connected to the additional printer
does not even have to operate under Windows for you to print
your work, as the command is given at the Command prompt.
If the PC does operate under Windows XP, you will need to use
the Start, All Programs, Accessories, Command Prompt
command, then issue the COPY command.
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Configuring your Printer
All configuration for a printer is consolidated onto a tabbed

property sheet that is
accessed from its icon
in the Printers and
Faxes folder. Right -
clicking a printer icon
opens the object menu,
shown in Fig. 6.4,
which gives control of
the printer's operation.

As a newly installed
printer is automatically
set as the default
printer, you might want
to change this by
selecting the printer

connected to your PC and clicking the Set as Default Printer
option on the object menu. If you click the Properties option,
the window shown in Fig. 6.5 opens and lets you control all the
printer's parameters, such
as the printer port (or
network path), paper and
graphics options, built-in
fonts, and other device
options specific to the
printer model. All these
settings are fairly self
explanatory and as they
depend on your printer
type, we will let you work
them out for yourself.

Once you have
installed and configured
your printers in Windows
they are then available for
all your application
programs to use. The correct printer is selected usually in one
of the application's File menu options.

Ei Add ,x-NIV

41 .5.1..5 r...9
Sekst
axef arenas

.14 Pause rsX4na

aetYsp5oe.
Renarne ths Drkter

X tiatetk.is peter

ietpNv pore,bes

See Also

xateLtaxxa

Open

Set as Defeat

Printirq Preferences

Pause P.,

L. Printer Off Ire

create %ad,'
Naxt,
Pe name

Propertaes

Fig. 6.4 The Object Menu.

it HP ).ass's Jet H'IM POsHaxyipt Proper tie

Genial Shang Pods Advanced Dmdce Selings

O ,

11.111111.111111111111110

locahon

Comment

Model. HP Laseate4 5/5M POstScaut

Kealuies

Coax No Paw available

Doubt -aided No A4

Ste* No

Speed 12 ppm

Maximum reao/lpn. SOO dpi

Riling PreteFences., I I Punt I ea Page

DK

Fig. 6.5 The Printer Properties Window.
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Managing Print Jobs
If you want to find out what exactly is happening while a
document or documents are being sent to your printer,
double-click the printer icon, to open its window.

HP Ldseriet 515M PostScript I rilX
Printer Document View Help

Document Name Status Owner Pages Size Subr

lli.lWord Pro - oandowsXP_006.1wp Printing Noel cantons 1121 4491(8/4.93 MB 17.41

1 documents) in queue

Fig. 6.6 The Print Queue Window.

As shown in Fig. 6.6, this displays detailed information about
the contents of any work actually being printed, or of print jobs
that are waiting in the queue. This includes the name of the
document, its status and 'owner', when it was added to the print
queue, the printing progress and when printing was started.

You can control the printing operation from the Printer and
Document menu options of the Print Queue window, from the
object menu, or from the Printer Tasks list. Selecting Printer,
Pause Printing will stop the operation until you make the same
selection again; it is a toggle menu option. The Cancel All
Documents option will remove all, or selected, print jobs from
the print queue.

Controlling Fonts

Windows XP uses a Font Manager program to control the
installed fonts on your system. You can use the Font Manager
to install new fonts, view examples of existing fonts, and delete
fonts.

To open the Font Manager, click the Start button then click
the Control Panel menu option to reveal the Control Panel
window, as shown in Fig. 6.7 on the next page.
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CmArn1 P., I fr
Fie Edt New Favorites Tools tick
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Fig. 6.7 The Control Panel Window.

File Edit View
>5

>5

Back

1 Fonts 0` ILI Go

9) Arial

1lArial Black

aj Anal Narrow

Baskerville

Binner Gothic

jt Book Antique

±i Bookman Old Style

Botanical

yj Centaur

Century Gothic

1) Century Schoolbook

i121 Comic Sans MS

Courier

9j Courier New

giEstrangelo Edessa

8) Franklin Gothic Medium

Garamond

74 font(s) (plus 66 hidden)

Fig. 6.8 The Fonts Window.

Next, double-click the Fonts icon to
display the Fonts window, shown in
Fig. 6.8. To control what you see
on the Fonts window, click View to
display the drop -down menu,
shown in Fig. 6.9. We have chosen
Status Bar, List and Hide
Variations.

>5

Tooloars

 Status Bar
Explorer Bar

Large Icons

 List
List Fonts By Similarity

Details

Hide Variations (Bold, Italic, etc.)

Go To

Refresh

Fig. 6.9 The View Sub -menu.
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To see an example of one of the listed fonts, double-click its
icon in the Fonts window (Fig. 6.8). Below we show the Arial
(TrueType) font in four different sizes.

n Arial (OpenType)

I Done

Arial (OpenType)
OpenType Font, Digitally Signed, TrueType Outlines
Typeface name: Arial
File size: 290 KB
Version: Version 2.95
Typeface Ci The Monotype Corporation plc. Data Ci The Monotype Corporation
plc/Type Solutions Inc. 1990-1992. All Rights Reserved

abcclefghijkInnnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVVVXYZ
123456789.:,;(*IT)
12 The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 1234567890

18 The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy

24 The quick brown fox jumps ove

36 The quick brown fox,,
Fig. 6.10 Font Size Sample Window for a Selected Font.

You might find it interesting to know, that the Symbol font
contains an abundance of Greek letters, while the Webdings
and Wingdings Fonts contain special graphic objects, as shown
in Fig. 6.11 below.

*Dr Mita -A- 4-10.:4 x ?a,,a4Q (Dee
Aitossiaartv(304

17 4 w W44.14.0- II (*wet g

c3Qn).1-1-nliM=Xerk00.0001711:CIEIN
8titlo-v,w-4?"zacxaelpJF-+o*+ia:ze
171Rffig8s&-ricao;1.,iiiRDE1.#,Aist30O

Fig. 6.11 Webdings (top) and Wingdings (bottom) Fonts.

We will explain shortly how such characters can be inserted
into a document.
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Sh Fonts X
Edit Vi "

Install hie Fora..,

Close

Anal NarrOW

Arial Narrow Bold

LI) Anal Narrow Bold Italic

1) Anal Narrow Italic

AlBaskerville

Fig. 6.12 Installing
New Fonts.

New fonts can be installed by selecting
the File, Install New Font menu
command in the Fonts window, as
shown in Fig. 6.12. This opens the Add
Fonts dialogue box in which you have to
specify the disc, folder and file in which
the font you want to install resides.

Unwanted fonts can be removed by first
highlighting them in the Fonts window,
then using the File, Delete command. A
warning box, shown in Fig. 6.13, is
displayed.

Windows Foots Folder

Are you sure you want to delete these fonts?

Yes No

Fig. 6.13 The Warning Box.

Some Font Basics: Font sizes are measured in 'points' (a
point being, approximately 1/72 of an inch), which determine
the height of a character. There is another unit of character
measurement called the `pitch' which is the number of
characters that can fit horizontally in one inch.

The spacing of a font is either 'fixed' (mono spaced) or
'proportional'. With fixed spacing, each character takes up
exactly the same space, while proportionally spaced characters
take up different spacing (an T or a 't' take up less space than
a `u' or a 'w'). Thus the length of proportionally spaced text can
vary depending on which letters it contains. However, numerals
take up the same amount of space whether they have been
specified as fixed or proportional.

Windows XP makes available several TrueType' fonts which
can be used by Windows applications, such as word
processors. TrueType are outline fonts that are rendered from
line and curve commands. These types of fonts are scalable to
any point size, can be rotated, and look exactly the same on the
screen as they do when printed.
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Controlling Characters
A useful feature in Windows is the Character Map, shown open

Eain Fig. 6.14 below. This should be found in the All
Programs, Accessories, System Tools menu.

CharacterMaV

Font 0 Arial Help

I '#$0/0& ) + - /0 1 234
56789 <=>9©ABCDEFGH

I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[ \

]_ abcdefghi iklmnop
qr-

i

a

wxyzill- 10E

( _® o+
2 311

.n\AAAAA/EcEEEE I I.. ..

i EIN00600x0UUUUYIDRaa
6aaawceeeelii1On0000
o-auuLluyloyAsAa/\q_CcCc

Characters o copy

1:::] Advanced view

U+Ct0A9. Copyright Stgn

Select

Keystroke Ali+0169

Fig. 6.14 Selecting a Character from the Character Map Utility.

You use this facility from an application, such as a word
processor, when you need a special character, such as the
`copyright' sign © above, to be included in your document.

To copy a special character, not found on your keyboard, into
your document, open the Character Map, select the Font, and
click the character to enlarge it, as shown above, click the
Select button, which places it in the Characters to copy box.
When you have all the characters you want in this box, clicking
the Copy button will copy them to the clipboard. Now, return to
your application, make sure the insertion point is in the correct
position and paste the characters there.
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Adding Hardware to your System

Prior to Windows 95, it was difficult to add new hardware to
your PC, particularly if you did not understand how a PC works.
Since then, all Windows versions automate this process by
including a set of software standards for controlling suitably
designed hardware devices.

Plug -and -Play: Windows 95 was the first PC operating system
to support what is known as Plug -and -Play compatible devices.
Adding such hardware devices to your system is extremely
easy, as Windows takes charge and automatically controls all
its settings so that it fits in with the rest of the system. So, when
you buy new hardware, make sure that it is Plug -and -Play
compatible.

Add New Hardware Wizard: If you are not lucky and your new
hardware is not Plug -and -Play compatible all is not lost, as
there is a very powerful Wizard to step you through the process
of installing new hardware. Fit the new hardware before you run
the Wizard, as it is just possible that Windows will recognise
the change and be able to carry out the configuration itself.

If the new hardware is not recognised, start the Wizard
(Fig. 6.15) by double-clicking the Add New Hardware icon in the

Control
Panel, and
follow the
instructions.

The Wizard searches
your system for
anything new, which
takes a few seconds to
complete. Eventually
you should be given a
list of any new
hardware additions
that are recognised.

Add

Welcome to the Add Hardware Wizard

lao weed Fate YOu

 load software to eaapal the herdwale you add lo yea
compact

roubleahool pot:4am you may be hay, aebyou
hardware

row hardware ulna math en nslallelion CD.
el ea recommended that you eick Camel lo
Cote Ilea mewl and use the manamlacharees
CO to intlai lhn hagbware

o uonboue eke New.

ard

Fig. 6.15 The Add New Hardware
Wizard.
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Adding Software to your PC
Installing Windows applications is very easy with Windows XP.

Place the first disc, or the CD, with the software on it
in its drive, double-click the Add or Remove
Programs icon in the Control Panel and click the
Add New Programs option button on the left of the
displayed dialogue box, shown here in Fig. 6.16. The
disc drives will be searched and you will be asked to

confirm what you want installed.

Add or
Remove
Programs

Add vi F'.eiuuve Pryglom:

1

Currently installed prOgrams:

Change or
Remove
Programs

Add New
Programs

AddjOemove
Windows

Components

sort by Nana

Size 47.47MB

Son 1.44.00ME:

Fig. 6.16 The Add or Remove Programs Dialogue Box.

The Change or Remove Programs option icon only works for
programs on your system that were specially written for
Windows and are listed in the dialogue box (Fig. 6.16). Using
this option removes all trace of the selected program from your
hard disc. However, with earlier Windows programs, you will be
left with the usual application set-up files on your system.

Adding/Removing Windows' Features
The Add/Remove Windows Components option icon in

Fig. 6.16, allows you to install or remove specific Windows
components at any time. To install or remove such features,
open the dialogue box, shown in Fig. 6.17, highlight the group
that you think will contain them and click the Details button.
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\titdoor f. ontponeldt Vit.ttdd

Windows Components
You can add or remove componeas of loincioneXP

To add or temcnte a component, did, the checkbox A shaded box means that only
part of the component nil be instal ed To see what's included trt a cornponent, etre
Deeds.

Coaponents

EILMIMISIMIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111=a81-
sisFats Stances 37 MB

":> Slydexny berme OOMB

ttel 40 Internet EVIOIN 0.0 MB

711nteovelqesteenon Sawa,, 01St. 157MR

Dencom Includes Wndoets Access..., and Wit tot east computer

Total tisk space factored

Space evadable on tisk.

00MB
2841 2 MB

Detects...4

I < 8ack-11 Next > I I Cancel I

Fig. 6.17 The Windows Components Wizard.

This will examine your system and will list the components of
the chosen group, shown in Fig. 6.18 below. Clicking the box to
the left of an item name will install the selected component,
while any items with their ticks removed, will be uninstalled.

To add ot remove a component, click the check boo A shaded boo means that only part
of the component will be installed. To see what's ncluded n a cont., en!. cick Details.

311=111111111111i111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111=1-
.4iChatactet Map 09MB

a Clipboard V11.1,1 0.1 M8

Jf &Desktop Wallpaper
12 Document Templates

Mouse Pointers

*Pent

Description Enables you to perform calculations.

Total cksk mace reputed

Space avalable on disk

0.0 MB

2839 4 M8

0.3M8

al MB
0.4M8

04 M8

OK It ancel I

Fig. 6.18 The Accessories Dialogue Box.

You will need to have the original Windows XP CD available,
and when you have made the selections you want, keep
clicking OK to carry out the required changes. It is easy to use
up too much hard disc space with Windows XP features, so
keep your eye on the Total disk space required entry.
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Checking your Regional Settings
Most Windows application programs use Windows settings to
determine how they display and handle, time, date, language,
numbers, and currency. It is important that you ensure your
system was correctly set up during the installation process.

Use the Start, Control Panel option, then
double-click the Regional and Language Options
icon, shown here, to open the tabbed dialogue box
shown in Fig. 6.19 below.

Regional arid language Options

Regional °pions Languages Adsarx,ad

Standards and formats

This option affects haw some programs tweet numbers, currencies,
dates, and time.

Select an item to match its preferences, or click Customize to choose
your awn leaflets

111111111111=1=1111111111.1 C.t°.ze

Samples

Number:

Currency:

Time

Short date.

Long date

Location

To help services provide you with local information, such as news and
If, in the future

weathei, select your present location you start getting '$',
United Kingdom signs, instead of '£'

signs, or commas
in numbers where
you would expect
periods, check your
regional settings

the Customize button to change the way currency,
time, and date display. You will have to click the Apply button
before any changes become effective.

To change the actual time and date of your computer's clock,
double-click the clock displayed at the bottom right corner of
the Windows screen.

1123,456,789.00

£123.456,789.00

11121156

25/10/2001

25 October 2001

Make sure the
various entries are
correct. If not,
change them by
clicking the down
arrow to the right of
an entry to display
a drop -down list
and select the most
appropriate country
and language in
the tabbed pages
of the dialogue box.

OK k Cancel

Fig. 6.19 The Regional Settings Properties Box.

and click
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Changing the Taskbar Menus

The Taskbar menu system, as we saw in an earlier chapter, is
set up originally when Windows XP is installed, the Start menu
being standard, except for the limited addition of the most often
used programs to the lower left column of the menu which,
however, change with usage. The All Programs cascade
menus are based on Windows set-up and on any previous
Windows programs you had on your computer. Once you are a
little familiar with Windows, we are sure you will want to tailor
these menus to your own preferences.

Adding to the Start Menu
It is very easy to add extra programs or Windows applications
to the top left-hand column of the Start menu where they will
always be available for use with a single click of the mouse.
This can be useful, as this menu opens with one click of the
Start button without having to search deep in the Programs
cascade menus to find what you want. One such application is
the Character Map which you might want to use sporadically,
but can't be bothered to remember that it is to be found in the
All Programs, Accessories, System Tools folder, as shown
in Fig. 6.20.

A 0,,
osnehapater

IN MNja --
V ...U.

e

Fig. 6.20 The Location of Character Map.

To do this, you can
simply drag the
program icon with
the right mouse
button depressed
onto the precise
position you want it

to appear on the
top -left column of the
Start menu, as
shown in Fig. 6.21 on
the next page.
When you drag a

single icon like this,
the drag pointer
changes as you
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r

move round the screen, to
release the mouse button
Fig. 6.21, the pointer is over
menu and the black line and o
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Fig. 6.21 Adding an Entry
to the Start Menu.
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Fig. 6.22 An Added Entry
in the Start Menu.

indicate what will happen if you
at that location. As shown in

the top left column of the Start
pen arrow with the `plus' sign -17
in its bottom right corner shows
the position at which the
dragged entry will be added.
Over some desktop features,
including the right-hand column
of the Start menu, the arrow
changes to a `No entry' sign°.
Releasing the mouse button at
the point indicated in Fig. 6.21
adds the required extra entry to
the Start menu, as shown in
Fig. 6.22

You can rename the added
entry with a more appropriate
name by right -clicking the entry
and selecting Rename from the
displayed shortcut menu. If you
change your mind, you can
remove an entry by right -clicking
it and selecting Remove from
This List.

Within reason, you can add a
few more extra items to the
Start menu, but if this exceeds
seven entries, then there is a

corresponding decrease in the
number of automatic entries at
the bottom of the same column.
Apart from the Character Map,
we have also added our
favourite word processing and
graphics programs to the list.
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Moving Files and Settings

If you are running Windows XP on a new computer and you
want to move your data files and personal settings from your
old computer to the new one, without having to go through the
same configuration you did with your old computer, then you
need to use The Files and Settings Transfer Wizard.

The Wizard can help you move easily and quickly your
personal display properties, Taskbar and Folder options, and
Internet browser and mail settings from your old computer and
place them on the new one. Other folders and files that are also
moved are My Documents, My Pictures, and Favorites. The
transfer can be carried out either by a direct cable connection
between the two computers, via a floppy drive or other
removable media, or a network drive.

To start the process, you will need to run the Files and
Settings Transfer Wizard on both your old and new machine.
To do this on your old machine, place the Windows XP
distribution CD in its CD-ROM drive and on the first intallation
screen click the Perform additional tasks option to open the
screen in Fig. 6.23.

Welcome to Microsoft Windows XP

What do you want to do?

-> Set up Remote Desktop Con necOon

4 Set up a home or small othoe network

'4 Transfer Mes and settings

Browse this CO

Vtevr, the retfease notue.

X F,,t

Fig. 6.23 Selecting the Transfer Files and Setting Option
from the Windows XP Distribution CD.
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On that screen, click the Transfer files and settings option to
start the Wizard on your old machine.

To open the Files and Settings Transfer Wizard on your new
machine, use the Start, All Programs, Accessories, System
Tools command, then click the Files and Settings Transfer
Wizard option. This opens the first screen of the Wizard, as
shown in Fig. 6.24.

Files and Settings Transfer Wizard

Welcome to the Files and Settings
Transfer Wizard

This wizard helps you transfer files and settings from your old
computer to your new one.

You can transfer settings for Internet Explorer and Outlook
Express, as well as desktop and display settings, dial -up
connections, and other types of settings.

The best way to use this wizard for transferring files and settings
is to use either a direct cable connection or a network. Learn
more about connecting pour computers.

Please close any other programs before you continue.

To continue, click Next.

1,;;;TE.5.1 [ Cancel

Fig. 6.24 The Files and Settings Transfer Wizard.

In subsequent Wizard screens, on both machines, you are told:

To state whether this is your new or old computer.

To state which media you want to use for the creation of
a Wizard disc which will contain all your relevant files
and settings.

To specify which files and folders you want to transfer.
Don't go overboard with your selection here as it could
take a very long time to accomplish the task.

To go to the new computer with the newly created disc
start the Wizard and complete the transfer.
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The Games Folder

We will not spend long on this topic, but many people only
seem to have a PC to use it for playing games, but maybe not
the ones provided with Windows! If that is the case and your
games folder was within the My Documents folder, you could
use the File and Settings Wizard to transfer them to your new
computer. Alternatively, you could reinstall them which might be
the best choice.

Our version of Windows XP placed the eleven games shown
below in the Games folder of the All Programs menu.

Ai Internet Explorer

Outlook Express

tiK Character Map

U. Lotus Word Pro

Nt Paint Shop Pro 7

Pit Paint Shop Pro

4 Notepad
last Software

WordPad
Lotus SmartState

Files and Settings Tr.'.
Startup

Paint
nternet Explorer

i,FT) Tour Windows XP
M5N Explorer

Outlook Express

Remote Assistance

41) Whdows Media Player

4 Weider. Messenger

FreeCell

Hearts

di Internet Backgammon

 Internet Checkers

Internet Hearts

 Internet Reversi

di Internet Spades

ja Minesweeper

gi Phbatl

 Sokaire
Spider Solitere

Fig. 6.25 The Games Folder.

Of these, five games require you to connect to the Internet to
find opponents of different skill levels, while the other six can be
played without additional expense. Classic Hearts can be
played over a network against real opponents or against
opponents supplied by the computer. FreeCell is a patience
based game, while Classic Solitaire, Minesweeper, Spider
Solitaire are designed to help with mouse skills. Pinball is a 3D
arcade type game with impressive sounds that tests your
reactions.

All of these games come with quite good Help sections and
we will leave it to you to explore these games at your leisure!
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E-mail with Outlook Express

To be able to communicate electronically with the rest of the
world, many users will need to connect their PC through a
modem to an active phone line. This is a device that converts
data so that it can be transmitted over the telephone system.
Installing such a modem is quite easy with Windows XP.

Modem Properties

Before using your modem, check to ensure it is correctly
configured. To do this, double-click the Phone and
Modem Options icon in the Control Panel. Windows
will open the relevant dialogue box which we show on
the left in Fig. 7.1 with its Modems tab selected. Click
the Properties button, then select the Diagnostics tab

and click the Query Modem button. If it displays the word
`success' your modem is working fine.

Phone and Modern Optio Sport:der Flash V.90 Voice NO Peepei

TWIN Rtes' Medan, Advanced

The folownp rrodeens se meshed

Modem To

dd. LRemove f Peeped.:,,

OK IL Cancel I

Ceenesal Moreem NoTOse.s arced Dorm

Mcdern Inteereston

Feed Val.
el.vdeedee 19 SERENUMWSR9180

Commend Response

Aill 8567
0112 Success
0113 U S. Roboecs %K. Voice EM Rev. 12
Aila U S Robotics 56K Voce EX, Seems

loots
 Amend tau.,

[Query M

OK

Fig. 7.1 Performing a Diagnostic Test on your Modem.
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7 E-mail with Outlook Express

Microsoft Outlook Express

Windows XP comes with the very powerful mail and news
facility, Outlook Express 6, built into it, which makes it very easy
for you to send and receive e-mail messages. The program
should already have been added to your PC by Setup (an entry
being placed on the Start menu left column. To start the

program, left -click the menu option, shown
here which displays the screen shown in

Fig. 7.2 below.

;) Outlook Express

Lupi

F.

ontects

_Peach. MP.

L ocMus the Int,. kkler.

Help

There are no unread Mail messages in your Irtbox

L1) Create a new Mail message

,Nemseroups

t uo a N.,SarntIOS account.

Contacts

co poen the Address Book..

al Find Petiole

hen Outlook Express starts, go thready to my lobo.

Click the Tools menu
and then click
Neva 1101.11.. Type in

word or tope, and
newsgroups that
cantem the typed ward
or top.< still appear.

Fig. 7.2 The Outlook Express Opening Screen.

Obviously, to send and receive electronic mail over a modem,
you must make an arrangement with a commercial server.
There are quite a few around now, and most have Internet
options. Try and find one that is free or can provide you with a
reduced rate for local telephone calls, to minimise your phone
bills. Once you have registered with such a service, you will be
provided with all the necessary information to enter in the
Internet Connection Wizard, so that you can fully exploit all the
available facilities.
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Connecting to your Server
To tell Outlook Express how to connect to your server's
facilities, you must complete your personal e-mail connection
details in the Internet Connection Wizard shown in Fig. 7.3,
which opens when you first attempt to use the Read Mail facility
pointed to in Fig. 7.2.

You. Name

When you send email, your name will appear e the From field of the outgoing message.
Type yore name as you woad like it to appear

Display name. Noel Karla,

Fe example John Seth

Nets I Cancel I

Fig. 7.3 The First Internet Connection Wizard Screen.

If the Wizard does not open, or if you want to change your
connection details, use the Tools, Accounts menu command,
select the mail tab and click the Add button and select Mail.

In the first screen of the Wizard, type your name in the text
box, shown above, and click the Next button to display the
second screen, shown in Fig. 7.4 on the next page. Enter your
e-mail address in the text box, if you have not organised one
yet you could always sign up for free e-mail with Hotmail (see
the extreme right column of the screen dump in Fig. 3.22 on
page 46). Hotmail is a free browser -based e-mail service
owned by Microsoft.

In the third Wizard screen enter your e-mail server details, as
shown for us in Fig. 7.5. To complete some of the details here
you may need to ask your Internet Service Provider (ISP), or
system administrator, for help.
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Into, I1, 11 ti tI011 V. 411 tI

Internet E -mai Addiess

n the adders arm people use to send erred W0.2. to you

Email Mama nodCekarrae can

Fa example comeceekdoraorott evn

Boot Nee,

Fig. 7.4 The Second Internet Connection Wizard Screen.

The details shown below will obviously only work for the writer,
so please don't try them!

luternet omextiou zur

E mad Serves Names

My roaring mai servere a POF'3

Incoming mai IPOP3, IMAP or NTT% server

napalmed po ek

An SMTP saner o the mom IM's used lot your alq.lp ems:

Outgoing mai (SNIP) server

ado aosteltoo ta

) Caved

Fig. 7.5 The Third Internet Connection Wizard Screen.

The next Wizard screen asks for your user name and
password. Both these would have been given to you by your
ISP. Type these in, as shown for us in Fig. 7.6, and click the
Next button.
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If you select the Remember password option in this box, you
will not have to enter these details every time you log on. BUT it
may not be wise to do this if your PC is in a busy office - for
security reasons.

Internet Connection Wizard

Internet Mail Logan

Type the accouni name and password you Internet service provider has gven you.

Account MOW

Password

ID Remember password

II you Internet service provider reputes you to use Secure Password Authentication
(SPA) to access your mail wows, select the tog On Llsim Souse Password
AutherecabonlSPAT check bat

Lop on tong Secure Password Authentication (SPA)

< Back 11111e2111,1 I I

Fig. 7.6 The Fourth Internet Connection Wizard Screen.

This leads to the final Wizard screen informing you of your
success, which completes the procedure, so press Finish to
return you to the Internet Accounts dialogue box, with your new
account set up as shown below for us.

Internet Ao

All ews °Rectory Service'

Account Type Connection

Ca pop prestel co tit. mail (default) Any Available

Remove

Properties

Import

E xport

Close

Fig. 7.7 The Internet Accounts Dialogue Box.
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In the future, selecting the account in this box and clicking the
Properties button will give you access to the settings sheets (to
check, or change, your details).

Once your connection is established, you can click the Read
Mail coloured link, or the Inbox entry in the Folder List on the
left side of the Outlook Express opening window. Both of these
actions open the Inbox, which when opened for the first time,
will probably contain a message from Microsoft, like that shown
in Fig. 7.8 below.

R Irlex mull

Fie Ede New Toils Message lIeb

1 Si
Create Mal Per* Reply AI Forward

Folders

tigk

- Loud Folders

Inbox

arbox
(al Sent Reins

gi Deleted Reins

g Drafts

_Onchael Haber

'41
Delete Send(Recv Addresses Fed

! From

From Microsoft CadookExpress Teem to New Ulloak ExpressU
Suideet Wekone to Ottlo ok EVIL.S5 6

FeeltwNq
 E-mail and Newsgroups
 atutttple accounts and Identities T red of she.,
 KM_ message support
 addre, Brpck and director! service,

yc

Fig. 7.8 The Inbox Outlook Express Screen.

This shows the default Outlook Express Main window layout,
which consists of a Folders List to the left with a Contacts list
(from the Address Book) below it, a Message List to the right
and a Preview Pane below that. The list under Folders contains
all the active mail folders, news servers and newsgroups.

Clicking on one of these displays its contents in the Message
List, and clicking on a message opens a Preview of it below for
you to see. Double-clicking on a message opens the message
in its own window.
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A Trial Run
To check your mail, click the Send/Recv Toolbar icon which will

connect you to the Internet and download any new
messages from your mailbox to your hard disc. You

SerldiRecy

can then read and process your mail at your leisure
without necessarily still being connected to the Internet.

Before explaining in more detail the main features of Outlook
Express we will step through the procedure of sending a very
simple e-mail message. The best way to test out any unfamiliar
e-mail features is to send a test message to your own e-mail

address. This saves wasting somebody else's time,
and the message can be very quickly checked to see

Create

the results. To start, click the New Mail icon to open
the New Message window, shown in Fig. 7.9 below.

ti! ,1.11,,111Y Ii,sl, III 111

File Edit View Desert Format tools Message Help

Send Ihido CMrk attach Preeity

ea To: imy-addres erver.com

in a
Sublect: [Testing rev first e-rna,

Anal w 10 w I/ A. '1 tc- a as a at -

If all is well, this message will be sent as soon as I connect to my 1SP Checking for e-mail a
few seconds later I should receme the same message back

Fig. 7.9 Creating a Nevv

Type your own e-mail address in the To: field, and a title for the
message in the Subject: field. The text in this subject field will
form a header for the message when it is received, so it helps

to show in a few words what the message is about.
Type your message and when you are happy with it,

Send click the Send Toolbar icon shown here.

By default, your message is stored in an Outbox folder, and
pressing the Send/Recv Toolbar icon will connect to the
Internet and then send it, hopefully straight into your mailbox.
When Outlook Express next checks for mail, it will find the
message and download it into the Inbox folder, for you to read
and enjoy!
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7 E-mail with Outlook Express

The Main Outlook Express Window

After the initial opening window, Outlook Express uses three
other main windows, which we will refer to as: the Main window
which opens next; the Read Message window for reading your
mail; and the New Message window, to compose your outgoing
mail messages.

The Main window consists of a Toolbar, a menu, and five
panes with the default display shown in our example in Fig. 7.8.
You can choose different pane layouts, and customise the
Toolbar, with the View, Layout menu command, but we will let
you try these for yourself.

The Folders List
The folders pane contains a list of your mail folders, your news
servers and any newsgroups you have subscribed to. There are
always at least five mail folders, as shown in Fig. 7.10. You can
add your own with the File, Folder, New menu command from
the Main window. You can delete added folders with
Folder, Delete command. These operations can also be
carried out after right -clicking a folder in the list. You can drag
messages from the Message list and drop them into any of the
folders, to 'store' them there.

cal Fnifirq: itlovt, I

Fie Edt vmv. Tools

CmateMal

Message *Op

SandiRmv MS:1mm

0.2loo4 Empress

M 0 MUNI N
S,[thaw WM

gs Ottbox
1 Sand and Receive Al

0.1. sent Items Solder Umead T1 i

Q Deimed Items IiMnbem

11 Nei. ISCUSox
CISISent !torts 0

Contacts . a 9 Deleted Item 0

dintd.ra e.b. la Drafts 0

Fig. 7.10 The Local Folders Pane.

Note the icons shown above, any new folders you add will have
the same icon as that of the first added folder.
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The Contacts Pane
This pane simply lists the contacts held in your Address Book.
Double-clicking on an entry in this list opens a New Message
window with the message already addressed to that person.

The Message List
When you select a folder, by clicking it in the Folders list, the
Message list shows the contents of that folder. Brief details of
each message are displayed on one line, as shown in Fig. 7.11.

! 9 ? From

lk p

Noel Kantaris

Subject Received

E 1'5E,

Testing my first e-mail 2611012001 13:45

Fig. 7.11 Received Messages in Ascending Date Order.

The first column shows the message priority, if any, the second
shows whether the message has an attachment, and the third
shows whether the message has been 'flagged'. All of these
are indicated by icons on the message line. The 'From' column
shows the message status icon (listed on the next page) and
the name of the sender, 'Subject' shows the title of each mail
message, and 'Received' shows the date it reached you. You
can control what columns display in this pane with the View,
Columns menu command.

To sort a list of messages, you can click the mouse pointer in
the title of the column you want the list sorted on, clicking it

again will sort it in reverse order. The sorted column is shown
with a triangle mark, as shown in Fig. 7.12 below.

. ........

From Subject Received

Kantaris Testing my first e-mail 26/1012001 13:45

OitIod,Expfr.; Vv4.orbe tc.1,,utio)4,Ex0 2001

Fig. 7.12 Received Messages in Descending Date Order.

As seen on the screen dump above, the received messages
have been sorted by date, with the most recently received
message appearing at the top. This is our preferred method of
display.
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Message Status Icons

This Indicates this
icon

The message has one or more files attached.

The message has been marked high priority by the sender.

The message has been marked low priority by the sender.

Ci The message has been read. The message heading appears in light type.

The message has not been read. The message heading appears in bold type.

ggl The message has been replied to.

The message has been forwarded.

The message is in progress in the Drafts folder.

14 The message is digitally signed and unopened.

54 The message is encrypted and unopened.

44 The message is digitally signed, encrypted and unopened.

The message is digitally signed and has been opened.

4 The message is encrypted and has been opened.

14 The message is digitally signed and encrypted, and has been opened.

sJ The message has responses that are collapsed. Click the icon to show all the
responses (expand the conversation).
The message and all of its responses are expanded. Click the icon to hide all
the responses (collapse the conversation).
The unread message header is on an IMAP server.

The opened message is marked for deletion on an IMAP server.

The message is flagged.

The IMAP message is marked to be downloaded.

The IMAP message and all conversations are marked to be downloaded.

The individual IMAP message (without conversations) is marked to be
downloaded.

Fig. 7.13. Table of Message Status Icons.

The Preview Pane
When you select a message in the Message list, by clicking it
once, it is displayed in the Preview pane, which takes up the
rest of the window. This lets you read the first few lines to see if
the message is worth bothering with. If so, double clicking the
header, in the Message list, will open the message in the Read
Message window, as shown later in the chapter.

You could use the Preview pane to read all your mail,
especially if your messages are all on the short side, but it is
easier to process them from the Read Message window.
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The Main Window Toolbar
Selecting any one of the local folders displays the following
buttons on Outlook's Toolbar.

L' :Ili -
Create Mail

Reply

Reply All

r.!!.

Send/Recs

Addresses

Opens the New Message window for creating
a new mail message, with the To: field blank.

Opens the New Message window for replying
to the current mail message, with the To: field
pre -addressed to the original sender. The
original Subject field is prefixed with Re:.

Opens the New Message window for replying
to the current mail message, with the To: field
pre -addressed to all that received copies of
the original message. The original Subject
field is prefixed with Re:.

Opens the New Message window for
forwarding the current mail message. The To:
field is blank. The original Subject field is
prefixed with Fw:.

Prints the selected message.

Deletes the currently selected message and
places it in the Deleted Items folder.

Connects to the mailbox server and
downloads waiting messages, which it places
in the Inbox folder. Sends any messages
waiting in the Outbox folder.

Opens the Address Book.

Finds a message or an e-mail address using
Find People facilities of the Address Book.
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The Read Message Window

If you double-click a message in the Message list of the Main
window the Read Message window is opened, as shown below.

lettaaro: hi 0131.1F:<prt

File Edit View Tools Message Help

So Sid AI
Reck, Rop`y Al Forward Prot

From: Ilttosoft Outlook Express Team

Dote: 06 October 2001 11.56

To: New Outlook Express User

Subject: Utak are to Outlook Express 6

0 0
Delete Pre.. Next

The solution for all your messaging needs

Featuring

 E-mail and Newsgroups
 Multiple accounts and Identities
 HTML message support
 Address Book and directory set
 Offline synchronization
 Improved Mb. rules

More Information

For the most current Outlook Express information, go to
the Help menu, and then click Read Me.

Addresses

Nsbaatt.
Tired of sharing your e-
mail account with others
in your household?

Then read your mail from
any place on earth. C.

right nowt

In ea

Fig. 7.14 The Read Message Window.

This is the best window to read your mail in. It has its own
menu system and Toolbar, which lets you rapidly process and
move between the messages in a folder.

The Read Message Toolbar
This window has its own Toolbar, but only two icons are
different from those in the Main window.

Previous - Displays the previous mail
message in the Read Message window. The
button appears depressed if there are no
previous messages.

Next - Displays the next mail message in the
Read Message window. The button appears
depressed if there are no more messages.
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Creating New Messages

We briefly looked into the creation of a new message and the
New Message window earlier in the chapter (Fig. 7.9).
However, before we activate this window again and discuss it in
detail, let us first create a signature to be appended to all
outgoing messages.

Your Own Signature
You create a signature from the Main window using the Tools,
Options command which opens the Options dialogue box
shown below when its Signature tab is selected and the New
button is clicked.

Sel Options

General Read Re

Signatures Severity

Send Compose

onnection MairAenence

Signature settings

2 Add signatures to all outgoing messages

Don't add stgnatures to Replies and Forwards

Signatures

ipature Default signature New

Remove

Edit Signature

CF) Tex! Noel Tantans
my-address@myserver. corn

Rename

Advanced I

L OK 1
Cancel

1

Fig. 7.15 The Options Dialogue Box.

You could also create a more fancy signature file in a text editor
like Notepad, or WordPad, including the text and characters
you want added to all your messages, and point to it in the File
section of this box. You could choose to Add signatures to all
outgoing messages which is preferable, or you could leave
this option blank and use the Insert, Signature command from
the New Message window menu system.
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The New Message Window
This is the window, shown below, that you will use to create any
messages you want to send electronically from Outlook
Express. It is important to understand its features, so that you
can get the most out of it.

li

Fie Edit View insert Formal Tools Message Help

Send
IQ
Undo Check

4 ,
Attach PoorIty Skp Encrypt Of/Le

in To:

In Cc:

Subject: IA new test message

Anal v 8 U F. 'E. 4472 # -
This message is another test

Noel Kantans
mr-addressemvs iveccorrt

Fig. 7.16 The New Message Window.

As we saw, this window can be opened by using the Create
Mail Toolbar icon from the Main window, as well as the
Message, New Message menu command. From other
windows you can also use the Message, New Message
command, or the <Ctrl+N> keyboard shortcut. The newly
opened window has its own menu system and Toolbar, which
let you rapidly prepare and send your new e-mail messages.

Message Stationery
Another Outlook Express feature is that it lets
you send your messages on pre -formatted
stationery for added effect.

To access these, click the down arrow next
to the Create Mail button in the Main window
and either select from the 1 to 7 list, as
shown here, or use the Select Stationery
command to open a box with many more
stationery types on offer.

1/3
Create Mail ti

1 Sunflower

2 Maize

3 Clear Day

4 Nature

5 Citrus Punch

6 Blank

7 leaves

Select Stationery...

No Stationery

Web Page...

Fig. 7.17 Stationery.
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The New Message Toolbar
The icons on the New Message Toolbar window have the
following functions:

Send Message - Sends message, either to
Send the recipient, or to the Outbox folder.

Cut - Cuts selected text to the Windows
Cut clipboard.

1.0 Copy - Copies selected text to the Windows
copy clipboard.

Paste - Pastes the contents of the Windows
Paste clipboard into the current message.

Undo - Undoes the last editing action.
Undo

Check Names - Checks that names match
Check your entries in the address book, or are in

correct e-mail address format.

ABA Spelling - Checks the spelling of the current
Spelling message before it is sent, but is only available

if you have Word, Excel, or PowerPoint.

Attach File - Opens the Insert Attachment
Attach window for you to select a file to be attached to

the current message.

Set Priority - Sets the message priority as
high or low, to indicate its importance to the
recipient.

Digitally sign message - Adds a digital
Sign signature to the message to confirm to the

recipient that it is from you.

Encrypt message - Encodes the message so
Encrypt that only the recipient can read it.

Work Offline - Closes connection to the
Offhne Internet so that you can process your mail

offline. The button then changes to Work
Online.

.
Priority
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Message Formatting
Outlook Express

Style

Font...

Paragraph...

Increase Indent

Decrease Indent

Background

Encoding

 Rich Text (HTML)

Plain Text

Apply Stationery

Send Pictures with Message

Fig. 7.18 The Format
Sub -menu.

provides quite sophisticated formatting
options for an e-mail editor from both the
Format menu and Toolbar. These only
work if you prepare the message in HTML
format, as used in Web documents. You
can set this to be your default mail
sending format using the Send tab in the
Tools, Options box.

To use the format for the current
message only, select Rich Text (HTML)
from the Format menu, as we have done
here. If Plain Text is selected, the black
dot will be placed against this option on
the menu, and the formatting features will
not then be available.

The Format Toolbar shown below is added to the New
Message window when you are in HTML mode and all the
Format menu options are then made active.

Anal v 10 13 I 1./ A. E- I: = = a "ft- -
Fig. 7.19 The Format Toolbar.

All of the formatting features are well covered elsewhere in the
book so we will not repeat them now. Most of them are quite
well demonstrated in Microsoft's opening message to you. You
should be able to prepare some very easily readable e-mail
messages with these features, but remember that not everyone
will be able to read the work in the way that you spent hours
creating. Only e-mail programs that support MIME (Multi-
purpose Internet Mail Extensions) can read HTML formatting.
When your recipient's e-mail program does not read HTML,
and many people choose not to, the message appears as plain
text with an HTML file attached.

Note: At the risk of being called boring we think it is usually
better to stick to plain text without the selection of any message
stationery; not only can everyone read it, but it is much quicker
to transmit and deal with.
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Using E-mail Attachments

If you want to include an attachment to your main e-mail
message, you simply click the Attach Toolbar button in the
New Message window, as shown in Fig. 7.20 below.

ilIN I :tol with tilttirlin,o1

Fle Edit New Insert Format Tools Message e

le) =ill
Send Undo Check

/
*Wing

i
Attedt

1! -
Priority Sqm

_.4
Encrypt

w ''''' l'Ki

.

.Isi
Offine

at To: iny-eddressemyseryer.com

Mu' i

Sullied IE. wth ettactorent

to 8 / 0 & .i.-- .,--.: V RIME - a
This is a test to demonstrate e-mail attachments

Noel Kantans
-addre s(im r corn

Fig. 7.20 Adding an Attachment to an E-mail.

This opens the Insert Attachment dialogue box (Fig. 7.21), for
you to select the file, or files, you want to go with your message.

Look in: Docs

READ 1 ST 01

Filename: READ1ST.rtf

Files of type: Ai hies r.

[j] Make Shortcut to this fie

Attach I

Cancel

Fig. 7.21 The Insert Attachment Dialogue Box.
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In Outlook Express the attached files are placed below the
Subject text box. In Fig. 7.22 we show two attachments, each
with a distinctive icon that tells the recipient what each file is;
the first a graphics .jpg file, the second a text .rtf document. It is
only polite to include in your e-mail a short description of what
the attachments are, and which applications were used to
create them; it will help the recipient to decipher them.

File Ede View Insert Format Tools Message Help

le) & A.7 4! -
tend undo Check Sparc Attach Velocity Sign Encrypt 1, Cffine

,............

MI Tot fire;, -wick com

03 cc,

Attach: AExt aria of extension.PG (76,0 KB) CREADIST.rtf (6,76 KB)

This is a test to demonstrate email attachments

Noel Kantaris
ms-addcessam seise, corn

Fig. 7.22 Adding an Attachment to an E-mail.

Clicking the Send icon on the Toolbar, puts each e-mail
Send (with its attachments, if any) in Outlook's Outbox

folder. Next time you click the Send/Recv Toolbar icon,
Outlook Express connects to your ISP and sends all the e -mails
stored in it.

Receiving Attachments with an E-mail
To demonstrate what happens when you receive an e-mail with
attachments, we have sent the above e-mail to our ISP, then a
minute or so later we received it back, as shown in Fig. 7.23 on
the next page.

Note that the received e-mail shows the graphics (.jpg) file
open at the bottom of the Preview pane, but there is no
indication of any other attachments. To find out how many
attachments were included with the received e-mail, double-
click the e-mail to open it in its own window and reveal all of
them in the Attach box shown in Fig. 7.24 on the next page.
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Fed?

From
Date:
To:

subject:
Attach:
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Fig. 7.23 A Received E-mail with Attachments.
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re

Fig. 7.24 An E-mail Opened in its Own Window.

To view or save an attachment
file, left -click its entry on the list.
This opens the Warning box
shown in Fig. 7.25.

Each attached file can be
saved opened in situ or saved
to disc by selecting Open it or
Save it to disk.

.1.11 it

EA... Of exteralon Xs.

Some Hes ton cc.. vIruses or offlerwese herniul
cOri1,4140 R . to be cimp..a., that lilts Fie

from

to

a trustworthy solace.

Whet would you 11re to do voth Mrs hle>

CP Sevetto Mc

0 Always ask betare *env, thls Cnn of He

IL c-ng I

Fig. 7.25 The Open Attachment
Warning Window.
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Replying to a Message

When you receive an e-mail message that you want to reply to,
Outlook Express makes it very easy to do. The reply address
and the new message subject fields are both added
automatically for you. Also, by default, the original message is
quoted in the reply window for you to edit as required.

With the message you want to reply to still open, click the
Reply to Sender Toolbar icon to open the New
Message window and the message you are replying
to will, by default, be placed under the insertion point.

111°
Reply

With long messages, you should not leave all of the original text
in your reply. This can be bad practice, which rapidly makes
new messages very large and time consuming to download.
You should usually edit the quoted text, so that it is obvious
what you are referring to. A few lines may be enough.

Removing Deleted Messages

Whenever you delete
Deleted Items folder.
bigger over time, so

a message it is actually moved to the
If ignored, this folder gets bigger and
you need to check it frequently and

manually re -delete
messages you are sure
you will not need again.

If you are confident
that you will not need
this safety net, you can
opt to Empty
messages from the
`Deleted Items' folder
on exit in Maintenance
tab settings of the
Tools, Options box,
opened from the Main
window, as shown in

Fig. 7.26.

General Read fs sce,r$ Send Compose Signatures

Spetng Seim* Connection Masaenanee

Ceamng Up Messages

nrty messages from the Deleted kerns' folder on exit

ge deleted messages when leanng IMAP foldeis

Compact messages n the backgroind

D Delete read message bodes n nerongaos

Delete re...messages 5 days after being deem -loaded

Compact messages WIWI there is 20 If percent wasted space

Oa Clean Up Now to clean uo downloaled
messages on you convaer

Clock Store Felder to change lw localon or pout I Store Folder I
message store.

Clean Up Now

Troubleshooting

Dutlmk Esmess can saved commands to and ban a termer e, a log hie

D04.1 News r] MAP OUT TP

I OK Carmel

Fig. 7.26 Cleaning up Messages.
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f.

Organising your Messages

Perhaps most of the e-mail messages you get will have no
`long term' value and will be simply deleted once you have dealt
with them. Some however you may well need to keep for future
reference. After a few weeks it can be surprising how many of
these messages can accumulate. If you don't do something
with them they seem to take over and slow the whole process
down. That is the reason for the Folders List.

As we saw earlier you can open and close new folders in this
area, and can move and copy messages from one folder into
another.

Folders

Outlook Express

c), Local Folders

Inbox

Outbox

Sent Items

Deleted Items

Fig

To move a message, you just select its
header line in the Message List and with
the left mouse button depressed 'drag' it
to the folder in the Folders List, as
shown in Fig. 7.27. When you release
the mouse button, the message will be
moved to that folder.

The copy procedure is very much the
same, except you must also have the

<Ctrl> key depressed when you release the mouse
button. You can tell which operation is taking place by
looking at the mouse pointer. It will show a `+' when
copying, as on the right.

7.27 Moving a
Message.

The System Folders
Outlook Express has five folders which it always keeps intact
and will not let you delete. Some of these we have met already.

The Inbox holds all incoming messages; you should delete
or move them from this folder as soon as you have read them.

The Outbox holds messages that have been prepared but
not yet transmitted. As soon as the messages are sent they are
automatically removed to the Sent Items folder. You can then
decide whether to 'file' your copies of these messages, or
whether to delete them. As we saw earlier, deleted messages
are placed in the Deleted Items folder as a safety feature.
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The Drafts folder is used to hold a message you closed down
without sending it - the program will ask you whether to save
such a message in this folder. We also use the Drafts folder to
store our message pro-formas and unfinished messages that
will need more work before they can be sent.

Spell Checking

Many of the e-mail messages we receive seem to be full of
errors and spelling mistakes. Some people do not seem to read
their work before clicking the 'Send' button. With Outlook
Express this should be a thing of the past, as the program is
linked to the spell checker that comes with other Microsoft
programs. If you do not have any of these, the option will be
greyed out, meaning that it is not available.

To try it out, prepare a message in the New Message
window, but make an obvious spelling mistake, maybe like ours
below. Pressing the Spelling Toolbar button, the F7 function
key, or using the Tools, Spelling menu command, reveals the
drop -down sub -menu shown below in Fig. 7.28.

If all is well, this message Elbe sent as soon as I
should receive the same message back.

Noel Kantans
rna-address4) yserver.com

Not In ()ocher-tory

Change To:

Suggestions:
1231111111.1=1111111111
weN

waN

Ignore ) tome AN j

Change

Add

ch.,-.1

Fig. 7.28 Using the Spell Checker
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Any words not recognised by the checker will be flagged up as
shown. If you are happy with the word just click one of the
Ignore buttons, if not, you can type a correction in the Change
To: field, or accept one of the Suggestions:, and then click the
Change button. With us the Options button always seemed
`greyed out', but you can get some control over the spell
checker on the settings sheet opened from the main Outlook
Express menu with the Tools, Options command, and then
clicking the Spelling tab.

The available options, as shown in Fig. 7.29, are self-
explanatory so we will not dwell on them. If you want every
message to be checked before it is sent, make sure you select
the Always check spelling before sending option.

Options

General Read Receipts Send Compose Signatures

SPAng Security Connection Maintenance

Settings -
Always check spelling before sending

Suggest replacements for misspelled words

When checking spelling, always ignore

 Words in UPPERCASE

n Words with numbers

2 The original test in a reply or forward

[] Internet Addressee

Language

English (United Kingdom) Edit custom dictionary

0 Cancel Apply

Fig. 7.29 The Options Spelling Dialogue Box.

In the above dialogue box, you could also choose to have the
Spell Checker ignore Words with numbers, if you so wished,
before clicking the Apply button.
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Connection at Start-up

While you are looking at the program settings, open the Tools,
Options, Connection tabbed sheet, shown in Fig. 7.30.

het t lir

Geomol Read Recegxs Send Compose Stgnatutes
cooncotonS peMg Secooty

Dtatup

Ao, before weetchng Mal -op ...,,,ect.ns

D Hang up alter sensing and receiving

IntignSICorlfledial Settirgs

/11U, Out Express shares you Intoner Connection settings with Internet
Explorer.

Crick the Change botton to madly these seam%

OK }

Fig. 7.30 The Options Connection
Dialogue Box.

This gives you some
control of what
happens when you
open Outlook
Express, depending
on your connection
settings for Internet
Explorer. If you have a
modem connection to
the Internet, it can be
annoying when a
program goes into
dial -up mode un-
expectedly. To look at
these settings, click

the Change button which displays the dialogue box in Fig. 7.31.

Internet Proportion

General Security Privacy Content Connection

To nebula m Internet connection, doh,
Setlp

Do hop and 'virtual Private Neer.* settings

Onetalnet
slp Reed Online (Default]

Programs Advanced

I 5.4> 1

I

Choose Settings f you need to configpre a pro
serve, fcc a connection,

r? Never data connection

()Dial whenever a network connection is not present

!?Always dial my default connection

Current Prestel

Local Area Network (LAN) setting;

LAN Settings do not apply to ciabup connections.
Choose Settings above to dal -up settings,

Add

Remove I

Settings

ILAN Seems

I OK J

Fig. 7.31 The Internet Properties Dialogue Box.
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Next, select the Never dial a connection option so that you
only `go on line' (as long as you have not chosen to Work

Offline from the File menu option), when you click

SendiRe

4.41
cy

the Send/Recv toolbar icon shown here. If you have
more than one Internet connection, the down arrow

to the right of the icon lets you select which one to use.

If, on the other hand, you have a permanent Internet
connection, you might like to deselect the Never dial a

connection option.

Printing your Messages

It was originally thought by some, that computers would lead to
the paperless office. That has certainly not proved to be
correct. It seems that however good our electronic
communication media becomes most people want to see the
results printed on paper. As far as books are concerned, long
may that last!

Outlook Express 5 lets you print e-mail messages to paper,
but it does not give you any
control over the page settings it
uses. You can, however, alter
the font size of your printed
output as it depends on the font
size you set for viewing your
messages. As shown here, you
have five `relative' size options
available from the View, Text
Size menu command.

When you are ready to print a
message in the Read Message
window, use the <Ctrl+P> key
combination, or the File, Print
menu command, to open the
Print dialogue box shown in Fig. 7.33 on the next page with its
General tab selected.

Current View

Sort By

Columns...

Layout...

11111,1111 Largest

Encoding a Larger

 Medium
SineHer

Smallest
Next

Go to Folder... Ctrl+V

Refresh F5

Fig. 7.32 The View Menu.
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11. Print

Select Printer

rsii Add Printer Fax

Acrobat Distiller FMr Desklet 820Cxi

Acrobat PDFWriter 0121=1=11

Status Ready D Print to tile
Location.

Comment

Page Range

C..) All

Preferences

Find Printer.

Number of copies1

C. Pages: .1
3 3

Enter either a single page number or a single I

page range. For example, 5-12

Print Cancel -1

Fig. 7.33 The Print Dialogue Box.

Make sure the correct printer, Page Range, and Number of
copies you want are selected, then click Print. You
can also start the printing procedure by clicking the

Pri

Print Toolbar icon shown here.

If the message has Web page links on it, there are two useful
features in the Options tab of the Print dialogue box shown
above. These are:

The Print all linked documents option, which when
checked not only prints the message, but also all the
Web pages linked to it.

The Print table of links option, which when checked,
gives a hard copy listing of the URL addresses of all the
links present in the page.
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Outlook Express Help

Outlook Express has a built-in Help system, which is accessed
with the Help, Contents and Index menu command, or the F1
function key. These open a Windows type Help window, as
shown in Fig. 7.34 below.

o alit

kide

Ccnienis index Search

Ocnom wen Heb

ItGeOg *.ted with Outlook Exptes,
Reading E-mail Messages

Dealing and SencLngE-rnai Mecsage,

Vag and Posting to Newsgroups
MeneOng Large Nunbera of Masages

Wolkiv pg..
Tips and Tficks.

4 TroubWahoohng
IAccessibdin,

Address Book

dulook Express
Help

Introducing Outlook Express
Microsoft Outlook Express puts the world of online
communication on your desktop. Whether you want to
exchange e-mail with colleagues and friends or tool
newsgroups to trade ideas and information, the tools you need
are here.

Manage multiple and newsgroup accounts
If you have several e-mail or newsgroup accounts, you can
work with all of them within one window. Y. can also create
multiple users, or identities, for the same computer. Each
identity has unique e-mail folders and an individual Address
Book. Multiple identities make it easy for you to keep work e-
in.vi separate from personal e-mail, and also to keep

11 individual users' e-mail separated.

Fig. 7.34 The Outlook Express Help System.

We strongly recommend that you work your way through all the
items listed in the Contents tabbed section. Clicking on a
closed book icon will open it and display a listing of its contents.
Double-clicking on a list item will then open a window with a few
lines of Help information.

Another way of browsing the Help system is to click the
Index tab and work your way through the alphabetic listing. The
Search tab, on the other hand, opens a search facility you can
use by typing your query in the Type in the keyword to find
text field and clicking the List Topics button, then selecting one
of the topics found and clicking Display to open Help
information on it.

The Help provided by Microsoft with Outlook Express, is a
big improvement over some earlier versions of the program,
and it is well worth spending some time getting to grips with it. If
you are connected to the Internet, the Web Help icon accesses
the Support Online from Microsoft Technical Support, which
can give more specific help with the program.
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The Address Book

E-mail addresses are often quite complicated and not at all
easy to remember. With Outlook Express there is a very useful

Address Book built in and accessed by clicking the
addr e, menu icon with the same name. Below in Fig. 7.35, we

show part of an example.

10 Address Book - Main Identity

New Properties Delete Find People Print Action

aa Shared Contacts Type name or select from list:

Main Identity's Contacts Name E -Mail Address

-i7iMochaM eaten! michaelObabanibooks.com

3 items

Business Ph

0207 12312:

Oliver R pholOphiloliver.com 0129 32132

Fig. 7.35 The Address Book Screen.

Once in the Address Book, you can manually add a person's
full details and e-mail address, in the Properties
box that opens when you click the New Toolbar
icon and select New Contact, as shown here.
Selecting New Group from this drop -down menu
lets you create a grouping of e-mail addresses,

you can then send mail to everyone in the group with one
operation.

7LO.
New

Gig...
New Folder-

- 1-
Cc:41-

Subject: fl

To send a new message to anyone listed in your
Address Book, open a New Message window and
use the Tools, Select Recipients command, or
click on any of the To: or Cc: icons shown here on
the left.

In the Select Recipients box which is opened (Fig. 7.36), you
can select a person's name and click either the To:-> button to
place it in the To: field of your message, the Cc:-> button to
place it in the Cc: field, or the Bcc:->button to place it in the
Bcc: field.
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Select Recipients

Type name or select fr ont Est

1. Find j

Man identity's Contacts
Message recipients:

Name Tot .> NNoel Kantmis

OK Cancel

Fig. 7.36 The Select Recipients Screen.

The New Contact button lets you add details for a new person
to the Address Book, and the Properties button lets you edit an
existing entry, as shown in Fig. 7.37 below.

=I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I MP
Name Home d. Busnem Femonal Other NetMeetng Cngital IDs

Enter name and e-mail inforrnabon about ties contact here.

First:

Display: [ ianeGO;drellOw

Addresses: [ lare_9rerfelomile;b4A.;

Lest: Goodfellow

Aklmame

0 Send E -Mail using plain text only.

Ad.,

Cancel j

Fig. 7.37 A Recipient's Properties Screen.
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Exporting and Importing an Address Book
Amongst the most valuable assets you might have on your old
computer is your Address Book. After all, you have spent
endless hours (over a period of time) compiling it and the last
thing you want is to lose it, either because you are changing
computer or because of some mishap.

Outlook Express has the facility to export your Address Book
from your old computer, then import it into your new one. The
same method can also be used to make a backup of your
Address Book.

In your old computer, start Outlook Express, then in the
Address Book:

Use the File, Export command and click the Address
Book (WAB) option.

In the displayed Select Address Book File to Export to
dialogue box, type a suitable name in the File name box
and click the Save button.

In your new computer, start Outlook Express, then in the
Address book:

Use the File, Import command and click the Address
Book (WAB) option.

In the displayed Select Address Book File to Import
from dialogue box, locate the drive and file holding your
Address Book information and click the Open button.

A few seconds later, Outlook express displays the very
welcome message:

Address Book,- Main Identity

The import process completed successfully.

It takes less time to do than to read how to do it, and you can
save yourself hours of work and frustration! Go on, do it.
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Address Book Help
We will leave it to you to find your way round this very
comprehensive facility. Don't forget that it has its own Help
system that you can use with the Help, Contents and Index
menu command. An example section is shown open in
Fig. 7.38.

11211111Z=1.1111111111110111111D
Hide Options

onteAts Index - Search

Introducing the Address Bode

11 Open the Address Book

. Storing Contact Information
Organizing Your Address Book

 Finding People by Using Directory Service:
i * Using Your Address Book with Other Frog!

Address Book
Help

Introducing the Address Book
The Address Book provides a convenient
place to store contact information for easy
retrieval by programs such as Microsoft
Outlook Express. It also features access to
Internet directory services, which you can
use to look up people and businesses on
the Internet. You'll find that the following
features help you organize all your contact
information into the most usable form for
you.

Store important information about
the people and groups who are
important to you
With your Address Book, you have a place
to store e-mail addresses, home and work
addresses, phone and fax numbers, digital
IDs, conferencing information, instant
messaging addresses, and personal
information such as birthdays or
anniversaries. You can also store
individual and business Internet
addresses, and link directly to them from
your Address Book. For extra information
that doesn't fit in these categories, there's
a generous section for notes,

Find people and businesses by using
Internet directory services
Directory services are powerful search
tools that enable you to look up names
and addresses on the Internet. The
Address Book supports Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LOAP) for using
Internet directory services.

Create groups of contacts for mailing
lists

You can create groups of contacts to make
it easy to send e-mail to a set of people,

Fig. 7.38 The Address Book Help System.
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In this chapter of the book, we have tried to cover sufficient
information on Outlook Express, so that you can get on with the
job of sending and receiving e-mail effectively, being one of the
most used activities on the Internet. If, however, you want to
know more about this subject, such as using News groups, or
would like to learn how to use the Internet Explorer 6 (also
supplied with Windows XP) to surf the Net, then may we
suggest you have a look at our book Internet Explorer 6 and
Outlook Express 6 explained (BP513), also published by
Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd.
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8

Controlling Multimedia

Windows XP has a multitude of 'hidden' features built into it to
improve the PC's multimedia performance, which is simply the
ability to play sound and images (both still and moving) through
a computer, usually from a CD-ROM or DVD disc. These new
multimedia features lead to a big improvement in both video
and audio speed, quality, and ease of use.

Whether all the features described in the next few pages
work on your PC will depend on your system. Most of them
require at least a CD-ROM player, a sound card and speakers,
to be fitted and correctly set up. Other options require additional
hardware. For example, to use the Web TV you need a TV
tuner card, to use portable digital devices you need a
CompactFlash or SmartMedia reader and media, while to use
the Windows Movie Maker you need a fast modem, a good
quality microphone and a video capture device.

The Windows Media Player 8

The Windows Media Player can be activated by either clicking
its icon on the Quick Launch Toolbar, or selecting it

from the Start, Programs, Accessories, Entertain-
ment cascade menu, shown in Fig. 8.1.

Either of these actions
displays the screen
shown in Fig. 8.2 on the
next page, with the Media
Player in Full Mode in its
own window. The window
can be maximised in the
usual way.

Fig. 8.1 The Entertainment Menu.
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Ptdyng

Medie
Guide

topy
Mom CO

Med.
fbiary

Noce

Copy.lo LIt
or E)eVire

Sion
IJIAOSei

liii Ploy

Like Humans Do (radio edit)

Ambience: Water

1 ot

Fig. 8.2 The Windows Media Player.

Clicking the Play button (the one pointed to in Fig. 8.2) starts
playing the music that came with the package. When playing
starts, an additional button appears at point marked A on the
bottom right of the screen, as shown in Fig. 8.3, which when
clicked maximises the visual part of the player's display to fill up
the screen. To return to Full Mode press <Esc>. On the same
display we show a list of available visualisations. You can scroll
through these visualisations using the two adjacent buttons.

Ambience: Random

Album art
Ambience
Bars and Waves
Battery
Particle
Plenoptic
Spikes
Musical Cods

Fig. 8.3 The List of Available Visualisations.
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Clicking the button marked B in Fig. 8.3 on the previous page,
displays the Media Player in Skin Mode as shown in Fig. 8.4
below.

Fig. 8.4 The Media Player Skin Mode.

You can return to Full Mode either by clicking the button
pointed to in Fig. 8.4, or by
clicking the large button at the
bottom right of the screen to
reveal a menu with several
choices, as shown in Fig. 8.5.
From here you can Switch to
full mode, Select a New
Skin, Open a folder on your
computer or the network you
might be connected to, so that you can load an appropriate
media file, or use the Open URL option to search the Internet
or intranet for a media file. You can even hide the large button
by selecting Hide Anchor Window. To get it back, use the
Tools, options menu command, click the Player tab and check
the Display anchor window when in skin mode box.

Switch to full mode Ctr1+1

Select a New Skin

Hide Anchor Window

Open Ctrl+O

Open UAL... Ctrl+U

Exit

rrai

Fig. 8.5 Skin Mode Menu

t
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Now choose the Select a New Skin option from the Skin Mode
menu (Fig. 8.5), to display the screen in Fig. 8.6 below.

Fig. 8.6 The Media Player's Skin Option List.

To see an example of another skin, select 'Compact', and click
the Apply Skin button above the list to action it. The display
now changes to the one in Fig. 8.7 in which we also display its
hidden options. To reveal or hide details of a playing media file,
click on the oval handles at the end of the extensions.

Humans Do (radio edit)

Fig. 8.7 The Media Player Playing an Audio File in Compact Mode.

To see the Media Player in action in Full Mode return to it and
click the Now Playing button on the left of the screen.
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The various options displayed on the left of the Media Player
when in Full Mode (see Fig. 8.6) are shown below. What these
options offer when you activate them are:

Now
Pleating

mottos
Guide

from CD

Morita
Library

Nadu)
Tuner

Cog), tra
or Dewing

ChooseT

Watch a currently playing file. When playing
music you can select an 'Ambience'.

Find the latest music, movie trailers, and
news updates on the Internet.

Copy CD music to your computer's hard
disc.

Create play lists and manage media.

Set radio station pre-sets.

Transfer files to a portable device.

Customise the player.

Watching a Currently Playing Media File
Figures 8.2 and 8.4 show what you see when the Media Player
is playing an audio file. You can select a different audio file by

using the File, Open command,
to choose a file stored on your
computer, or use the File,
Open URL command (also
shown to the left), to browse
your network or access the

Copy Internet for an audio or video
Import Playlist to Media Library... file which can then be added to
Export Playlist to Fde...

your library.

View Play Tools Help

CtrH-0

11E111111161111.111,1=111

Add to Media Library

w Work Offline

Exit
Av

Fig. 8.8 The File Menu Options.
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Using the Media Guide
This option requires you to be connected to the Internet before
you can use it. Having connected, click the option to display a
screen similar to the one in Fig. 8.9 below.

t/indowu Media Player

Now
Playing

Media
,oftdc

Copy
from IT

Media
I (bran"

Hadw
Tuner

opyto
or DevIce

Skin
choover

4=1
11=1.11C=:=IL

Liberty

41,04 (MI6 (1,-.

Type Yourreb search here

Fig. 8.9 Using the Media Guide.

From here you can find entertainment (both audio and video)
and information. We suggest you play a bit with this option to
find out what is available.

However, the results of trying to play music when connected
via a modem are not that good. The program attempts
buffering sections of music, but while you are listening to these
it stops while buffering the next section of the music. Perhaps
if you had a wide -band Internet connection the results might be
a lot different.
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Using the CD Audio Option
Use this option to copy music from a CD to your computer's
hard disc, or get information about the CD from the Internet
(provided you are already connected to it before activating the
option).

When you place a CD in your computer's CD-ROM drive,
Windows automatically detects its contents and suggests
loading the Media Player. Accepting the suggestion, it starts
playing the music on the CD and displays the Now Playing
screen (see Fig. 8.2). Selecting the CD Audio option displays a
screen similar to the top half of the one shown in Fig 8.10.

At the top of the screen you will find three radio buttons, the
first to Copy Music, the second to Get Names, and the third to
give you Album Details. Of these, the second and third require
you to be already connected to the Internet.

Fig. 8.10 The CD Audio Option Screen.

Clicking the Get Names button displays information about the
Artist similar to the one at the bottom of the screen in Fig. 8.10;
if not, a search facility is provided.
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The Media Library
The first time you use this option, the Media Player searches
your system for media files and then displays the screen in
Fig. 8.11 below.

4 Windows Media Player

Now
PlAann

Marta
War:

(". opY

nova CD

&lento
lOraty

Radio
OM.

(onolor:11
or Dewy

Sam
taxmor

Area

11.:a

Audio

rat, Al; Audio

ow Alta,

Aboo' ;he Say [Pal

A
A Dana Byrne

Drab omstrov,
Hans Ale too

on Genre

out All CI.,
Qt. AutF01

a el r1y Flo 'hots

in au N.ngton

IrtnifY.

Fig. 8.11 The Media Library Screen with Audio Artist Selected.

As you can see, both Audio and Video files are searched for
and a treelike structure is displayed in a separate pane.
Selecting Audio, Artist displays an appropriate list on the right
pane of the screen, as shown above. Double-clicking on one of
these artists starts playing the chosen track. If the chosen file
was a video, the Media Player reverts to the Now Playing
screen before playing the video, as shown in Fig. 8.12, on the
next page.

Obviously, it will be highly unlikely if what is available on our
system is to be found on your PC, although one or two media
files might be the same as they are installed by Windows XP. It
is worth spending some time examining the Media Library
structure because you can use it to manage and organise your
music collection and video files and create custom play lists.
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Fle VW. Pier, Tools Heti,

New
hlineng

Meeks
Susie

Copy
from CD

Med.
thinly

Radio
I met

Copyto CO
Of OW..

Skin
Ch0040f

c: Reset
Brightness Contrast

Vikii=1:1=2 t. 100%
Hue Soloration
Video Settings Tok.,11,

Fig. 8.12 Playing a Video Clip.

The radio buttons at the top of the Media Library screen
(Fig. 8.11) and shown below magnified, can help you to
organise your playlist. Most of these are self-explanatory,
except for the last four which have the following functions.

jj to ri1..5y1;,:.t # ranch Media Derail.: 4; :

U

Add to Library

Delete media from Library or Playlist

Move media up in the Playlist

Move media down in the Playlist.

Finally, note that you can change the brightness, contrast, hue,
and saturation of the playing video.
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Using the Radio Tuner
The Radio Tuner option has to be a winner. You can have
immediate access to over 3,000 Internet -radio stations from all
over the world that use the Microsoft Windows Media format.
The screen in Fig. 8.13 displays information on the radio station
we selected to try the Media Player. It actually works extremely
well, so watch out; you could be amassing a sizeable telephone
bill!

Windows Media Player

Fin new Play Took Help
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PI
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copy.
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t da dry

1141110
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Skill
Ch00501

WindowsMediacom
Featured Stations

go BBC 'Woad

Billboard Radio

Bloombera WOKS It .FiD AS' Radio

Cyber. ad1.2000.az,z, ails Pop bits

Jart FM 102.2 FTA

2BK : Jazz & Blues UK, United Kingdom

Jazz ranging from funk to fusion, big band to be-
bop, latin, blues, and more,

 Add to Sly Station. I IP visit web.. I ®ijay

rip mEnEArr, r,:wrd Modern Ra Y.

kintlfiC

NPR Nstionel Public P adia
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 Rock
Classical

world Musk
Editor's Risk-.

Fig. 8.13 Listening to a Radio Station.

To use the Radio Tuner, you must first connect to the Internet
before you select the option. Having done so, two panels are
displayed, as shown above. On the left panel, a list of
preselected stations is displayed, while on the right panel and
under the Find More Stations link is a small selection of
certain types of music and under that a Search Keyword text
box. With these you can either look for more stations or search
for stations by language.
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Return to My Station

Editor's Picks
Adult Contemporary
Alternative Rock
Big Band/Swing
Christian
Classic Rock
Classical
College
Country
Dance
Holiday
International
Jazz & Blues
Latin
Miscellaneous
Modern Rock
Modern R&B
New Age
News Radio
Nostalgia
Oldies
Public Radio
Religious
Rock
Soft Rock
Soundtracks/Musicals
Sports Radio
Talk Radio
Top 40
Urban & Hi. Ho.
fFc Id

Fig. 8.14 Type of Music.

Clicking the Find More Stations
button displays a further screen with an
additional list of stations which are the
Editor's Picks. Clicking the down arrow
against this entry reveals the long list of
options shown in Fig. 8.14. Selecting
World Music, for example, will
produce a long list of World stations.

Alternatively, you could type a
language in the Search Keyword text
box to list the stations available on the
Internet in that language. For example,
typing Greek in the text box, displays
two entries for the same Lesvos station
(at two different speeds) and one
Canadian station which probably plays
Greek music occasionally, as shown in
Fig. 8.15.

Menn/us, tdo,ndmt Mynilan*, las6n, Snsee

et,

eet Adult Conhm p r ytdene, Oren.
Graek and Intarnabonal clasnet

 Add m H. .moon. I P

<H1.1320 nM kada, n.nnon inadla
Todny's lop Acts

Fig. 8.15 A List of Stations Found by Using the Search Keyword Facility.
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Transferring Files to a CD or Device
You can use the Copy to CD or Device option to transfer
music from your PC to CD or other devices, such as palm -size
PCs, Smart Media, lomega Jaz and Zip drives, CompactFlash
cards, or the next generation of portable music devices. If you
are copying to a CD, place the CD in the CD-ROM drive first.
Selecting this option, displays the screen shown in Fig. 8.16.

Now
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Fig. 8.16 Using the Portable Device Option.

Next, select in the left panel the music you want to copy to your
portable device, then click the Copy Music radio button located
at the top of the screen. That is all it takes, provided you have
the right equipment for the operation. To choose a portable
device select the File, Copy, Copy to Portable Device
command.

Types of blank CDs - You can copy tracks either to a
recordable CD (CD -R) or a rewritable CD (CD-RW). With
CD -Rs, you can copy tracks only once. With CD-RWs, you can
copy tracks many times, but if you want to copy tracks to a
previously used CD-RW, you must use another program or My
Computer to erase the disc before you can use the Player to
copy tracks to the CD-RW again.
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Customising the Media Player
You can customise the looks of your Media Player by selecting
one of several predefined looks. What we have shown so far
has been mainly the Default Media Player look. Clicking on the
Skin Chooser button, displays a list of several choices. In the
screen below (Fig. 8.17), we show what the Windows XP option
looks like. As you select each option from the list on the left
panel, a preview of that option appears on the right panel.

.findaw,~aeia Playey.
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Fig. 8.17 A different Media Player Skin.

To select a different skin for your Media player, select it from
the list, then click the Apply Skin radio button located at the top
of the screen. You can use the other two radio buttons to either
download more skins from the Internet, or delete a selected
skin from the list.

Which skin you use for your Media Player is a matter of
personal preference. However, we found that only the Default,
Classic and Compact skins gave a sufficiently large display
area for watching a video clip in comfort when in Skin Mode.
With all the skins, when in Full Mode, you can use the View,
Full Screen menu command for maximum screen size viewing
(to return to normal size press the <Esc> key).
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Media Player Help
The Windows Media Player has a comprehensive help facility
which you should spend a bit of time investigating. Use the
Help, Help Topics menu command to display the screen
shown in Fig. 8.18 below.

ti? Wisdoms Media Player nta
<=

Hide Back

Contents

rf
Print Options

t,ed,5 Rater
Common task

Tin and tricks
Player areas and buttons

et Windows Made Player tour
(13 Using Windows Media Player

 * Using general playback controls
Using CDs

* Using DVDs
ilk Listening to radio stations

Oiganizing your digital media files

Findelg Windows Media ides on th

+40) Copying files to your portable dew
Keyboard access

- Customizing the Player

o  Changing the size of the Player
6* Changing the size of a video or sic
 Changing how the Player looks air

Changing your audio and video se

 * Using visualizations
+ et Updating the Player

it* Seeing options
(a Understanding digital media concepts

ilk Understanding streaming
Understanding buffering

Understanding licensed files

fig: Supported file types

 Glossary

Windows Media'Player

Windows Media Player
You can use Microsoft Windows Media Player to play and
organize digital media files on your computer and on the
Internet. It is like having a radio, video player, CD player,
and information database all -in -one. You can use Windows
Mecia Player to listen to radio stations from all over the
world, play and copy your CDs, look for videos that are
available on the Internet, and create customized lists of all
the digital media files on your computer.

The following sections introduce conceptual information
about digital media and provide steps for using the Player.

 Windows Media Player tour. Explains and
demonstrates how to use the Player.

 Using Windows Media Player.Provides instructions on
using the primary features of the Player,

 Customizina the Player. Explains how to customize the
look and performance of the Player to suit your needs.

 Undentandino digital media concepts. Discusses
basic concepts, such as local and streaming media,
network buffering, and licensed files.

 Glossary. Provides definitions and terms related to the
Player.

Related topics
 Common tasks

fl 2000-2091 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Fig. 8.18 The Windows Media Player Help System.

On the left panel we show all the main books of the Help
System opened to emphasise how much information is
included. In fact, when using the Media Player, we found that
one had to guess one's response to using certain aspects of it.
For example, when searching for a radio station you are not
told that you should be searching by language, as was the case
with the previous version of the Media Player. That's where the
Help System is extremely useful; look up the first help topic in
Listening to radio stations to see what we mean.
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The Sound Recorder

To record a sound, use the Sound Recorder from the
Entertainment group, but apart from a sound card and
speakers you will also need a microphone connected to your
computer. You can use the Sound Recorder not only to record,
mix, play, and edit sounds, but also link sounds to or insert
sounds into a document.

To start using the Sound Recorder to record audio, first
make sure you have an audio input device, then activate the
recorder using the Start, All Programs, Accessories,
Entertainment command and click the Sound Recorder
option. Next, use the File, New command and press the
`Record' button pointed to in Fig. 8.19. When you finish

recording, click the Stop
button (the one next to
the Record button),
rewind the recorded
music on the Sound
Recorder and use the
File, Save As command
to save your recording
to a .way file with an
appropriate name.

Sound Sound Recorder

Fite Edit Effects Help

Position.

14.75 sec

Fig. 8.19 The Sound Recorder.

To play a recorder file, use the File, Open command, select a
file and press the 'Play' button.

We have also found this accessory very useful for playing
existing .wav sound files. The Way sub -folder of Windows/
Help/Tours/WindowsMediaPlayer/Audio/way folder contains
several such files, but they cannot be edited. To edit your own
sound file, use the Effects menu to 'play around' with the
sound, and the Edit menu to insert and mix other sound files
into the loaded one.

For more information on how to edit audio files, link sounds
to, or insert sounds into a document, have a look at the
extensive Help topics of the Sound Recorder. In the end, the
only way to learn is to experiment, so good luck and have fun!
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The Windows Movie Maker

The Movie Maker is new to Windows XP. You can now edit and
rearrange your home-made video cam movies, make a shorter
version of them, add a still picture and voice over, and either
post them to your Web site for all to see, or send them as an
attachment to an e-mail to your favourite people.

The Windows Movie Maker can be found in the All
Programs, Accessories folder. Left -clicking its icon,
shown here to the left, starts the program and displays
a screen similar to the one in Fig. 8.20.
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Fig. 8.20 The Windows Movie Maker Screen.

The displayed screen is divided into three panes, with the left
pane showing the folder holding your video collection. Windows
XP automatically created during installation a sub -folder within
My Documents, named My Videos, and placed within this folder
any video films that it might have found on your computer. In
our case one of our collections is the My Family folder, shown
open with three segments, called clips, of the video film
showing in the middle pane.
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Selecting each clip of the video displays that clip in the right
pane of the Movie Maker screen, as shown in Fig. 8.20. Each
selected segment can then be played by clicking the 'Play'
button to be found below the display area.

At the top of the Movie Maker screen there is the usual
selection of menu options and Toolbar icons, while at the
bottom of the screen is the 'Workspace' area. It is here that you
assemble your movie, which can be viewed either as a
`timeline' (focuses on timing) or `storyboard' (focuses on
sequencing) view. In the timeline view, you can synchronise
video clips with audio clips or create fading transitions between
clips with the help of a number of tools that appear at the far left
of the Workspace area.

Recording your Film
You can use the Windows Movie Maker to record from a variety
of sources, such as a camcorder, television, radio, or CD. As
far as audio sound is concerned, most sound cards can be
used as they support audio in. If, however, you are recording
from a camcorder or the television, then you will require a video
capture card or equivalent.

To record using the Movie Maker, use the File, Record
menu command, which opens the dialogue box in Fig. 8.21.
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Record Audio any

Video &we <none>

Aaio demca Deadve Sound Master PO

[ Change De",,

Reoacl fine FM 2l DL)

Ovate chin
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Audio la CD,queity 196 Kbps steteol

54 h. 47 ran avaiede en ar,e E

E lepeed 000003

Fig. 8.21 The Record Screen of the Movie Maker.
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On this dialogue box you can specify the maximum time of the
recording, the device you will be recording from, and whether
you will be recording video only, audio only, or both - if you are
recording from a camera, don't forget to switch it to playback
before starting to record. Next, when you are ready, click the
Record button on the dialogue box of Fig. 8.21.

By default, your recording will be broken up into manageable
chunks of clips. These are the ones shown in Fig. 8.20, and
you can monitor what is being recorded, as shown in Fig. 8.22
below.

Re1:111d

Record.

Video device <none>

Audio device. Creative Sound Blaster PCI

Setting:

Audio for Mini..!kyr% Kbps stereo)

54 his 46 min available on drive E

Elapsed Oa 00.37 Stop

Fig. 8.22 Monitoring what you Record.

You can stop recording at any time by clicking the Stop button,
or you can let it run through the specified time. When recording
has finished, you will be asked for a filename under which to
save your newly created Windows Media File. The file format
for this type of media has a 300:1 compression ratio, which
means you can store up to 23 hours of video on 1 GB of disc
space. So now is the time to upgrade your hard disc!
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Editing Video Clips
Video clips can be edited at will, and can be rearranged to
produce the final film sequence. To rearrange the sequence of
your creation, drag the clips in the sequence you want them to
appear in your final film onto the Workspace area. You can
even add a voice-over by selecting the File, Record Narration
menu command.

A clip can be edited by trimming it, splitting it, or joining it. To
trim a clip, start playing it, and when the point is reached where
you want to trim it, use the Clip, Set Start Trim Point menu
command. When you reach the end point of the trim, use the
Clip, Set End Trim Point command. If you change your mind,
use the Clip, Clear Trim Points. An alternative method is to
use the trim handles in Timeline view and move them to where
you want to cut the clip.

To split a clip, play the clip, and when you reach the desired
point, use the Clip, Split command. The original clip is then
split into two chunks that can be dragged independently onto
the workspace area. To join clips together into one long one,
select the first, press the <Shift> key down, then click on the
last one and use the Clip, Combine command.

In Fig. 8.23, we display a selected film sequence together
with an imported audio file while the movie is actually playing.
The audio file was incorporated into our collection using the
File, Import command, and choosing a file from My Music
folder. You can also import a title clip that you created in Paint.

To save your creation on your hard disc, use the File, Save
Project menu command. This allows you to return to it later for
further editing, or additions. To save such edited work with
another name, so that you can retain the original, use the File,
Save Project As command.

Finally, you might like to include 'transitions' between clips so
that you do not have abrupt changes from one clip to the other.
To do this, switch to Timeline view, select the rightmost of the
two clips you are creating a transition between, and drag it

slightly so that it overlaps the left clip. The shaded area
indicates the length of the overlap.
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Fig. 8.23 The Final Movie Assembly while Playing.
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Fig. 8.24 Saving a Movie.

Finally, when you
are satisfied that no
more edits will be
required, save the
movie using the
File, Save Movie
menu command.
This displays the
dialogue box shown
in Fig. 8.24, in

which you can
specify the quality
settings which will
affect its size on
the disc.
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Playing and Sending your Movie
Having created your movie, you can either play it, using the
Windows Media Player, as shown in Fig. 8.25 below, or send it
as an e-mail to a friend.
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Fig. 8.25 Playing a Saved Movie in the Media Player.

Sending a Movie as an E-mail Attachment
Having saved a movie, you can send it to a friend as an
attachment to an e-mail. The easiest way of doing this is by first
selecting your movie file then using the File, Send To, Mail
Recipient command, as shown in Fig. 8.26 on the next page.
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Fig. 8.26 Selecting the File, Send To, Recipient Menu Option.

Outlook Express now opens a new mail screen with the file
already attached to it ready to be sent, as shown in Fig. 8.27.
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Fig. 8.27 The Attached Movie File Ready to be Sent.

All you have to do now is select an unfortunate recipient from
your Address Book and write a few words of explanation!
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Communications Utilities

The Fax Utility

You can use the Fax utility to fax a text document or graphic
image as easily as clicking the Print icon on an open document
in a Windows -based program. Fax supports scanned graphic
images and will automatically convert graphics to the
appropriate file format before you send them.

To send and receive faxes all you need is a fax device, such
as a fax modem - it must support fax capabilities, not just data
standards. As we saw in Chapter 3, installing a fax printer
driver is easy. You will have to go through the described
procedure as Windows XP does not install the fax printer driver
during Windows Setup. Once this is done, you can send faxes
from a local fax device attached to your computer, or with a
remote fax device connected to fax resources located on a
network.

If you have a fax device installed,
click Start, then select All Programs,
Accessories, Communications, Fax
to display the available command
options shown in Fig. 9.1.

Fax Console

Fax Cover Page Editor

!@i Send a Fax...

Fig. 9.1 The Fax Menu
Options.

Below we give a brief explanation of each fax command option.

Command Action

Fax Console Displays incoming and outgoing faxes
and allows you to view and manage your
faxes. Clicking this option displays the
screen shown in Fig. 9.2 on the next
page.
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File Edit New Took Help
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Fig. 9.2 The Fax Console Screen.

The File menu options allow you to send a fax (it starts the
Send Fax Wizard asking you for the recipient's name and
other details - you can use the information held in your
Address Book, and specify multiple recipients for the one
fax), receive a fax now, view, print, save and mail a fax.
While a fax is being sent, you can pause or resume its
transmission, restart or delete it. You can also import sent
faxes or received faxes into the Fax Consult.

The Edit menu options allow you to select faxes in various
ways for further operations.

The View menu options allow you to configure what you see
and how you see it on the Fax Console.

The Tools menu options allow you to enter sender inform-
ation, create, open, copy or delete personal cover pages,
display the fax printer's status, start the Fax Configuration
Wizard, or display the fax properties and monitor screens.

Fax Cover Page Editor Creates and edits cover pages
used when sending faxes. The
editor allows you to design a
template (it also includes drawing
facilities), to be used each time
you send a fax, as shown in
Fig. 9.3 on the next page.
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Fig. 9.3 The Fax Cover Page Editor.

As demonstrated above, you must use the Insert menu
command to insert what you would like to appear on your
fax template, such as recipient's name and fax number,
sender's name, fax number, company, address and other
details - the field Note is where you type the body of your
fax. Inserted options can be moved to the desired position
on the plate (use the <Ctrl> key to group together fields you
want to move together) and formatted accordingly. A simple
example is given in Fig. 9.4 below.

FAX MESSAGE

To: (Secy.-Ws Name)

Fax Tr: {Recipient's FA I)

Date/Tim {-Wier,. Sent)

SobTect: {abject}

Note: {Note}

1

From: {Sender's Name}

Fax*: {Sender's FA /}

Address: {Sender's Address}

Mane*: {Sender's Office Telephone it)

Fig. 9.4 The Designed Cover Page.

The designed template (we hope yours is more imaginative
than ours) is saved in the My DocumentsTersonal
Coverpages folder with the .cov extension.
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Send a Fax Sends a fax that consists only of a
cover page. Clicking this menu
option starts the Send Fax Wizard.

To illustrate the procedure of sending a fax, we will now step
through a made-up example. We suggest you use a friend you
can rely on to respond to your first fax, so that you can find out
if your system is set up and functioning correctly. It might be a
good idea to phone first!

To begin the process, start the Send Fax Wizard by clicking
the Start button, then select All Programs, Accessories,
Communications, Fax and click the Send a Fax option. On
the Welcome to the Send Fax Wizard screen, shown in
Fig. 9.5 you will read that if you want to fax a document you
should use your word processor and print the document to the
Fax printer. This facility is only for short, one page, messages.

Send Fax' and

Welcome to the
Send Fax Wizard
This wizard helps you create and send a fax.

To I. a document, create or open A m a Windows -based
aPPItcarion, and pant to a tali printer

Ned> j Cancel

Fig. 9.5 The First Send Fax Wizard Screen.

Click the Next button, which displays the second Wizard screen
shown in Fig. 9.6 on the next page. On this screen, click the
Address Book button - we assume here that you have by now
several people in your Address Book (see the end of Chapter 7
where we cover this utility).
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Recipient Int arreation
Enter the name and number of the prim you work to send the fax A.
or cick Add.: Rook to select a lax [accent

To

Location

Fax number_

Address Dole..

 Use dialing rules

To send to multiple recipients, type each recipient's inkenahon above, and then
click Add to add the receiient to the hot below

Recpent name F. number

j1Next arcel

Fig. 9.6 The Second Send Fax Wizard Screen.

On the displayed screen, select the Main Identity's Contacts
from the drop -down list, shown in Fig. 9.7, then choose the
person you want to send a fax to, and click the To button so
that the name is transferred in the Message Recipients box.

Address Book

Type name or select nom fi

Main Idea Contact

Fnd...

I To -> )

Jrnmy Korey drco

6jJain Yearley lahry

21June Simmons J E t.E

aJusen Denby pee
"0. Kay Green k@g

NKenneth Fraser Amend kenr

Lovrenna Fox lenn,

May Wares chda

1;2May Sheppard - CSAI NISI

f.--.1klarynose Romer many v

New Contact 1 Properties

Message Recipients:

]Kenneth Fraser Arnaud

[ Cancel

Fig. 9.7 The Third Send Fax Wizard Screen.
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Pressing the OK button, displays the next Wizard screen,
shown in Fig. 9.8. On this screen, you can add more recipients,
or remove a selected one, before clicking the Next button.

Send I ox Wizard t5i1

Recipient tele...lien
Erse the name are nurnbei of the papas you want to send the fax to,

ckck Address Book to select a fax recipient.

To:

Location -

Fax rumba. t

 Use dialing miles

To send to multiple reciments type each recipient's information above. and then
click Add to add the recipient to the fist below.

Recipient name Fax number

Kenneth Frame Amend 01209 444555

less Book

Remove

Edit

Back II Neoto

Fig. 9.8 The Fourth Send Fax Wizard Screen.

Next, select one cover page template from the drop -down list
shown in Fig. 9.9, type a few words in the Subject line box,
and your main message in the Note box.

Send 1 ax Wizar d

Preparing the Corer Page
Select a comer Page template, and type a subject fine and note 4 revved by the
template
T his information rc autornanca#y added to the cover page

Comer Page

Subject ine.

My First Fax

Note

Seer Kenneth,
As discussed on the phone, I would appreciate it F you let
roe know Witlf, you rewire this ILIA
Regards

y Cover Page IPersonall v Sendai INormamn I

I < Back I N Cancel

Fig. 9.9 The Fifth Send Fax Wizard Screen.
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Pressing the Next button, displays the next Wizard screen in
which you can select to send the fax now or later when it might
be cheaper.

Send I cm, Pfizer d

Schedule
Specify when you want your fax to be tent, and set ptiority.
Hubei porky faces will be sent lint.

When do you want to send des tea.>

) Now

()When discount rates apply

()Specific tone trt the nest 24 house

What is the lax priority,

0 High

(tf[f Normal

Low

( <Reck 1 Next> I Cancel

Fig. 9.10 The Sixth Send Fax Wizard Screen.

Clicking the Next button, completes the Send Fax Wizard by
displaying the summary screen, as shown in Fig. 9.11 below.

Send tax. 67izard

Completing the Send Fax
Wizard
You have successfully created a fax as follows

From

Reagent name Fax number

Kenneth Ff.. Annand 01209 444555

Cover page template' My Cover Page

Subject My Fist Fax

Time to send Now

PIG,. Fee .1

To send your fax, click Fmith

< Back 1 Rmh

Fig. 9.11 The Last Send Fax Wizard Screen.

Finally, clicking the Finish button, activates the Fax modem,
rings the specified number, and sends the fax.
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HyperTerminal

The HyperTerminal utility also allows you to connect your
computer to other computers in different locations via a

modem, so that you can interchange information. You could, for
example, search a library catalogue, or browse through the
offerings of a bulletin board.

However, before you can connect to an outside service, you
need to know their communications settings. For example, you
need to know the settings for 'maximum speed', 'data bits',
'stop bits', and 'parity', though most of these can be safely
assumed to be the same as the default values offered by
HyperTerminal. Finally, before you can make the connection,
you might need your credit card and to know a password or
two, as these services are not free.

Starting HyperTerminal
To start HyperTerminal, click the Start button, and point to All
Programs, Accessories, Communications and click the

HyperTerminal option.
This displays a box
(Fig. 9.12) in which you are
asked whether you want to
make Hyper Terminal the
default Telnet program.
Clicking Yes or No starts
HyperTerminal itself. If you
choose No, this box will be
displayed again next time
you activate the program.

Every time you access
HyperTerminal, the window
shown in Fig. 9.13 is
opened to help you make a
new connection. Every call
connection can be named
and saved with an icon, so
that in future it is very easy
to recall the same number.

foetrtutt Ispmyv.tnv,,m( l*If;
We reccermnd INC you make Nypelf emnal your deka tone.
peopem Do you went to oath'

n Don't ask me thug..., eqert

I No

Fig. 9.12 Default Telnet Program Box.

Connection Description

Enter a name and choose an

Name.

Noel

Icon:

Fig. 9.13 The Connection Description
Window.
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Connect; To

Noel

Enter details for the phone number that you want to diat

Coultryiregion: United Kingdom (44)

Area code: 1 01209

Phone number: 1121212

Connect using Sportster Flash V.90 Voice PnP

Cancel

Fig. 9.14 The Connect To Window.

Connect

a Noel

Phone nurnber. 121212

You location 321321

caw g card None (Dlect Dial)

I Modify...

Dieing Properties...

Dul I Cancel

Fig. 9.15 The Connect Window.

Fig. 9.16 The HyperTerminal
Properties Dialogue Box.

After typing in a connection
name, click the OK button
which opens the Connect
To window, shown in Fig.
9.14. Enter the phone
number of the site you
want to connect to, then
click the OK button to
display the Connect
window shown in Fig. 9.15.
To use the default modem
settings, just click the Dial
button to attempt a
connection.

To call the same
number again in the future,
use the new Hyper
Terminal entry in the
Communications sub -
menu where all saved
connections are to be
found (Noel & Phil in our
example in Fig. 9.16).

For more information
about how to use
HyperTerminal, click its
Help menu and browse
through the Contents,
shown below in Fig. 9.17.

Er? HyoorTrirniont

4110

Hide Back. 20.
Contents Index search;

VA,

How To..
tea Concepts

Troubleshootitg

Fig. 9.17 The HyperTerminal
Help Contents.
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Specifying Communications Settings
If you have trouble getting through, you may need to fine tune
the settings. To do this, 'open' a call in the HyperTerminal
window, as shown in Fig. 9.18, click on the Cancel button of
the Connect To window, then use the File, Properties menu
command to change call settings, or if necessary, to Configure
the modem so that it speaks the same 'language' as the
remote system.

Country/moon Unted engdom144[

ea code 01209

Phone norrber 1131313

Conned using'. Sparkler Flash V 90 Vote Pn0

Disccerected Auras detect Pao deft,

Fig 9.18 Opening a HyperTerminal Connection.

BPhil Properties

Connect To Bearings..

44 Phil charivoccin j

Country/region. United Kingdom (44)

Enter the area code without the ionvistance weft

Area code FM 209

Phone number 131313

Connect using: ; Sportster Flash V.90 Vace PnP

Configure...

2 Use country/region code and area code

nj %dial on busy

OK I 1 Cmcel

This opens the tabbed
Properties dialogue box
shown in Fig. 9.19.
Normally, you will find that
the default parameters in
this are the ones you want
to use. However, in case
you need to change them,
we list on the next page
some alternatives and their
usage.

Fig. 9.19 The HyperTerminal
Properties Dialogue Box.
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Option Result

Port speed

Data bits

Parity

Specifies the transmission, or baud, rate at
which your PC communicates with your
modem. Typically most serial modem
connections support 115.2 Kbps, which is
set during installation of the modem.

Specifies the number of data bits (binary
digits) that each data packet, sent or
received, contains. Most online services use
'8' data bits, although a few use '7'.

Allows you to specify how the receiving
computer verifies the accuracy of the data
you are sending. Typically this is 'None', as
most connections these days use more
sophisticated error checking techniques.

Stop bits Specifies the time between transmitted
characters. This is nearly always set to '1'.

Modulation Allows you to specify what modulation
HyperTerminal should use so as to be
compatible with the modem signals of the
computer you are trying to connect to. Most
modems fall within the 'Standard' type, but if
you have trouble connecting, try switching to
a non-standard modulation type.

Setting Terminal Preferences
The terminal type used by the destination site will determine the
terminal type which should be used for a connection.
HyperTerminal supports several common types, but in most
cases the Auto detect option will sort this out automatically.

To make a manual selection, click the Settings tab of the
Properties sheet, as shown in Fig. 9.20 on the next page, with
the Emulation list open. Select the correct terminal option and
then click the Terminal Setup button to set its preferences.
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File Transfer Protocols
Phil Properties

Connect To Settskgr

Ftsoction, am, and cid keys act as

i) Terminal keye 0 Windows keys

Backspace key sends

Ch1.4-1 0 Del 0 Ctr1+1-1, Space, Drikti

L

Fig. 9.20 The Properties Settings
Emulation List.

Before you can send or
receive files, use the
HyperTerminal's Transfer
command (Fig. 9.21) to
specify the transfer protocol in
either the Send, or Receive
operation. The type of files
you send or receive will be
either binary or text files.

Text files: are normally
prepared with a text editor,
such as WordPad or Notepad,
and saved in unformatted
ASCII with only a few
formatting codes such as
carriage returns and linefeeds.
Use the Settings tab on the

Properties dialogue box and press the ASCII Setup button to
display a sheet on which you can specify the transmission
parameters for this type of file.

Binary files: are normally program or picture files which
contain characters from both the ASCII and the extended ASCII

character sets.

Dab

Folder EADocanents and Setergs Nod KantatieStart

Fdenarne

Protocol:

Zmodem mth Crash Recovery

1K Xmodem
Kermit
Xmodern
Ymodem
Ymodem-G
Zmodem

Fig. 9.21 Available Send File Protocols.

HyperTerminal supports
many of the most
popular protocols; which
one to use depends on
the receiving site. Use
Zmodem with Crash
Recovery whenever
possible as it gives the
fastest transfer rates and
remembers its place if
your transmission is
interrupted.
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Home Networking

Windows XP allows you to easily connect two or more
computers at home or in a small business, so that they can
share files, printers, modems, and a single connection to the
Internet. Even better, the Network Setup Wizard guides you
through the procedure and makes the whole process of
networking painless. However, before we activate the Home
Networking Wizard, we need to discuss what hardware you
require for making such connections.

Hardware Requirements for Networking
Apart from having two or more computers, the following
additional hardware is essential:

Network Adapters - otherwise known as Network cards
which have to be plugged into one of the slots (PCI or
ISA slot) inside your computer, or for more modern
computers a USB connection at the back of your
corn puter.

Network Media - this includes the cables or other
methods used to connect the computers together.

Internet Connection - this is optional, but can provide
access to the Internet for all the networked computers
by sharing one Internet connection. The hardware for
this could be an ordinary or wireless modem, a broad-
band cable modem, or an ISDN or DSL connection.

In addition to the above hardware, at least one computer
should be running Windows XP, while the rest can be running
under Windows 95/98 or Windows Me. After connecting your
computers together, you must run the Network Setup Wizard
first on the computer running Windows XP, then on all the
others.
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To start the Network Setup Wizard select it from the Start, All
Programs, Accessories, Communications sub -menu.
Alternatively, start My Computer and click the My Network
Places link shown in Fig. 9.22.

Desktop

File Edit View Favorites Tools Help

File and Folder Tasks

:j Make a nee folder

Publish this folder to
the Web

Share this folder

Other Places

LMy Documents

Shared Documents

Nntwori,Placo.:,

citr5i1X1'

My Documents My Computer

My Network Recycle Bin
Places

Internet
Explorer

Fig. 9.22 The My Networking Places Link in My Computer.

This opens the screen in Fig. 9.23 in which you click the Set up
a home or small office network link.

My Noteork Places iJFni

Fig. 9.23 The My Networking Wizard Icon.
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Either action will display the screen shown in Fig. 9.24 below.

Network Setup VI led!

Welcome to the Network Setup
Wizard

This wizard will help you set up this computer to run on your
network. With a network you can

 Share an Internet connexion
Set up Internet Connection Firewall
Share files and folders

 Share a printer

To continue, click Next.

Next I Cancel

Fig. 9.24 The Opening Screen of the Home Networking Wizard.

Assuming that your Network Adapters are installed and that the
computers are appropriately connected, clicking Next displays
the screen in Fig. 9.25. If, you have not installed or connected
your Network Adapters, Windows XP asks you to do so before
going on.

Nelorork. So4gr ltlis aril

Bete e you continua..

Before you continue. renew the i;tackka ta cteatino aneteeali

Then complete the toilworn steps

Install the network cads, modems, and cables
 Tan on al computers, paters, and aterna modems
 Connect to the Internet

When you click Note, the amid wt search for a shared Internet connection m time network

< Back =MI Cancel

Fig. 9.25 The Second Screen of the Home Networking Wizard.
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Clicking Next, displays the third Wizard screen shown in
Fig. 9.26 below.

Network Setup C.izard

Other Internet connection method,.

)14

Select the statement that best describes this computer

This computer connects to the Internet directly w though a network hub. Other computers
on my network also correct to the Internet directly or through a hub.

View an eilamble.

0 This computer connects threithty to the Internet. I do not have a network yet.

Yiattle_temmic-

0 This computer belongs to a network that does rot have an Internet connection
View an example

Learn more about home or small office network contothation

< Back II I Cancel I

Fig. 9.26 The Third Screen of the Home Networking Wizard.

Before selecting which network configuration you want, have a
look at the View an example link in each option. Finally specify
the type of connection and click Next to display the next
screen, shown in Fig. 9.27, where you are asked to select a
connection to the Internet from a list.

Network Setup ?lizard

Select your Internet connection.

Select your Internet connection born the lobwrno

Con

el111110111111111111111111110111
0 neeelnet Spectre Flash V.90 Voice PnP

WI, Leon more about how to determine your Internet connection

121

I < Back 114e 4it Cancel

Fig. 9.27 The Fourth Screen of the Home Networking Wizard.
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On the fifth Wizard screen you give your computer a unique
name, while on the sixth you specify the group it belongs to.
Finally, the seventh Wizard screen is displayed summarising
the selected settings, as shown in Fig. 9.28. Clicking Next,
applies these settings with rather colourful visualisation effects.

Network Setup Wizard

Ready to apt* network settings_

The wizard nit apply the rotlowmg settingn. The process may e a few minute,. to complete
and cannot be interrupted

Settings

:Internet connection settings

:Internet connection Prestel Onfre
:Internet Connection Fuewa0 enabled

Network settings

Compute; description Noes PC
Eemputer name HOME-NK

T o apply these ,eitings, click Nest

Back 1Neut> I Cancel. I

Fig. 9.28 The Seventh Screen of the Home Networking Wizard.

The next Wizard screen asks you whether you would like to
create a Network Setup Disc which can then be used on the
other computers on the network, particularly those running
Windows 95/98 or Windows Me, so that you can run the Home
Network Wizard on them. If you do have such computers on
the network, follow the instruction on the screen to complete
the installation.

If the other computers on the network are to use your
Internet connection, then their versions of Internet Explorer will
have to be reconfigured. From each such PC, run the New
Connection Wizard from the Control Panel by double-clicking
the Internet Options icon, selecting the Connections tab and
clicking the Setup button. Then select the Connect to the
Internet option, and on the next screen choose the Set up my
connection manually option.
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Finally, the last Wizard screen is displayed as shown in

Fig. 9.29.

Nehvork Setup Wizard

Completing the Network Setup
Wizard

You have successfully set up this computer lot home or small
office netwaking.

For help with home or small office networking, see the
following topics in Help and Support Center,

LI dna the Shared Documeres Coder
 51,m4 Nour4leld.p,

To see other computers on you network, dick Start, and then
click My Network Places.

To dose this wizard, click Finish.

< Back I Firsh

Fig. 9.29 The Last Screen of the Home Networking Wizard.

To share files and folders select them and drag them into the
Shared Documents folder. For greater flexibility, you also have
the choice of Password protecting selected folders. In addition,
if a printer was connected to the computer you are working
with, it would have been detected and you could share that one
as well.

Activating the Firewall
If you are using a network, it is a good idea to activate the
Internet Connection Firewall (ICE) provided by Windows XP. A
firewall is a software security system that is used to set
restrictions on what information is communicated from your
home or small office network to and from the Internet. It

protects your network from uninvited outside access - the ICF
software sits between a network and the outside world.

To activate the firewall, click Start, Control Panel,
then double-click the Network Connections icon,
shown here, to display the window in Fig. 9.30 on the
next page.
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Nets,'Ork Connections

Ede Edd view Fevordes Tools Advanced Help

5etworti Connect,or.:

IM1112.111,
.fj Create a dew

connection

Set ty a homes or srnai
office Wound(

It 530,3 t of CdPneotiOn

Ple Rena. tins cortnectiod

Deke this corrrectior

A ,:.r.,naf ctt,,Ms

Search Folders

Dial up

PreftliOn-ine
, ,,,condsette..1,

Sdoets.e:Flaad V.W./ V.,

Fig. 9.30 The Network Connections Window.

Next, select the Dial -up connection and click the Change
settings of this connection entry under the Network Tasks.
In the displayed Properties dialogue box click the Advanced tab
and check the Protect my computer and network by limiting
or preventing access to this computer from the Internet
box shown in Fig. 9.31.

Clicking the Settings button, displays another window,
shown in Fig. 9.32, in which you can select restrictions
appropriate to your system set-up.

Gamed Opeurd Smarty m Advanced

Inane Come,. 0revva.

P,onsa Cry =mu...drab...at in kited per

access to We, computer horn We Internet

Lean more about Intend Conrecnon FuerveY

II you're not sue bow to set these propel., use ,

the Network 56,111:1WIrec4 estead Skim,
................

I OK Cato

Fig. 9.31 The Properties Window.

dod

States Secunly Logged ICMP

Select the sedndes rump on you netwuk the Interne wets con
access

Se

0 Intend Mai Access ProtceciVerzon 31140'31
0 ,rgemeMaiAcce. Rolosi Vemon 41.01'41
0 Internet Ma/ Seem ISMTPI

PositlIke Protocol Vow', 31POP31

Remote Desktop

0 Secure Web Seer STOPS)
D Telnel Server

D Web Sa,.MTTPI

Add 1 1 Ed

(

Fig. 9.32 The Advanced Settings
Window.

Use the Help System for a detailed explanation of these
advanced settings.
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Towards the Mobile Office

Several of Windows XP's features are geared to making life a
little easier for those who use computers on the move.

Dial -Up Networking
With Dial -Up Networking, you can access shared information
on another computer, even if your computer is not connected to
the network. To do this you must dial directly to the network
server, which controls the resources of the network. If you have
a computer at home, you can dial in to your office network
server and connect to your work computer. Obviously, both
your computer at home and the network server at work must
have modems installed.

The easiest way of starting Dial -Up Networking is to
click Start, Control Panel, then double-click the
Network Connections icon to display the window in
Fig. 9.33 below.

.s Network Connections

File Edt View Favorites Tools Advanced Help

Back - i Search Folders

Address filw NetworkConnections

Not work tasks

Lit cre,t,,
ccrrerSon

5et up a ho . or small
office network

See Also

Network
Troubleshooter

Prestel On-ine
Discmnected. Firewdled
Spartste, Pllash 5.90 Vote hoff

Onetel.net
Eoccoriectad, Finravaged
Sportster Fiash Yoko PEP

Fig. 9.33 The Network Connections Window.

Now click the Create a New Connection option which starts
the New Connection Wizard, the second screen of which is
shown in Fig. 9.34 on the next page.
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Hew Connection Wizard

Network Connection Two
What do you want to do,

G Connect to the Internet
Connect to the Internet so you can trowse the Web end read email

Connect to the network at ow workplace
t to a business network hung duke, or VPN) so you can work horn home,

a held office, or anothei location

0 Set op a home or :was office network
Connect to an existing hone or steal office network of set op a new one

0 Set up an advanced connection
Connect <fleetly to anothet compater using your neat poakl, ot infrared port. or
set up thts computer so that other canputers cal corned to t

<5apkI Nee I ceme

Fig. 9.34 The Second New Network Connection Wizard Screen.

Next click the Connect to the network at my workplace radio
button followed by the Next button to display the third Wizard
screen, as shown in Fig. 9.35.

onn, lion What d

Network Connection
How do you want to connect to Be network al your workplace,

Create the follow* cornecbon

(!) Dial -op connection
Connect using a modern and a regular phone the a an Integrated SumerDgtd
Network (ISDN) phone foe

()Virtual Private Network connection
Connect to the network itung a virtual private network IVFNI connection over the
INernel

1
< Back 1 I Cancel j

Fig. 9.35 The Third New Network Connection Wizard Screen.

Having selected Dial -up connection, click the Next button to
proceed with the set-up, and eventually, you will be asked to
give a name to your new connection. Next time you click Start,
Connect To, you will find an extra service listed in the menu.
To connect to this service, click its icon, enter a password and
click the Dial button on the displayed Connect dialogue box.
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Using Briefcase or Offline Files
In Windows XP you can choose to work with files that are
stored on your main computer or files that are stored on a
network. Which option you choose depends on your needs at
the time.

Use the Briefcase tool if you frequently transfer files
between computers using a direct cable connection or a
removable disc. With Briefcase, you can synchronise
the files you modified on another computer with their
counterparts on your main computer. Furthermore, you
can keep your files organised by creating multiple brief-
cases.

Use the Offline Files tool if you want to work with shared
files on a network. Using Offline Files, you can make
changes to shared files while disconnected from the
network and then synchronise them the next time you
are connected to the network.

Briefcase Files: You can use the Briefcase feature to keep
your copies of files updated when you work on them away from
your main PC. The two main uses are if you work with a
portable computer, such as a laptop, when away from the
office, or if you transport files home in the evening on
removable discs to work on your own PC. Sooner or later, you
end up with the situation that the two sets of files are different
and you don't know which one to use.

range Icons By 0

Refresh

Paste

Paste Shortcut

.. Folder

Properties d 5hort<ut

?S Briii-ca

Microsoft Office Binder

Text Document

Wave Sound

1..1 Compressed (zipped) Folder

Fig. 9.36 Creating a New Briefcase.

Briefcase icon on your

Windows XP does not
automatically place the
Briefcase icon on your
desktop. To activate the tool,
right -click on an empty area
of your desktop, then select
New, Briefcase from the
cascade menu shown in

Fig. 9.36. This selection
places the New

desktop with its name
highlighted ready for you to rename.
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To use Briefcase with a portable computer, you connect the
portable and desktop computers and drag the files from the
folders on your main computer to the Briefcase folder icon on
your portable. When you next return to the office, after working
on the files, reconnect to your main computer, open the
Briefcase and click Update All in the Briefcase menu to
automatically update the files on your main computer with the
modified ones in your Briefcase. Sounds a little complicated,
but it's not really.

s s
Open
Browse Wth Part Shop Pro 7

Explore

Update All

Copy

Paste

Create Shortcut

Delete

Rename

Properties

Desktos (create shorts r)

tJ Compressed (zipped) Folder

Mail Recipient

;;..1. My Documents

Notepad

ae E DRIVE (h)

4, CD Drne (Kr)

!omega DP 100 (ll)

Fig. 9.37 Moving Briefcase to a Floppy.

option, then click the floppy in the
dialogue box which then displays the
as shown in Fig. 9.38.

To use a Briefcase with
a floppy, you first copy
the Briefcase icon onto
the floppy disc (right -
click it and select the
Send To option, as
shown in Fig. 9.37),
then use My Computer
to locate the folder (or
file) you want to take
home, click the Copy
this folder (or file)
displayed Copy Items

Briefcase on the floppy,

tud, - E ;:.(Search Folders

File and Folder Tayks Z.

Rg Rename the 'older

4 Mthe thes toner

Copy this holier

0 tamest ths loan to
the Web

jpf 7ore the Mays

rj Erma the Maw X des

X Caste this Mae

Other Planes

4 My Cerinder

L) My Cbcurrents

Rend Enarents

+ISA My Network Fines

I-3 Way Compute
S 3n Floppy (A.)=MI

* One Local Disk (C:)

0, Local Disk (11)

* One Loral Der (E:)

ck Fer. Lad Disk (FU

We Loral Did (GO

To new any madders, rick a dos sqr above.

Fig. 9.38 Transferring Files to the Briefcase on the Floppy.
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ISM=
Open
Browse With Paint Shea Pro 7

Explore

ixiprEaseisk

Tend To

Cut

Copy

Paste

Create Shortcut

Delete

Rename

Properties

Fig. 9.39 Updating Files.

Next, take the floppy home and burn
the midnight oil, using the files from the
Briefcase. No need to copy them
anywhere, but obviously make sure you
save your work back to the Briefcase
before packing it in.

When back in the office, open your
floppy, right -click on the Briefcase icon
and select Update All, as shown in
Fig. 9.39. Now to the clever bit. The
window in Fig. 9.40 will open, listing
any files that have been amended.

In our case, there was only one file changed. If you are happy
with the suggested course of action in this window, click the
Update button.

Update Mew Briefcase

2-.31
-J. -1

The following files need to be updated. To change the update action,
use the right mouse button to click the file you want to change.

bra!NincOmPi

In Briefcase
Modified
04/1112001 15:36

In D:1,My Document...
Unmodified

Replace 23107/199815:31

Update t) Cancel

L6'2'5714,4 Replace

PePt,,,,,,

1, 9°P

Fig. 9.40 The Update Briefcase Dialogue Box.

If not, you can right -click a file name and
change the action, as shown to the left. The
What's This option gives you some help, if you
need it

Note: It is essential that you close the Briefcase located on a
removable disc, before you actually remove the disc from your
PC. This is to ensure that the Briefcase database is updated,
otherwise you will be in danger of losing data. If you are
careless here, Windows tries to warn you with the message
shown in Fig. 9.41 on the next page.
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Save Briefcase

The disk whete the Beef.se database a boated

Vettly that the ask is accenbie

Retty cancel

Fig. 9.41 The Save Briefcase Warning Message.

If you still ignore this, you do so at your peril - or rather your
data's peril!

Offline Files: By using Offline Files, you can continue to work
with network files and programs even when you are not
connected to the network because, say, you have lost your
connection to it or undocked your portable computer. In such a
case, your view of shared network items that have been made
available off-line remains just as it was when you were
connected, and you can continue to work with them. With
Offline Files, you have the same access permissions to those
files and folders as you would have if you were connected to
the network. When the status of your connection changes, an
Offline Files icon appears in the status area, and an information
balloon is displayed near it to notify you of the change.

When your network connection is restored or when you dock
your portable computer, any changes that you made while
working off-line are updated to the network. If more than one
person makes changes to the same file, you are given the
option of saving your version of the file to the network, keeping
the other version, or saving both.

Your network system administrator can set up shared folders
so that either every network file you open in that shared folder
is automatically made available off-line, or only those network
files you choose are made available off-line. However, unlike
shortcuts to files, if a shortcut to a folder is made available
off-line, the contents of that folder will not be made available
off-line.

To set up your computer to use Offline Files, click Start, My
Computer, then use the Tools, Folder Options menu
command to display the Folder Options dialogue box shown in
Fig. 9.42 on the next page.
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On the Offline Files
Offline Files check b
all offline files befon
or leave it unchecki
synchronisation ensu
versions of every nel
off-line, while a quick
complete versions of
necessarily be the mo

Folder Options

General View

tab sheet, make sure that the Enable
ox is selected. Also, select Synchronize

logging off to get a full synchronisation
ed for a quick synchronisation. A full
res that you have the most current
work file that has been made available
, synchronisation ensures that you have
all your off-line files, though they may not
st current versions.

rile Types Offline Files

4>49, Use Offline Files to work with files and programs stored on the
101 network even when you are not connected.

El Enable Offline Files

D Synchronize all offline files when logging on

El Synchronize all offline files before logging off

ij] Display a reminder every.

60 w minutes.

 Create an Offine Files shortcut on the desktop

Amount of disk space to use for temporary offline frles.

fete Files... 1

477 MB (10% of drive)

View Files

OK

Advanced j

Cancel Apply

Fig. 9.42 The Folder Options Dialogue Box.

If you want to know more about the practicalities of Offline
Files, may we suggest you approach your system administrator,
as each such person will most certainly have a different idea on
how such a system should work. Good luck!
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System Tools

Windows XP, as you would expect, comes equipped with a full
range of system utility programs so that you can maintain your
PC's set-up as easily as possible. By default, access to all
these tools is from the Start menu, using the All Programs,
Accessories, System Tools route which opens the cascade
menu options shown in Fig. 10.1 below.

Noel Ka

Internet Explorer

SI Outlook Express

Update

rig -

si Adobe Acrobat 4.0
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Fig. 10.1 The Cascade System Tools Menu.

We have already come across two of the System
Tools sub -menu options; the Character Map and the Files
and Settings Transfer Wizard were discussed in Chapter 6
(page 113 and 120). Of the remaining options, the System
Information is the easiest to examine. This option offers a
number of choices (Fig. 10.2), such as System Summary,
Hardware Resources, etc., each one of which will be different
for you from that of our system. Therefore, we leave it to you to
examine the information of your own system.

L
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System Into rinat io 0

Fie Edit View Toots Help

tt Hardware Resources
Components

Software Environment

« Internet Settings

t Office 10 Applications

is Applications

Find what

Search selected category only  Search category names only

Item

OS Name
Version

OS Manufacturer
System Name
System Manufacturer
System Model
System Type
Processor
BIOS Version/Date
SMBIOS Version
Windows Directory
System Directory
Boot Device
Locale
Hardware Abstraction Layer
User Name
Time Zone
Total Physical Memory

Value

Microsoft Windows XP Professional
51.2600 Build 2600
Microsoft Corporation
HOME-NK
Dell Computer Corporation
Dimension 8100
X86 -based PC

x86 Family 15 Model 0 Stepping 7 G enuineint
Dell Computer Corporation A02, 30/11/2000
23
E: \WINDOWS
EAWINDOWSISystem32
%Device Harddisk,Volume1
United Kingdom
Version = "51.26000 (xpclient.010817-11481
HOME-NK1Noel Kantaris
GMT Standard Time
120 00 MB

[ Close Find

Fig. 10.2 The System Information Window.

System Problem Prevention
In versions of the OS prior to Windows Me, backing up both
your system set-up and data files from hard disc to another
storage medium, was essential. First with Windows Me and
now with Windows XP, you have a threefold protection against
System corruption. These are: System File Protection,
Automatic Update, and System Restore, all of which will be
discussed shortly. So now, all you have to look after is your
data. After all, hard discs can 'crash' (though not as often these
days as they used to) and your PC could be stolen, or lost in a
fire, or flood. Any of these events would cause a serious data
loss, unless you had a copy of it all, and stored it safely.

System File Protection
Windows applications sometimes can, and do, overwrite
important System files which, in the past, could render your
system unusable. Windows XP protects such System files by
automatically restoring them to their original version, if any
changes have been attempted by an application program.
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Automatic Update

Noel Ka

,0) Internet Explorer
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6 Microsoft Office Tools 0
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4 Internet Explorer
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Remote Assistance

Windows Media Player

vilndass Messenger

Fig. 10.3 The Windows
Update Menu Option.

Windows XP can update
automatically any System files, if
these become available, from
Microsoft's Web site. All you
have to do is click Start, All
Programs, and select the
Windows Update menu option,
as shown in Fig. 10.3.

After connecting to the Internet
through your Internet Service
Provider (ISP), you will be
connected automatically to
Microsoft's Web site, as shown in
Fig. 10.4 below.

iptIdl ,M'crnsolt 1. txi.

Fle Edt Vrev,, Fa

Windows Update
catalog I nice Pod ,e.

dos, update

See Also

 About gee draws LEOOt,

'I 0 Xupport Informatton

01mMeg Pete. httlsitY4

Checking foi the latest +eersion of the
Windows Update software_

DependeN on toe connection speed, ties might take a
minute. To ensue that you're able to vow wndows Update
when, rho yenhcation is complete, select Yes in any Securby
Warning" dialog boxes that appeal.

Fig. 10.4 Connecting to Microsoft's Update Home Page.
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Next, click the Welcome link to get an appropriate list of
updates for your system. However, in order to be able to
download program patches to your system, the Windows
Update program needs to have information relating to your
system configuration, as shown in Fig. 10.5.
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Fig. 10.5 Connecting to Microsoft's Scan for Updates Screen.

Once this is done, you can select which software to download,
if any. Be careful you don't go overboard with your selection of
downloads ... think of your telephone bill. On successful
completion of program downloads, the Windows Setup
program installs the new patches or programs to your system
automatically, after which you can either go back to browse
Microsoft's site, or you can disconnect from the Internet.

New to Windows XP is the ability of the program to manage
critical updates automatically as you can see on the entry in the
right panel of the updates screen. We suggest you spend some
time finding out a bit more about this before you commit to it.
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System Restore
If things go really wrong, System Restore can be used to return
your PC to the last date it was working perfectly. Every time you
start to install a new program, Windows XP takes a snapshot of
your system prior to starting the new installation. Alternatively,
you can force Windows to take a snapshot any time you
choose.

To examine the System Restore utility, use the Start, All
Programs, Accessories, System Tools and click on its
icon, shown here, which displays the screen in Fig. 10.6.

Syt tern flostilre

Welcome to System Restore

You can use System Restore to undo harmful changes to
your computer and restore its settings and perfonoance.
System Restore returns your computer to an earlier time
loaded a restore pont) orthout calinng you to lose recent
work, such as saved documents, e -road, Of lystory and
fayontes lists

any changes that System Restore makes to you computer
are completely revs side

Your computer automata* creates restore Poits (called
system checkpoints), but you can also use System Restore
to create your own restore points. This is useful if you ae
about to make a major change to your system, such as
instating a new Program or e Wry your registry.

5ostem Restore Settioos

To contnue, select an option, and then click Next.

To beans, select the task that you want to perform:

( yect o 1 t Camel I

Fig. 10.6 The Welcome to System Restore Screen.

As you can see, from this screen you can select to Restore
your computer to an earlier time, or create a Restore point. To
demonstrate further what happens, we chose the Restore my
computer to an earlier time option, then clicked the Next
button. This displays a further screen, as shown in Fig. 10.7 on
the next page.
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Select a Restore Point

The fob:sang calendar displays n bold al ot the dates that have restore poets available. The tst &plays the
restore points that are available Tor the selected date.

Possele types of restore ocAnts are: system oh parts (scheduled restore points created by your computer),
manual restore points (restore poets created by you), and estallation restore pokes (automate restore pons
created been certain Programs are Vistaed).

1.On this calendar, crick a bold date. Z. On this lint, click a restore point.

Man

6
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7

19 15 IS

3

10

17

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

27 28 29 30

Os hereof/es 2001
11:30.17 5 stem check rant

k1.k L camel_

Fig. 10.7 Selecting a System Restore Point.

The dates shown in bold in the calendar are Restore points
created by Windows XP. The three possible types of Restore
points are:

System Restore points created by your computer

Manual Restore points created by you

Restore points automatically created prior to installing
certain programs.

If you select to create a Manual Restore point, Windows XP
asks you to give a description of this Restore point so that you
can identify it easily at a later stage, as shown in Fig. 10.8.

I. On this calendar, click a bold date. 2. On thin list, tick a restore point.

910 Tat

,ovember

Wed Thu

2005

Fri Sun

05 moverober 2001 5
09:38:413 After instanter auto Windows U date.

Pig
2 4

6
7 8 9 10 Restores your computer to this the

12 13 19 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 29 25

26 27 28 29 30

Fig. 10.8 A Manual Restore Point.
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Disc Cleanup

You can run Disk Cleanup
hard drive. The first
activation, is to ask

to help you free up space on your
thing that Disk Cleanup does after
you to select the drive you want to

clean up, as shown in

Fig. 10.9. It then scans the
specified drive, and then lists
temporary files, Internet
cache files, and un-
necessary program files that
you can safely delete, as

shown in Fig. 10.10.

Select Drive

Select the chive you want to dean up.

()eves:

OK Ewt

Fig. 10.9 Selecting a Drive.

,i)' Disk Cleanup lei (La

Disk Cleanup`More Options
-

You can use Disk Cleanup to free up to 87,355 KB of disk
4:110 space on (El.

Files to delete:

hIssged Ptos"ort

8 Temporary Internet Files

Recycle Bin

4 System Restore: Obsolete Data Stores

Fik) Temporary files

Total amount of disk space you gam.

DeschPhon

Downloaded Program Flea are ActiveX contras and Java applets
downloaded automatically from the Internet when you view certain
pages. They are temporarily stored in the Downloaded Program
Flies folder on your hard disk

9,465 KB

41,805 KB

1 KB

36.054 KB

51,270 KB

View Files

OK Cancel

Fig. 10.10 Files Found by Cleanup.

As you can see, in our case, we could free 9,465 KB of disc
space by simply deleting the Temporary Internet Files (Web
pages stored on your hard disc for quick viewing), and 41,805
KB by deleting information in the Recycle Bin. The More
Options tab allows you to remove Windows components and
installed programs that you do not use any more.
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Defragmenting your Hard Discs

The Disk Defragmenter optimises a hard disc by rearranging
the data on it to eliminate unused spaces, which speeds
up access to the disc by Windows operations. You don't
need to exit a running application before starting the Disk

Defragmenter.

Choose which drive to defragment and you can defragment it
in the background while working by minimising the utility onto
the Task bar. On the other hand, you can watch the process of
the operation.

For example, having selected a drive and clicking the
Analyze button, you will be told whether defragmentation is
needed or not. On the other hand, clicking the Defragment
button, starts the process which is shown in Fig. 10.11 below.

Disk Del toggle ate r

File Action Yew HO)

11

Vak

(c,)

Session Status Fife System

FAT3Z

Capacity

10.62 56

Free Space

11.95 58

% Free Space

64 %

FAT32 r 4, 9 68

Estimated disk usage before defragmentation:

IR1
Estimated disk usage after defragmentation:

111111 I
Pause Stop

II Fragmented Iles  Coobguous files Unmovable files  Free space

Defragmenting... 96% Compacting F11.,

XI

11

Fig. 10.11 Defragmentation in Progress.

On your screen you can see which files are fragmented (shown
in red) and which files are not fragmented (shown in blue),
while free space is shown in white. For large drives this process
can take a long time, so make time for it!
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Scheduled Tasks

The Scheduled Tasks option allows you to carry out several
housekeeping tasks, such as disc cleanup, or defragmenting

your data, at times convenient to you. Clicking its icon,
opens the window shown in Fig. 10.12 below.

Fie Eck

Scheduled rest,

Other Places

Control Pariel

 roe. pruners
 Stared Documents

SP,, Network Mae.%

Sends Folders

',:j Add Scheduled Teak

(

Sceduie Next Ran Tire Last Ras Tine

Go

Fig. 10.12 The Scheduled Tasks Window.

On here, double-click the Add Scheduled Task icon to start
the Wizard. Clicking Next on the first Wizard screen displays
the second Wizard screen, shown in Fig. 10.13 below:

Scheduled Took Wizard

Ckck the program you want Windows to run.
To see more programs. click Browse.

1 Version

 Character Map

al Command Prompt

gi Data Sources (DDBC)

01§11WEI
['tie Fax Console 521776.0

Fax Cover Page Editor 5.2.17700

5.1.2600.0 (x...

5 1 2600 0 (x...

3.520.7713.0

Icnn n

Browse...

[ < Back I [ Cancel I

Fig. 10.13 The Second Scheduled Task Wizard.
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On this screen (Fig. 10.13), select the task to be Scheduled
then click the Next button to display:

Sr:Warded (ask Wizard

Type a name for this task The task name can he
the same name as the program name.

(Disk Cleanup

Poison this task.

r Daily
a Weekly

a Monthly

 One time only

 When my computer starts

r When I log on

< Back Next > I Cancel

Fig. 10.14 The Third Scheduled Task Wizard Screen.

On this screen (Fig. 10.14) you are asked to specify the
frequency at which you would like the selected task to be
performed (we selected weekly in our example). Having done
so, press the Next button to display the fourth Wizard screen,
shown in Fig. 10.15 below.

Scheduled Task Wizard

Select the time and day you want this task to start.

Start tine:

11200

Every i1 weeks

Select the day(s) or the week below

r Monday

r Tuesday

r Wednesday

r Thursday

I- Friday

Saturday

fit; Sunday

< Back if Next > r, Cancel

Fig. 10.15 The Fourth Scheduled Task Wizard Screen.
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On this screen you are asked to specify when you want the
selected task to be carried out. Obviously, your computer must
be switched on in order to perform such scheduled tasks, so it's
up to you to choose a convenient time. Having done so, press
the Next button to display the fifth Wizard screen, shown in
Fig. 10.16 below.

Scheduled Task d

Enter the name and password of a user. The task wit
run as d it wete started by that user.

Enter the user name !HOME -MK \ Noel Kantaris

Enter the password I

Fig. 10.16 The Fifth Scheduled Task Wizard Screen.

As you can see from the Wizard screen, you can enter the
name of a user and a password. The task is then run as if it

were started by the specified user. Clicking Next, displays the
final Wizard screen and clicking the Finish button, performs
the selected task at its chosen time.

It is a good idea to perform such tasks regularly, but make
sure that

your computer is switched on at the selected times, and

you are not inconvenienced by your time selection.

It is, of course assumed that your PC's clock is showing the
same time as your watch, otherwise you might get some
unexpected surprises!
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Power Saving Management

You can automatically put your computer into hibernation or
standby, provided you log on as an administrator, and your
computer is set up by the manufacturer to support these
options. If your computer is connected to a network, network
policy settings may prevent you from completing these tasks.

Hibernation Mode
When your computer is put into hibernation mode, everything in
the computer memory is saved on your hard disc, and your
computer is switched off. When you turn the computer back on,
all programs and documents that were open when you turned
the computer off are restored on the desktop.

To initiate hibernation, activate the Control Panel and
double-click the Power Options icon shown here. Then,
in the displayed Power Options Properties dialogue box,
click the Hibernate tab. If the Hibernate tab is

unavailable, then this is because your computer does not
support this feature. If it does, make sure the Enable
hibernation box is checked, as shown in Fig. 10.17.

Power Options Properties..

Power Schemes Advanced filbmnate UPS

40
When your computer hbernates slues whatever it has et
memory on your hard disk and then shuts down. When your
computer comes out of hibernation, it returns to its previous state

H tomnate

[+ ]_Enable hiternabon

Ot.,k soace for hrbernat ion

Free disk space' 2,215 MB

Disk space required to hibernate 128 MB

OK Cancel

Fig. 10.17 The Power Options Properties Screen.
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Next, click the Advance tab and select what you want under
Options, then click the down-arrow button against the When I
press the power button on my computer box and choose
what you want to happen from the drop -down options list shown
in Fig. 10.18.

Power Options Properties TN'
Power Schemes Advanced Hibernate UPS

Select the power -saving set ngs you want lo use.

Options

 Always show Pon on the taskbar

El Prompt for password when computer resumes from standby

Power buttons

When I press the power button on my computer.

Shut down

Do nothing
Ask me what to do
Stand by
Hibernate

Of. Cancel

Fig. 10.18 The Power Button Options List.

Next, click the Power Schemes tab, and select a time in
System hibernates. If you set this to, say, 'after 1 min', then
you can sit back and see what happens. With our system, after
one minute we were informed that it was safe to switch off the
computer, which we did. When switching on the computer a
few seconds later, Windows XP started up automatically (the
dual boot option became unavailable) and loaded all the
programs that happened to be loaded at the time of
hibernation.

If you decide that you do not want your system to hibernate,
just go through the procedure described above and uncheck
the selected option in the Power Options Properties screen of
Fig. 10.17. Finally, click the Power Schemes tab, and select
'never' for the time the System hibernates.
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Standby Mode
When your computer is put into standby mode, information in
computer memory is not saved to your hard disc. You must
save all your work before putting your computer into standby
mode, because if there is an interruption in power, all
information in the computer's memory will be lost.

To initiate standby mode, activate the Control Panel and
click on the Power Options icon. In the displayed Power
Options Properties dialogue box, click the Power Schemes tab,
as shown in Fig. 10.19.

Power Options Pioperties

Power Schemes Advanced Hibernate UPS

Select the power scheme with the most appropriate settings for
this computer. Note that changing the settings below will modify
the selected scheme.

Power schemes

brtnms!O(dice

Save As...

Settings for Home/Office Desk power scheme

Turn off monitor After 20 mins

Turn off hard disks. Never

System standby Never

System hibernates Never

K

Delete

Cancel

Fig. 10.19 The Power Options Power Scheme Screen.

If you are using a portable computer, you can specify one
setting for battery power and a different setting for AC power. In
fact, you can adjust any power management option that your
computer's hardware configuration supports.
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Drive Conversion to NTFS

If you did not choose to convert your Windows XP drive from
the FAT file system to the NTFS file system during installation,
you can do so at any time. However, before doing so, you must
consider the various advantages and disadvantages associated
with such a conversion. Although we have discussed this topic
at the beginning of the book, we reiterate these again below.

Do not convert your Windows XP drive to the NTFS file
system if you intend to retain your Windows 95/98/Me
installation, and you want to exchange document files
between the two systems (in both directions).

Convert to NTFS if you want to get better file security,
including the Encrypting File System (EFS) which
protects data on your hard drive by encrypting each file
with a randomly generated key.

Convert to NTFS if you want better disc compression
and better support for large hard discs.

Convert to NTFS if you have a large hard drive and
don't want its performance to degrade as it does with
the FAT or FAT32 system.

Fl; ially, from an NTFS partition you can browse, read and write
to files on the FAT or FAT32 partitions, but Windows 95/98/Me
cannot detect the NTFS partition, so it cannot interfere with its
settings. However, the conversion to NTFS is one-way,
therefore, you will not be able to convert back to FAT or FAT32.

To convert your Windows XP FAT or FAT32 drive to NTFS,
click on Start then select All Programs, Accessories,
Command Prompt option, then type the following commands
in two lines, pressing the <Enter> key at the end of each line,
as shown in Fig. 10.20 below.

Command Prompt 1012
:A.20401

Cop%r'i Lt 1385-20651 MicroGoft Corp.

;,Doctments and Settingu\Nool kantaris

17:NTonvert

cd\
Convert E:/fs:ntfs

Fig. 10.20 Command Prompt.
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Scanning a Hard Disc for Errors

Windows XP incorporates a utility that can check the integrity of
your hard disc, and if it finds any errors, it can attempt to repair
them. To start this utility, click My Computer then in the
displayed screen right -click the drive you want to check, select
Properties from the drop -down menu and click the Tools tab
to display the screen in Fig. 10.21.

Of Proper ties

General Tools Hardware Sharing

Erroechecking

This option will check the volume for
errors.

Check Now .

Defragmentation

This option will defragment files on the volume.

Backup

Deftegment Note

TMs option wiH back up files on the volume.

Backup Now._

OK Cancel

Fig. 10.21 The Disk Properties Screen.

As you can see, you have three choices; Check Now for disc
errors, Defragment Now, or Backup Now. The last option is
not available in the Windows XP Home edition.

Before you can start scanning your selected drive for errors,
all running programs and applications on that drive must be
closed. If you start this utility while a program on that drive is
running, you will be informed of the fact in a warning box. If
your disc or disc partition is formatted as NTFS, Windows
automatically logs all file transactions, replaces bad clusters,
and stores copies of key information for all files on the NTFS
disc or disc partition.
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The Backup Program

Because your system state data files are backed up by System
Restore, Microsoft has only included the Backup program with

the Windows XP Professional edition in which case the
Backup program will be listed in the System Tools. The
program should be used on a regular basis to back up

both system set-up and data files from the hard disc to another,
removable, storage medium, as hard discs can 'crash' (though
not as often these days as they used to) and your PC could be
stolen, or lost in a fire, or flood. Any of these events would
cause a serious data loss, particularly to businesses, unless
you had backed it all up, and stored it somewhere safely,
preferably away from the vicinity of the PC.

Making a Back-up
We will step through the procedure of backing up, and then
restoring, a selection of files. You should then be happy to carry
on by yourself. Clicking the Backup icon in the System Tools,
starts the Backup or Restore Wizard, as shown in Fig. 10.22.

Backup or Restore d

Welcome to the Backup or
Restore Wizard

This waard helps you back up a restore the files and
settings on your computer.

If you prefer, you can switch to Advanced Mode to change the
settings used for backup sr restore4his option is recommended
for advanced users only.

El Always start in wizard mode

To continue, click Next.

Ne'" [ Cancel 1

Fig. 10.22 The Windows XP Professional Backup Welcome Screen

Note the Advance Mode link pointed to above. Activating this
link allows you to schedule backups. We will look at this later.
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The back-up procedure can be carried out on a tape, a floppy
disc, or a removable disc. In our example, we first chose in the
second Wizard screen to 'back up files and settings', then in
the third Wizard screen we selected the 'Let me choose what to
back up' option. In the fourth Wizard screen, shown in

Fig. 10.23 below, we selected the My Documents folder by
clicking the + sign to open its structure in the left-hand pane,
then double-clicking the My Pictures folder to check it.

not kr' p or Restore Wizar tl

Items to Back Up
You can back up any combination of droves, folders, o, files

Items to

Double -dick an item on the left to see its contents on the right. Then select the check
box nest to any skive, folder, or tie that you want to back up.

up

Desktop

j My Computer
- -s,_i My Documents

«DL) Fax
L] My Music

My Videos

 Dal New Briefcase
. 4 My Network Places

Name

TITI101_Calypso pg

.1t-i 102_Chun pg

Ea tOco_Eppysipp
, 104_1mbrogbopg

6a 105_Flunge pg

 1106_Loop the L.
Ea 12) 107 Opal Heart mg

Type

JPEG Image

JPEG Image

JPEG Image

JPEG Image

JPEG Image

JPEG Image

JPEG Image

<Back J t4.1 I Cancel

Fig 10.23 Selecting items to Back Up.

Progress

Tone

Processing ocumen,s \ My Pctules Ninon,

Pies

Bytes

Bawd

20

14,821,924

F onseled

26

15 51926

Fig. 10.24 Backing Up Process.

To select, or deselect,
individual files, tick in their
boxes in the right-hand pane,
as shown above, and press the
Next button. The Backup
Wizard asks you to select what
and where to back up, give a
name to your back-up file that
means something to you in the
future, gives you a summary of
what is intended, and lets you
start the process. The window
shown in Fig. 10.24, keeps you
informed during the backing up
process.
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Backup Types
By default, during our demonstration, we have created a
'Normal' backup of the selected files. To see what other types
of backup exist, first return to the opening screen of the Backup
or Restore Wizard, then click the Advance Mode link to display
the screen in Fig. 10.25.

ROC up Utility (Untitled)

Job Edit View Hob

slcome Backup Restore and Manage Medm Schedule Jobs

Welcome to the Backup Utility Advanced Mode
11 you Rena. you can welch to WizaNljdudg to use urrphfied setings to backup a restage

Backup Wizard (Advanced)
The Backup mad helps you create a beck. at you, Rayons and Nes

Restore Waned (Advanced)
The Restage inundrorkas you restore your data Isom a back.

I Automated System Recovers Wiraed
The ASR Preparation vcsd helps you seal* a two-part backup of your system a floppy drik MA ha
your system sengs and she, made that contains a back. or y0A local system parish.

Fig. 10.25 The Advanced Backup Utility.

Next, use the Tools, Options command to open the Options
dialogue box shown in
Fig. 10.26.

The Backup utility
supports five methods of
backing up data on your
computer or network.
These are listed on the
next page.

Opt vni RAs
Bratsk, Restore Back. Type Bak. logyExclude Fees

This page dam you to select a delara backup type W$.ch options
you select here depend on hoss often you beck up. how quickly you
want to redo, and how much dotage space you have.

Defeat Backup Type.

Normal

Copy
Defesenhat
:ru:rernen,a1

Fig. 10.26 Selecting the Backup
Type.
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Normal Backup

Copy Backup

Differential Backup

Copies all selected files and marks
them as having been backed up. With
normal backups, you need only the
most recent copy of the backup file or
tape to restore all of the files. A
normal backup is usually performed
the first time you create a backup set.

Copies all selected files but does not
mark them as having been backed
up. Copying is useful if you want to
back up files between normal and
incremental backups because it does
not affect these other backup opera-
tions.

Copies files created or changed since
the last normal or incremental
backup. It does not mark files as
having been backed up. If you are
performing a combination of normal
and differential backups, restoring
files and folders requires that you
have the last normal as well as the
last differential backup.

Incremental Backup Backs up only those files created or
changed since the last normal or
incremental backup. It marks files as
having been backed up. If you use a
combination of normal and incre-
mental backups, you will need to
have the last normal backup set as
well as all incremental backup sets in
order to restore your data.

Daily Backup Copies all selected files that have
been modified the day the daily
backup is performed. The backed -up
files are not marked as having been
backed up.
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If the data files you are backing up are not very large in size,
then using a normal backup is the easiest method. The backup
set is stored on one disc or tape and restoring data from it is
very easy.

If the amount of your storage space is limited, then back up
your data using a combination of normal and incremental
backups; it is the quickest method. However, recovering files
can be time-consuming and difficult because the backup set
can be stored on several discs or tapes.

Finally, backing up your data using a combination of normal
and differential backups is more time-consuming, especially if
your data changes frequently, but it is easier to restore the data
because the backup set is usually stored on only a few discs or
tapes.

Restoring your Files
To restore files that have been previously backed up, place the
first disc of the set in the disc drive, activate the Backup or
Restore Wizard and on the second Wizard screen click the
Restore radio button followed by Next. Again, click the + sign to
open the file structure in the left-hand pane of the Restore
window, as shown in Fig. 10.27.

Backup or Restore

What to Restore
You can restore any umdheration of drives, folders, or files.

Doubts cite an tees on the left to see is contents, Then select the
check box next to any dove, toiler, ot tie that you want to restore

Items to re at
Browse

Name
a Backup bkr aeated 115/11 /2001 at 16:32 Noel Kanrans

E

RitjninglIMM

Back Nert > Cancel

Fig. 10.27 Selecting the Backup Set to Restore
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Pressing the Next button, causes the program to display a
Summary screen of the restore procedure. Clicking the
Advanced button on this Summary screen, gives you a choice
on where to restore the selected items, then what to do when
restoring files that already exist, as shown in Fig. 10.28.

Itackop or Restore 41 Ror d

Now to Fiesta*,
You can choose how you want to restore fibs that me already on your compute

WhoO restoring files that akeemly exist on you computer

()Leave existing hies iRetYintix,rdxd1

Replace existing files it they me older then the backup files

Cl Replace existing files

Pont, 11Next >Caei I

Fig. 10.28 Selecting How to Restore.

Drive:

Label:

Status:

Progress

Time.

Processing.

Files.

Bytes

Cancel I

B ackup.bkf seated 05!11./ 20131 ar 16 32

Restoring files to your computer

L
Elapsed. Estimated remaining

2 sec .1 5 hi., 33 min

Processed Estimated

26

11 359 663

Fig. 10.29 The Restore Progress Screen.

A good choice would be
to select the option to
'Replace the file on disk
only if it is older than
the backup copy'. After
making an appropriate
selection on file
replacement and file
security, pressing the
Finish button causes
the Wizard to start the
restore process, as
shown in Fig. 10.29.

Hopefully you should
by now be completely
sold on the Backup
utility.
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The Command Prompt

If you are an experienced PC user, you may well prefer to do
much of your specialised work by entering instructions in the
Command window. Windows XP, just like Windows NT/2000,
still lets you do this.

To display the Command Prompt window, click Start,
All Programs, Accessories and select the Command la
Prompt option from the cascade menu. This opens the
window in Fig. 11.1 below.

ndP,mnid
odovt XP Nem it
it 198-2001 Niel

Et\Dotument:: eald Cettintis,Noel

.1 .2(4103
it Cory.'

Fig. 11.1 The Command Prompt Window.

For this section of the book, you might find it more convenient
to place a shortcut to the Command Prompt icon on your
desktop. To do this, right -click its entry on the cascade menu,
then select Send To, Desktop from the displayed drop -down
menu.

If you are a Windows 95/98/Me user, you will notice the
absence of the Toolbar from the above window. However, don't
despair, as most of the commands provided by such a Toolbar
can be carried out from the command menu.
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Command Pr

°Pk

Move

Size

_ Minimize

CI Maximize

X Close
Edit

Defaults

Properties

To illustrate this, let us change the appearance
of the Command Prompt screen so that you
can display, say, black lettering on white
background. To do this, click on the Command
button (to be found at the upper left corner of
the window) which displays the drop -down
menu shown in Fig. 11.2 to the left. Next, select
the Properties menu option which displays the
dialogue box in Fig. 11.3.

Fig. 11.2 The Command Shortcut Menu.

"Command Prompt" Properties '5<11

Options Font 1 Layout Lobos

?;" Screen Text

Screen Background

C Popup Text

Popup Background

:VOINOUritif.

Selected Screen Colors

Selected Color Values

Red. 1255 f..1

Green 1255

Blue 1255 ti

\WINDOWS> die
SYSTEM <DIR> 10-01-99 5:0l
SYS]. EM32 <DIR> 10-01-99 5:01

Selected Popup Colors

C.:WINDOWS> dir
SYSTEM <DIE> /0-01-99 5:01
SYSTE1132ornr.sar TVT

<DIR> 18-01-99 5:01
,c1,1,1C 0_1)4 _00 C -fig

OK Cancel

Fig. 11.3 The Properties Dialogue Box.

can select Screen Buffer

Here we show the
Colors tab sheet in

which we made the
following selections:

Screen Text: Black
Screen Background: White
Popup Text: Blue
Popup Background: Grey.

In the Options tab
sheet, you can select
the Cursor Size,
Display Options
(window or full screen),
Command History, and
Edit Options. In the
Font tab sheet you can
select Font Size and
Font Style. In the
Layout tab sheet you

Size, Window Size, and Window
Position. Pressing the OK button, displays an additional
dialogue box, asking you to select between 'Apply properties to
current window only', or 'Modify shortcut that started this
window'. Choosing the latter will make your selections default
for all sessions of the Command Prompt.

In Windows XP, just like in Windows NT/2000, you use DOS
commands in the Command Prompt window. To illustrate the
point, type dir and press the <Enter> key. What is displayed is
shown at the top half of the screen in Fig. 11.4.
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0

Command Pr mit

icrosoft Windows X' rs . .

C) Copyright 1985-2001 Microsoft Corp.

:\Documents and Settings\Noel Hantaris>dir
Volume in drive E has no label.
Volume Serial Number is 2378-15D2

Directory of E:\Documents and Settings\Noel Hantaris

/10/2001 11:54 <DIR>
8/10/2001 11:54 <DIR>
8/10/2001 11:20 <DIR> Start Menu
8/10/2001 11:54 <DIR> My Documents
8/10/2001 11:54 <DIR> Favorites
/10/2001 11:20 <DIR> Desktop
3/10/2001 14:17 <DIR> WINDOWS

0 File(s) 0 bytes
7 Dir(s) 2,327.789.568 bytes free

:\Documents and Settings\Noel Hantaris>.,

Fig. 11.4 The Structure of the Disc Holding Windows XP.

This, of course, is a typical DOS screen. To prove the point,
type dir /w and press the <Enter> key. In fact, with Windows
XP, as with Windows NT/2000, the facility of using DOS
commands in the Command Prompt window is mainly provided
for backward compatibility and, therefore, if you want to adopt
this method of working, we assume that you must be familiar
with DOS commands, switches, filters, and batch files. Such
files are most likely to be written by the System Administrator,
to perhaps advertise to the network users, rules, events, or new
packages.

All the available DOS commands are shown in Fig. 11.6, and
can be displayed in the Command Prompt window by typing
help followed by <Enter>. Information on individual commands
can be displayed by either typing help command name, or
typing command name /?. Either will produce an extensive list
of command switches with explanation, as shown in Fig. 11.5.

Command Prompt.

'"v\i.cuments an.
g

.ettin \ t /.over
onverts FAT volumes to NIPS.

CONVERT volume /FS:NTFS 1/UI C/CotArea:filenamel I/NoSecurityl ['XI

volume Specifies the drive letter (followed by a colon),
mount point. or volume name.

/FS:NTFS Specifies that the volume is to be converted to NTH.
/8 Specifies that Convert should be run in verbose mode.
/CutArea:filename

Specifies a contiguous file in the root directory to be
the place holder for NTPS system files.

/NoSecurity Specifies the converted files and directories security
settings to be accessible by everyone.

/X Forces the volume to dismount first if necessary.
All opened handles to the volume would then be invalid.

E:\Documents and Settings\Noel Hantaris>

Fig. 11.5 Getting Help with DOS Commands.
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Command Prompt

:\Documents and Settings\Noel Xantaris>help
or more information on a specific command, type HELP command-name
SSOC Displays or modifies file extension associations.

Schedules commands and programs to run on a computer.
TTRIB Displays or changes file attributes.
REAR Sets or clears extended CTRL+C checking.
ACLS Displays or modifies access control lists (ACLs) of files.
ALL Calls one batch program from another.
D Displays the name of or changes the current directory.
HCP Displays or sets the active code page number.
HDIR Displays the name of or changes the current directory.
HXDSX Checks a disk and displays a status report.
MINUS Displays or modifies the checking of disk at boot time.
LS Clears the screen.
MD Starts a new instance of the Windows command interpreter.
OLOR Sets the default console foreground and background colors.
OMP Compares the contents of two files or sets of files.
OMPACT Displays or alters the compression of files on NTH partitions.
ONUERT Converts FAT volumes to NTPS. You cannot convert the

current drive.
OPY Copies one or more files to another location.
ATE Displays or sets the date.
EL Deletes one or more files.
IR Displays a list of files and subdirectories in a directory.
ISRCOMP Compares the contents of two floppy disks.
ISKCOPY Copies the contents of one floppy disk to another.
OSKEY Edits command lines, recalls Windows commands, and creates macros.
CHO Displays messages, or turns command echoing on or off.
NDLOCAL Ends localization of environment changes in a batch file.
RASE Deletes one or more files.
BIT Quits the CMD.EXE program (command interpreter).

Compares two files or sets of files, and displays the differences
between them.

IND Searches for a text string in a file or files.
INDSTR Searches for strings in files.
OR Runs a specified command for each file in a set of files.

FORMAT Formats a disk for use with Windows.
'TYPE Displays or modifies file types used in file extension associations.
OTO Directs the Windows command interpreter to a labeled line in a

batch program.
MEMEL Enables Windows to display an extended character set in graphics

mode.
ELP Provides Help information for Windows commands.

IF Performs conditional processing in batch programs.
ABEL Creates, changes, or deletes the volume label of a disk.
D Creates a directory.
XDIR Creates a directory.
ODE Configures a system device.
ORE Displays output one screen at a time.
ODE Moves one or more files from one directory to another directory.
ATH Displays or sets a search path for executable files.
RUSE Suspends processing of a batch file and displays a message.
OPD Restores the previous value of the current directory saved by PUSHD.
HINT Prints a text file.
ROMPT Changes the Windows command prompt.
USHD Saves the current directory then changes it.
D Removes a directory.
ECOUER Recovers readable information from a bad or defective disk.
EM Records comments (remarks) in batch files or CONFIG.SYS.
EN Renames a file or files.
ENAME Renames a file or files.
EPLACE Replaces files.
MDIR Removes a directory.
ET Displays, sets, or removes Windows environment variables.
ETLOCAL Begins localization of environment changes in a batch file.
HIFT Shifts the position of replaceable parameters in batch files.
ORT Sorts input.
TART Starts a separate window to run a specified program or command.
UBST Associates a path with a drive letter.
IME Displays or sets the system time.
ITLE Sets the window title for a CMD.EXE session.
REE Graphically displays the directory structure of a drive or path.
YPE Displays the contents of a text file.
ER Displays the Windows version.
ERIFY Tells Windows whether to verify that your files are written

correctly to a disk.
OL Displays a disk volume label and serial number.
COPY Copies files and directory trees.

:\Documents and Settings\Noel Kantaris>

Fig. 11.6 The Available DOS Commands.
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Running DOS Programs

With Windows XP, just as in Windows 95/98/Me/NT/2000, the
easiest way to issue a single DOS command that involves

running a program, is in the
Run window, shown in
Fig. 11.7, opened from the
Start menu. Its big
advantage is that all
previous commands are
remembered. Clicking the
down arrow, opens a small
`database' of your most used

commands, including path and file names, etc. The command
itself is actioned in a 'one off' Command Prompt window, as
shown in Fig. 11.8 below.

duo

Typer rt.s.,o.. a Program, folder, document,
co, and Windows wiopn for you.'ryou

Open: QB451,Q13.DI

1

Fig. 11.7 The Run Window.

Microsoft Quickf3ASIC -MC

dV8
Sava
S a e All
reate Pile...
oad File...load Pile...
rint...
OS Shell

E it

3 .

Fig. 11.8 Running a DOS Program in a Command Prompt Window.

To switch between full screen and a window, use the
<AIt+Enter> key combination. When you have finished using
this window you have to close it by clicking the x (close) button,
in the top right-hand corner of the screen which displays the
End Program warning box. To end the program, click the End
Now button on the displayed box.
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The MS-DOS Editor

Windows XP includes the Edit text editor, to be found in the
\WINDOWS\system32 subdirectory, as shown in Fig. 11.9.

Users of MS-DOS will find the
RUH

Z7then'y'rnet c:="mjn:dmapMltcl

Open: EAWINDOWS\system32\edt.corn

CK I Cancel I how... I

Fig. 11.9 Running the Windows Edit.

editor very familiar, as the
version provided in Windows
XP is identical to that provided
with earlier Windows
versions. Improvements over
much earlier versions of the
program are:

You can open up to nine files at the same time, split the
screen between two files, and easily copy and paste
information between them.

You can open files as large as 4MB.

You can open filenames and navigate through the direc-
tory structure just as you can in the rest of Windows.

The editor is opened, as one would expect from its name, by
typing Edit at the Command Prompt, as shown in Fig. 11.10.

COMO-WM.1 Prompt edit

r"Pilo r.it ge4rch *new Options N.Ypp_
UMTITLED1

Edit Commands

r

Cursor Movement Commends

Nome - Moue to the start of the current line.
End - Moue to the end of the current line.
Ctrl.Up - Scroll up one line.
Ctrl,Doun - Scroll down one line.
Pageip - Scroll up one screen.
PageDoun - Scroll down one screen.
Ctrl.PgUp - Scroll left one screen.
CtrlcPgDn - Scroll right one screen.
Ctrl,Home - Scroll to the start of the document.
Ctrl.End - Scroll to the end of the document.
CtrloLeft - Moue left one word.
Ctrlollight - Moue right one word.

wn.Mext top= ne ous topic ine

Fig. 11.10 The MS-DOS Text Editor.

The file opened in the editor's window above, is a readme.txt
file in the background and a Cursor Movement Commands
screen on the foreground, obtained by pressing the F1 function
key. To clear the screen, press the <Esc> key.
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Copying Text from Old DOS Programs
You can copy text created in old DOS word processing
programs and paste it in the latest and most favoured Windows
application easily. To illustrate the process, we use below a
letter we wrote more than five years ago, using our then loved
Q&A word processor. You can follow the technique by using
your own DOS word processed document.

First use the Run command to locate and load the DOS
program, then open a document. Ours is shown in Fig. 11.11.

Move

Size

En Maximise

X Close ny
Far the Mi:rosoft Wrist, hook. together

the honk. Pleaaa )et me boos when yet.
n, the oviginals. until such time a5 oy

ar-diny any corre,tions.

Xelas and that the Nov door pv,,es to be
c than the last.

Fig. 11.11 Marking Text in a DOS Word Processing Program.

Next, click the Command button to open the drop -down menu
and select the Mark option. This allows you to mark part or the
whole of the document then use the Edit, Copy command to
copy it onto the Windows clipboard, as shown in Fig. 11.12.

MOMSrPt r ro o
oice far vetting the book. Please let zoo know when you

ip the ort2sal,,,,until such time as
i an

Fig. 11.12 Copying Text from a DOS Word Processing Program.
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Finally, open your favourite Windows word processor and use
its Edit, Paste command, to paste the contents of the clipboard
into your new document. We used the WordPad application, as
shown in Fig. 11.13 below.

Document War dPod

Fie Edtt View Insert sonnet H*

ca: a i0
Artal w n Western v. DIVA

t t2 10 11 12 '13 r ,14 0 15

I enclose the manuscript for the Microsoft Office book, together
with an invoice for setting the book. Please let me know when you
receive 4. I am also retaining the originals, until such time as we
hear from your reader regarding any corrections.

Inserts Cipbeerd contents.

Fig. 11.13 Transferring Text into WordPad.

It is as easy as that. Perhaps this will prove the most useful and
time saving capability of the Command Prompt for most users.
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Glossary of Terms

Access control

Active

Active partition

ActiveX

Add -in

Address

Administrator

A security mechanism that determines
which operations a user is authorised to
perform on a PC, a file, a printer, etc.

Describes the folder, window or icon
that you are currently using or that is
currently selected.

A partition from which an x86 -based
computer starts up. The active partition
must be a primary partition on a basic
disc.

A set of technologies that allows
software components to interact with
one another in a networked
environment, regardless of the
language in which the components were
created.

A mini -program which runs in
conjunction with another and enhances
its functionality.

A unique number or name that identifies
a specific computer or user on a

network.

For Windows XP Professional, a person
responsible for setting up and managing
local computers, their user and group
accounts, and assigning passwords and
permissions.
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Anonymous FTP

Applet

Application

Archie

ASCII

ASP

Association

Audio input device

Authentication

Authoring

AVI

Anonymous FTP allows you to connect
to a remote computer and transfer
public files back to your local computer
without the need to have a user ID and
password.

A program that can be downloaded over
a network and launched on the user's
computer.

Software (program) designed to carry
out a certain activity, such as word
processing, or data management.

Archie is an Internet service that allows
you to locate files that can be
downloaded via FTP.

A binary code representation of a

character set. The name stands for
`American Standard Code for
Information Interchange'.

Active Server Page. File format used for
dynamic Web pages that get their data
from a server based database.

An identification of a filename extension
to a program. This lets Windows open
the program when its files are selected.

A device that records music and voice
input into your computer, such as a
microphone or a CD-ROM player.

The process for verifying that an entity
or object is who or what it claims to be.

The process of creating web documents
or software.

Audio Video Interleaved. A Windows
multimedia file format for sound and
moving pictures.
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Backbone

Background

Backup

Bandwidth

Banner

BASIC

Basic volume

Batch file

The main transmission lines of the
Internet, running at over 45 Mbps.

The screen background image used on
a graphical user interface such as
Windows.

To make a back-up copy of a file or a
disc for safekeeping.

The range of transmission frequencies
a network can use. The greater the
bandwidth the more information that
can be transferred over a network.

An advertising graphic shown on a Web
page.

Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code - a high-level
programming language.

A primary partition or logical drive that
resides on a basic disc.

A file that contains commands which
are automatically executed when the file
is run.

Baud rate The speed at which a modem
communicates.

BBS

Beta test

Binary

Bulletin Board System, a computer
equipped with software and telecoms
links that acts as an information host for
remote computer systems.

A test of software that is still under
development, by people actually using
the software.

A base -2 number system in which
values are expressed as combinations
of two digits, 0 and 1.
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BIOS On x86 -based computers, the set of
software routines that test hardware at
startup, start the operating system, and
support the transfer of data among
hardware devices.

Bit

Bitmap

Bookmark

Boot partition

Boot up

Broadband

Broadcast

Browse

Browser

Bug

The smallest unit of information handled
by a computer.

A technique for managing the image
displayed on a computer screen.

A marker inserted at a specific point in a
document to which the user may wish to
return for later reference.

The partition on a hard disc that
contains the operating system and its
support files.

To start your computer by switching it

on, which initiates a self test of its
Random Access Memory (RAM), then
loads the necessary system files.

A communications systems in which the
medium of transmission (such as a wire
or fibre -optic cable) carries multiple
messages at a time.

An address that is destined for all hosts
on a particular network segment.

A button in some Windows dialogue
boxes that lets you view a list of files
and folders before you make a

selection.

A program, like the Internet Explorer,
that lets you view Web pages.

An error in coding or logic that causes a
program to malfunction.
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Bus

Button

A communication line used for data
transfer among the components of a
computer system.

A graphic element in a dialogue box or
toolbar that performs a specified
function.

Bytes A unit of data that holds a single
character, such as a letter, a digit.

Cable modem A device that enables a broadband
connection to the Internet by using
cable television infrastructure.

Cache An area of memory, or disc space,
reserved for data, which speeds up
downloading.

Card A removable printed -circuit board that is
plugged into a computer expansion slot.

CD -R Recordable compact disc.

CD-ROM Read Only Memory compact disc. Data
can be read but not written.

CD-RW Rewritable compact disc. Data can be
copied to the CD on more than one
occasion and can be erased.

CGI Common Gateway Interface - a

convention for servers to communicate
with local applications and allow users
to provide information to scripts
attached to web pages, usually through
forms.

Cgi-bin The most common name of a directory
on a web server in which CGI programs
are stored.

Chart A graphical view of data that is used to
visually display trends, patterns, and
comparisons.
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Click

Client

Client application

Clipboard

Cluster

Code page A means of providing support for
character sets and keyboard layouts for
different countries or regions.

Command An instruction given to a computer to
carry out a particular action.

Command prompt A window used to interface with the
MS-DOS operating system.

Compressed file One that is compacted to save server
space and reduce transfer times.
Typical file extensions for compressed
files include .zip (DOS/Windows) and
.tar (UNIX).

Configuration A general purpose term referring to the
way you have your computer set up.

Controls Objects on a form, report, or data
access page that display data, perform
actions, or are used for decoration.

Cookies Files stored on your hard drive by your
Web browser that hold information for it
to use.

To press and release a mouse button
once without moving the mouse.

A computer that has access to services
over a computer network. The computer
providing the services is a server.

A Windows application that can accept
linked, or embedded, objects.

A temporary storage area of memory,
where text and graphics are stored with
the Windows cut and copy actions.

In data storage, the smallest amount of
disc space that can be allocated to hold
a file.
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CPU

Cyberspace

Data access page

Data packet

The Central Processing Unit; the main
chip that executes all instructions
entered into a computer.

Originated by William Gibson in his
novel 'Neuromancer', now used to
describe the Internet and the other
computer networks.

A Web page, created by Access, that
has a connection to a database; you
can view, add, edit, and manipulate the
data in this page.

A unit of information transmitted as a
whole from one device to another on a
network.

Database A collection of data related to a

particular topic or purpose.

DBMS Database management system - A
software interface between the
database and the user.

Default The command, device or option
automatically chosen.

Defragmentation The process of rewriting parts of a file to
contiguous sectors on a hard disc to
increase the speed of access and
retrieval.

Desktop The Windows screen working
background, on which you place icons,
folders, etc.

Device driver A special file that must be loaded into
memory for Windows to be able to
address a specific procedure or
hardware device.
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Device name A logical name used by DOS to identify
a device, such as LPT1 or COM1 for
the parallel or serial printer.

Dial -up connection The connection to a network via a

device that uses the telephone network.
This includes modems with a standard
phone line, ISDN cards with high-speed
ISDN lines, or X.25 networks.

Dialogue box A window displayed on the screen to
allow the user to enter information.

Digital signature A means for originators of a message,
file, or other digitally encoded
information to bind their identity to the
information.

Direct Connection A permanent connection between your
computer system and the Internet.

Directory An area on disc where information
relating to a group of files is kept. Also
known as a folder.

Disconnect To detach a drive, port or computer
from a shared device, or to break an
Internet connection.

Display adapter An expansion board that plugs into a
PC to give it display capabilities.

DLL Dynamic Link Library; An OS feature
that allows files with the .d11 extensions
to be loaded only when needed by the
program.

Document A file produced by an application
program. When used in reference to
the Web, a document is any file
containing text, media or hyperlinks that
can be transferred from an HTTP server
to a browser.
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Domain

Domain Name

A group of devices, servers and
computers on a network.

The name of an Internet site, for
example www.microsoft.com, which
allows you to reference Internet sites
without knowing their true numerical
address.

DOS Disc Operating System. A collection of
small specialised programs that allow
interaction between user and computer.

Double-click To quickly press and release a mouse
button twice.

Download To transfer to your computer a file, or
data, from another computer.

DPI Dots Per Inch - a resolution standard for
laser printers.

Drag To move an object on the screen by
pressing and holding down the left
mouse button while moving the mouse.

Drive name The letter followed by a colon which
identifies a floppy or hard disc drive.

DSL Digital Subscriber Line - a broad -band
connection to the Internet through
existing copper telephone wires.

Dual boot A PC configuration that can start two
different operating systems.

DVD Digital Video Disc; a type of optical disc
technology. It looks like a CD but can
store greater amounts of data.

EISA Extended Industry Standard
Architecture, for construction of PCs
with the Intel 32 -bit microprocessor.
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E-mail Electronic Mail - A system that allows
computer users to send and receive
messages electronically.

Embedded object Information in a document that is
'copied' from its source application.
Selecting the object opens the creating
application from within the document.

Encrypted password A password that is scrambled.

Engine Software used by search services.

Ethernet A very common method of networking
computers in a LAN.

Expansion slot A socket in a computer, designed to
hold expansion boards and connect
them to the system bus.

Extract a file Create an uncompressed copy of the
file in a folder you specify.

FAQ Frequently Asked Questions - A
common feature on the Internet, FAQs
are files of answers to commonly asked
questions.

FAT The File Allocation Table. An area on
disc where information is kept on which
part of the disc a file is located.

File extension The suffix following the period in a

filename. Windows uses this to identify
the source application program. For
example .mdb indicates an Access file.

Filename The name given to a file. In Windows 95
and above this can be up to 256
characters long.

Filter A set of criteria that is applied to data to
show a subset of the data.

I
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Firewall Security measures designed to protect
a networked system from unauthorised
access.

Floppy disc A removable disc on which information
can be stored magnetically.

Folder An area used to store a group of files,
usually with a common link.

Font A graphic design representing a set of
characters, numbers and symbols.

Format The structure of a file that defines the
way it is stored and laid out on the
screen or in print.

Fragmentation The scattering of parts of the same file
over different areas of the disc.

Free space Available disc space that can be used to
create logical drives within an extended
partition.

Freeware Software that is available for
downloading and unlimited use without
charge.

FTP File Transfer Protocol. The procedure
for connecting to a remote computer
and transferring files.

Function key One of the series of 10 or 12 keys
marked with the letter F and a numeral,
used for specific operations.

Gateway A computer system that allows
otherwise incompatible networks to
communicate with each other.

GIF Graphics Interchange Format, a

common standard for images on the
Web.

Gigabyte (GB); 1,024 megabytes. Usually thought
of as one billion bytes.
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Graphic A picture or illustration, also called an
image. Formats include GIF, JPEG,
BMP, PCX, and TIFF.

Graphics card A device that controls the display on the
monitor and other allied functions.

Group A collection of users, computers,
contacts, and other groups.

GUI A Graphic User Interface, such as
Windows, the software front-end meant
to provide an attractive and easy to use
interface.

Handshaking A series of signals acknowledging that
communication can take place between
computers or other devices.

Hard copy Output on paper.

Hard disc A device built into the computer for
holding programs and data.

Hardware The equipment that makes up a
computer system, excluding the
programs or software.

Help A Windows system that gives you
instructions and additional information
on using a program.

Helper application A program allowing you to view
multimedia files that your web browser
cannot handle internally.

Hibernation A state in which your computer shuts
down after saving everything in memory
on your hard disc.

Hit A single request from a web browser for
a single item from a web server.

Home page The document displayed when you first
open your Web browser, or the first
document you come to at a Web site.
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Host Computer connected directly to the
Internet that provides services to other
local and/or remote computers.

Hotlist A list of frequently used Web locations
and URL addresses.

HTML HyperText Markup Language, the
format used in documents on the Web.

HTML editor Authoring tool which assists with the
creation of HTML pages.

HTTP HyperText Transport Protocol, the
system used to link and transfer
hypertext documents on the Web.

A common connection point for devices
in a network.

Hub

Hyperlink

Hypermedia

Hypertext

A segment of text, or an image, that
refers to another document on the Web,
an intranet or your PC.

Hypertext extended to include linked
multimedia.

A system that allows documents to be
cross -linked so that the reader can
explore related links, or documents, by
clicking on a highlighted symbol.

Icon A small graphic image that represents a
function or object. Clicking on an icon
produces an action.

ICS Internet Connection Sharing.

Image See graphic.

Insertion point A flashing bar that shows where typed
text will be entered into a document.

Interface A device that allows you to connect a
computer to its peripherals.
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Internet The global system of computer
networks.

Intranet

IP

IP Address

ISA

ISDN

A private network inside an organisation
using the same kind of software as the
Internet.

Internet Protocol - The rules that
provide basic Internet functions.

Internet Protocol Address - every
computer on the Internet has a unique
identifying number.

Industry Standard Architecture; a

standard for internal PC connections.

Integrated Services Digital Network; a
telecom standard using digital
transmission technology to support
voice, video and data communications
applications over regular telephone
lines.

ISP Internet Service Provider - A company
that offers access to the Internet.

Java

JPEG / JPG

Kernel

An object -oriented programming
language created by Sun Microsystems
for developing applications and applets
that are capable of running on any
computer, regardless of the operating
system.

Joint Photographic Experts Group, a
popular cross -platform format for image
files. JPEG is best suited for true colour
original images.

The core of layered architecture that
manages the most basic operations of
the operating system and the
computer's processor.
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Kilobyte

LAN

Laptop

LCD

Linked object

Links

Linux

Local

Location

Log on

MBR

MCI

Megabyte

(KB); 1024 bytes of information or
storage space.

Local Area Network - High-speed,
privately -owned network covering a

limited geographical area, such as an
office or a building.

A portable computer small enough to sit
on your lap.

Liquid Crystal Display.

An object that is inserted into a

document but still exists in the source
file. Changing the original object
automatically updates it within the linked
document.

The hypertext connections between
Web pages.

A version of the UNIX operating system
for PCs which incorporates a Graphical
User Interface (GUI) similar to that of
Microsoft Windows.

A resource that is located on your
computer, not linked to it over a

network.

An Internet address.

To gain access to a network.

The first sector on a hard disc, which
starts the process of booting the
computer.

Media Control Interface - a standard for
files and multimedia devices.

(MB); 1024 kilobytes of information or
storage space.
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Megahertz

Memory

(MHz); Speed of processor in millions of
cycles per second.

Part of computer consisting of storage
elements organised into addressable
locations that can hold data and
instructions.

Menu A list of available options in an
application.

Menu bar The horizontal bar that lists the names
of menus.

MIDI Musical Instrument Digital Interface -

enables devices to transmit and receive
sound and music messages.

MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions, a
messaging standard that allows Internet
users to exchange e-mail messages
enhanced with graphics, video and
voice.

MIPS Million Instructions Per Second;
measures speed of a system.

Modem Short for Modulator -demodulator. An
electronic device that lets computers
communicate electronically.

Monitor The display device connected to your
PC, also called a screen.

Mouse A device used to manipulate a pointer
around your display and activate
processes by pressing buttons.

MPEG Motion Picture Experts Group - a video
file format offering excellent quality in a
relatively small file.

MS-DOS Microsoft's implementation of the Disc
Operating System for PCs.
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Multimedia The use of photographs, music and
sound and movie images in a

presentation.

Multitasking Performing more than one operation at
the same time.

My Documents A folder that provides a convenient
place to store documents, graphics, or
other files you want to access quickly.

Network Two or more computers connected
together to share resources.

Network adapter A device that connects your computer to
a network.

Network server Central computer which stores files for
several linked computers.

Node Any single computer connected to a
network.

NTFS file system An advanced file system that provides
performance, security, reliability, and
advanced features that are not found in
any version of FAT.

ODBC Open DataBase Connectivity - A
standard protocol for accessing
information in a SQL database server.

OLE Object Linking and Embedding - A
technology for transferring and sharing
information among software
applications.

Online Having access to the Internet.

On-line Service Services such as America On-line and
CompuServe that provide content to
subscribers and usually connections to
the Internet.

Operating system Software that runs a computer.
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Page An HTML document, or Web site.

Parallel port

Partition

Password

PATH

The input/output connector for a parallel
interface device. Printers are generally
plugged into a parallel port.

A portion of a physical disc that
functions as though it were a physically
separate disc.

A unique character string used to gain
access to a network, program, or
mailbox.

The location of a file in the directory
tree.

PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect - a
type of slot in your computer which
accepts similar type peripheral cards.

Peripheral Any device attached to a PC.

Perl A popular language for programming
CGI applications.

PIF file Program information file - gives
information to Windows about an
MS-DOS application.

Pixel A picture element on screen; the
smallest element that can be
independently assigned colour and
intensity.

Plug -and -play Hardware which can be plugged into a
PC and be used immediately without
configuration.

POP Post Office Protocol - a method of
storing and returning e-mail.

Port The place where information goes into
or out of a computer, e.g. a modem
might be connected to the serial port.
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Posix The specification for a look -alike UNIX
operating system drawn up by the
American National Standards Institute
(ANSI). Linux is an independent Posix
implementation.

PostScript A page -description language (PDL),
developed by Adobe Systems for
printing on laser printers.

PPP Point -to -Point Protocol - One of two
methods (see SLIP) for using special
software to establish a temporary direct
connection to the Internet over regular
phone lines.

Print queue A list of print jobs waiting to be sent to a
printer.

Program A set of instructions which cause a
computer to perform tasks.

Protocol A set of rules or standards that define
how computers communicate with each
other.

Query

Queue

RAM

Real mode

Refresh

The set of keywords and operators sent
by a user to a search engine, or a
database search request.

A list of e-mail messages waiting to be
sent over the Internet.

Random Access Memory. The
computer's volatile memory. Data held
in it is lost when power is switched off.

MS-DOS mode, typically used to run
programs, such as MS-DOS games,
that will not run under Windows.

To update displayed information with
current data.
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Registered file type File types that are tracked by the
system registry and are recognised by
the programs you have installed on your
computer.

Registry A database where information about a
computer's configuration is deposited.
The registry contains information that
Windows continually references during
its operation.

Remote computer A computer that you can access only by
using a communications line or a
communications device, such as a

network card or a modem.

Resource A directory, or printer, that can be
shared over a network.

Robot A Web agent that visits sites, by
requesting documents from them, for
the purposes of indexing for search
engines. Also known as Wanderers,
Crawlers, or Spiders.

ROM Read Only Memory. A PC's non-volatile
memory. Data is written into this
memory at manufacture and is not
affected by power loss.

Root The highest or uppermost level in a

hierarchically organised disc directory.

Screen saver A moving picture or pattern that appears
on your screen when you have not used
the mouse or keyboard for a specified
period of time.

Script A type of program consisting of a set of
instructions to an application or tool
program.

Scroll bar A bar that appears at the right side or
bottom edge of a window.
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Search Submit a query to a search engine.

Search engine A program that helps users find
information across the Internet.

Serial interface An interface that transfers data as
individual bits.

Server A computer system that manages and
delivers information for client
computers.

Shared resource Any device, program or file that is
available to network users.

Shareware Software that is available on public
networks and bulletin boards. Users are
expected to pay a nominal amount to
the software developer.

Shortcut A link to any item accessible on your
computer or on a network, such as a
program, file, folder, disc drive, Web
page, printer, or another computer.

Signature file An ASCII text file, maintained within
e-mail programs, that contains text for
your signature.

Site A place on the Internet. Every Web
page has a location where it resides
which is called its site.

SLIP Serial Line Internet Protocol, a method
of Internet connection that enables
computers to use phone lines and a
modem to connect to the Internet
without having to connect to a host.

SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol - a

protocol dictating how e-mail messages
are exchanged over the Internet.

Socket An endpoint for sending and receiving
data between computers.
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Software The programs and instructions that
control your PC.

Spamming Sending the same message to a large
number of mailing lists or newsgroups.
Also to overload a Web page with
excessive keywords in an attempt to get
a better search ranking.

Spider See robot.

Spooler Software which handles transfer of
information to a store to be used by a
peripheral device.

SQL Structured Query Language, used with
relational databases.

SSL

Standby

Secure Sockets Layer, the standard
transmission security protocol
developed by Netscape, which has
been put into the public domain.

A state in which your computer
consumes less power when it is idle, but
remains available for immediate use.

Subscribe To become a member of.

Surfing The process of looking around the
Internet.

SVGA

Swap file

Sysop

System disc

Super Video Graphics Array; it has all
the VGA modes but with 256, or more,
colours.

An area of your hard disc used to store
temporary operating files, also known
as virtual memory.

System Operator - A person responsible
for the physical operations of a
computer system or network resource.

A disc containing files to enable a PC to
start up.

4
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System files Files used by Windows to load,
configure, and run the operating
system.

Task Manager A utility that provides information about
programs and processes running on the
computer. Using Task Manager, you
can end or run programs and end
processes, and display a dynamic
overview of your computer's
performance.

TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet
Protocol, combined protocols that
perform the transfer of data between
two computers. TCP monitors and
ensures the correct transfer of data. IP
receives the data, breaks it up into
packets, and sends it to a network
within the Internet.

Telnet A program which allows people to
remotely use computers across
networks.

Text file An unformatted file of text characters
saved in ASCII format.

Thread An ongoing message -based
conversation on a single subject.

TIFF Tag Image File Format - a popular
graphic image file format.

Toggle To turn an action on and off with the
same switch.

Tool Software program used to support Web
site creation and management.

Toolbar A bar containing icons giving quick
access to commands.

TrueType fonts Fonts that can be scaled to any size and
print as they show on the screen.
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Uninstall When referring to software, the act of
removing program files and folders from
your hard disc and removing related
data from your registry so the software
is no longer available.

UNIX Multitasking, multi-user computer
operating system that is run by many
computer servers on networks.

Upload/Download The process of transferring files
between computers. Files are uploaded
from your computer to another and
downloaded from another computer to
your own.

URL Uniform Resource Locator, the
addressing system used on the Web,
containing information about the
method of access, the server to be
accessed and the path of the file to be
accessed.

USB Universal Serial Bus - an external bus
standard that enables data transfer
rates of 12 Mbps.

Usenet Informal network of computers that
allow the posting and reading of
messages in newsgroups that focus on
specific topics.

User ID The unique identifier, usually used in
conjunction with a password, which
identifies you on a computer.

Virtual Reality Simulations of real or imaginary worlds,
rendered on a flat two-dimensional
screen but appearing
three-dimensional.

Virus A malicious program, downloaded from
a web site or disc, designed to wipe out
information on your computer.
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Volume An area of storage on a hard disc. A
volume is formatted by using a file
system, such as FAT or NTFS, and has
a drive letter assigned to it.

W3C The World Wide Web Consortium that
is steering standards development for
the Web.

WAIS Wide Area Information Server, a
Net -wide system for looking up specific
information in Internet databases.

WAN A communications network connecting
geographically separated computers,
printers, and other devices.

WAV Waveform Audio (.wav) - a common
audio file format for DOS/Windows
computers.

Web A network of hypertext -based
multimedia information servers.
Browsers are used to view any
information on the Web.

Web Page An HTML document that is accessible
on the Web.

Web server A computer that is maintained by a
system administrator or Internet service
provider (ISP) and that responds to
requests from a user's browser.

Webmaster One whose job it is to manage a web
site.

WINSOCK A Microsoft Windows file that provides
the interface to TCP/IP services.

Wizard A Microsoft tool that asks you questions
and then creates an object depending
on your answers.
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A
Accessing menus 28
Accessories .... 49, 75, 91
Active window 32
Add

New Hardware Wizard 114
Printer Wizard ... 43, 106

Adding
new hardware 114
software 115
to Start menu 118
Windows features 115

Address
Bar 15, 18
Book 150

ANSI files 80
Application windows 32
Arrange

desktop icons 59
windows 35

ASCII files 80
Attachments (e-mail) .. 139
Automatic Update 205

B
Background colour . 93, 95
Backup

program 219
types 221

Binary file 107
transfer 188

Bitmap files 91
Briefcase 198
Burning CDs 166

C
Cascade

menus 28
windows 35

Category view 38
CD

player 161
types 166

Changing
active window 32
default printer 108
display settings 39
Taskbar menus 118
text 84

Character Map 113
Check boxes 25
Cleanup discs 209
Clipboard 89
Clock 27, 117
Close

button 15, 17
window 35

Colour selection (Paint) 95
Command button ... 15, 17
Common user interface . 43
Communications 177

settings 186
Compressing folders ... 72
Configuring printers 108
Contacts pane (Outlook) 131
Control Panel 37

category view 38
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Copy
characters 113
command 81

discs 66
folders/files
text

55,
82,

107
231

Create
Dial -up connection .. 196
fax cover 178
new folder 53
new message 135
shortcut 58

Customise Media Player 167
Cut command 81

D
Date/Time settings 27, 117
Default

printer 108
Web site 46

Defragmenting discs .. 210
Delete

folder/files 62
text 84

Desktop 15
customise 40
icons 25
shortcut menu 23

Dial -up Networking 196
Dialogue boxes 24
Disc

cleanup 209
copying 66
defragmenting 210
formatting 65
label 65
scanning 218

Display
properties 39
windows 35

Document
editing 81

opening 78
printing 87

DOS
application 89
commands 228
editor 230
programs 229
screen copy 90

Download updates 206
Drag and Drop 83
Drawing (Paint) 95
Drive conversion 217

E
E-mail 123

attachments 139
Edit

document 81, 103
menu command . 22, 81
video clips 173

Editor (MS-DOS) 230
Electronic mail 124
Embedding a graphic 98
Empty Recycle Bin 64
Exit Windows 30
Explorer 49

bar 66
Exporting Address Book 152

F

Favorites
Menu command 22
Transfer Wizard .... 120

Fax
cover creation 178
printer 42
Utility 177
Viewer 70
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File
associations 52
compression 72
copying 55
deleting 62
find 58
menu command 22
moving 56
properties 44, 57
registering type 52
renaming 57
search 58
selecting 54
sending 60
system 5

transfer protocols 188
Filmstrip view 71

Finding
folders/files 58
text 84, 104

Firewall 194
Folder

compression 72
copying 55
create new 53
deleting 62
finding 58
handling 53, 63
list (Outlook) 130
moving 56
Options 24, 44
Printers & Faxes .... 105
renaming 57
selecting 54
sending 60

Folders
facility 50, 63
list (Outlook) 130

Fonts 109
Foreground colour 95

Format
bar (WordPad) 77
Toolbar (Outlook) ... 138

Formatting
discs 65
messages 138
text 85

G
Games 122
Graphic in WordPad .... 99
Graphics files 91

H
Hardware

adding 114
requirements 4

Help
Address Book 153
DOS commands 228
Media player 168
menu command .. 22, 41
Outlook Express 149
system 47

Hibernation mode 214
History facility 68
Home

button 45
Networking 189

Hotmail 46, 125
HyperTerminal 184

Icons arrangement 59
Icon shortcuts 58
Importing Address Book 152
Insert attachment 139
Installing

fax printer 42
fonts 112
printers 106
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Internet
Connection Wizard .. 124
Explorer window 68
Service Provider . 12, 125

L
Label (disc) 65
Language settings 117
Linking a graphic 99
List in dialogue box 25

M
Manipulating windows .. 31

Maximise
button 15, 17
window 34

Media Player 155
Menu

bar ... 15, 17, 21, 76, 91

cascade 28
options 20
Send to 60
shortcuts 23
WordPad 76

Message (Outlook)
formatting 138
list 131
Preview 128
Preview pane 132
printing 147
stationery 136
status icons 132
Toolbar 134, 137

Minimise
button 15, 17
window 34

Mobile office 196
Modem properties 123
Mouse

pointer(s) ....
right -clicking

15, 18, 20
23

Movie
Maker 170
playing and sending 175

Moving
blocks of text 83
dialogue boxes 33
files and settings 120
folders/files 56
in WordPad 80
windows 33

Multimedia 155
MS-DOS

commands 228
editor 230
programs 229
prompt 225

My Briefcase 198
My Computer 50, 66

N
Networking 189
New

Dial -up connection 196
folder 53
Hardware Wizard ... 114
message (Outlook) .. 135

Notepad 102
NTFS drive conversion 217

0
Office files 198
OLE 91
Open documents 78
Option buttons 25
Options area (Paint) 91

Organise messages 143
Outlook Express 124
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L

P
Page settings 87
Paint

program 91

tools 97
Palette 95
Paste command .... 55, 81

Picture viewer 70
Playing

audio CDs 161
games 122
movies 175
videos 163

Plug & Play 43, 105, 114
Pointers 18, 20
Power management ... 214
Preview pane (Outlook) 132
Print

Preview 88
queue 109
screen 89

Printer
configuration 108
installation 105
properties 108
tasks 105

Printers & Faxes folder 105
Printing

documents 87
messages (Outlook) . 147

Problem prevention ... 204
Program

associations 52
files folder 51

run 229
Properties (file) 44, 57

Q
Quick

format 65
launch icons 26

R
Radio

buttons 25
guide 67
tuner 164

Read message window 134
Read1st.txt file 85
Receiving attachments 140
Recording films 171
Recycle Bin 64

shortcut menu 23
Regional settings 117
Registered file types .... 52
Remove

Outlook messages 142
programs 115
Start menu entries 119
Windows features 115

Rename
folder/file 57
Start menu entries .. 119

Replace text 84
Replying to messages . 142
Resize windows .... 17, 35
Restart computer 30
Restoring

backup files 223
system 207
window size 17

Right -clicking mouse 23
Ruler 87
Run window 229

S
Save document 80
Search facility . 58, 84, 104
Scanning

discs 218
pictures 100

Scheduled tasks 211
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Screen
resolution 39
savers 40
themes 40

Scroll bar(s) 15, 18
Search for

file/folder 58
Text 84, 104

Selecting
colours in Paint 95
file system 5

folders/files 54
text 82

Send To command 60
Sending

folders/files 60
movies 175

Settings
Communications 186
Regional 117
Transfer Wizard 121

Setup Wizard 7
Shortcut

icons 58
menus 23

Shutdown option 30
Sizing windows 34
Software adding 115
Sound

card 155
Recorder 169

Speakers 155
Spell checking 144
Standby mode 216
Start

button
menu

6,
14,

14, 27
28, 31

menu appearance ... 41

Status bar 76

System
file protection 204
folders (Outlook) 143
information required ... 4
restore 207
tools 203
tree 69

T
Tab key 24
Tabbed dialogue box ... 24
Tabs (WordPad) 87
Task bar 15, 27

buttons 26
menus 118

Tasks 15, 18
menus 64
scheduling 211

Terminal preferences .. 187
Text

copying
formatting

82, 231
85

in drawings 96
selection 82

Tile windows 32, 35
Time setting 27, 117
Title bar 15, 17, 76
TrueType fonts 112
Toolbar 15, 18, 77, 134, 137
Toolbox (Paint) 92
Tools menu command 22
Transfer protocols .... 188
Turn off computer 30

U
Undo command 84
Update Windows 205
Upgrading Windows 1

URL address 67
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User
accounts 29
Interface 43

Using
DOS programs 229
Help System 47

V
VDU 39
Video clip editing 173
View

command 21

Explorer bar 66
menu 22
ruler 87
Toolbars 45

Volume label 65

Watching playing media 156
Way files 169
Web site 45
What's This? 22
Window

arranging 35
closing 35
command button 15
maximising 34
minimising 34
moving 33
resizing 17, 35

Windows
automatic update 205
desktop 15
environment 31

Explorer 49
folder 50
Help system 47
Media Player 155
Tour 14
upgrade path 2

Index

Wizards
Add New Hardware . 114
Add Printer 106
Scheduled tasks 211
Setup 7

WordPad 75
Word wrap in Notepad . 103

Zipped folders 72
Zoom 88
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COMPANION DISCS are available for most computer books written
by the same author(s) and published by BERNARD BABANI
(publishing) LTD, as listed at the front of this book (except for those
marked with an asterisk). These books contain many pages of
file/program listings.

There is no Companion Disc for this book.
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